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ABSTRACT 

 
This dissertation examines the histories of the University of Arizona (UA) and the 

University of New Mexico (UNM) before 1910. This project brings a trans-hemispheric 

approach to composition history by developing a theory of “frontier rhetoric” as a lens for 

analysis. Used to describe the rhetorical strategies that emphasize narratives of progress to 

disenfranchise others, frontier rhetoric allows us to examine the ways in which colonialism is 

embedded within institutions and reproduced by curriculum and policies. In the case of UA, 

institutional stakeholders envisioned their university as an Americanization project that both 

opened up Arizona’s natural resources to profit, while creating a citizenry devoted to defending 

their country. In the case of UNM, we see a subtler manifestation of frontier rhetorics, such as in 

the way Spanish was emphasized for the purposes of sending multilingual teachers out into the 

primarily Spanish speaking regions of the territory. An analysis of the students’ curricular and 

extra-curricular writing from this time shows that students had the opportunity to challenge and 

resist frontier rhetorics through newspaper writing. The curricular and extra-curricular use of 

public genres such as newspapers allows students to take a more active role in negotiating their 

own understandings of citizenship and community engagement. Finally, this dissertation 

connects these histories to the present by discussing the ways in which writing program 

administrators can use frontier rhetoric to assess the inclusivity of their programs and adopt a 

translingual orientation in an effort to combat monolingual mentalities. This history makes 

visible the ways in which colonial legacies are embedded within our educational institutions, 

challenges the Eurocentric tendencies of composition histories, and offers new perspectives on 

the ways in which rhetorical education can both reproduce and resist oppressive attitudes about 

language, race, and culture. 
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CHAPTER 1: ARIZONA, NEW MEXICO, AND NEW DIRECTIONS 
FOR COMPOSITION HISTORY 

 

In November of 1902, Indiana Senator Albert J. Beveridge and the congressional sub-

committee on territories traveled to Arizona and New Mexico on a fact-finding mission. The 

purpose of the excursion was to assess whether these territories were fit to be granted statehood. 

The committee visited several cities in Arizona and New Mexico to interview judges, teachers, 

business owners, politicians, and other citizens about the conditions of their territory and its 

potential for self-governance. According to one contemporary report, the interviews happened 

behind closed doors, and each person was led into a room to face the congressional group alone 

(Prince 95).  Many of the questions focused on the use of Spanish in the community and around 

the character of the Mexican and native populations of these territories.  

When the committee returned to D.C. they issued a report outlining their findings. When 

discussing New Mexico’s potential for self-governance, they wrote:   

…in the course of time, when education, now only practically beginning, shall 

have accomplished its work; when the mass of the people…have become identical 

in language and customs with the great body of the American people; when the 

immigration of English speaking people…does its modifying work on the 

Mexican element; when all these things have come to pass, the committee hopes 

and believes that this mass of people, unlike us in race, language, and social 

customs, will finally come to form a creditable portion of American citizenship 

(9). 

The report recommended against statehood for Arizona and New Mexico, arguing that neither 

territory was ready for self-governance. They based these recommendations, in part, on their 
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concern about the small population of each territory. However, it’s clear from the above 

quotation that the congressional sub-committee had other problems with the territories.   

 The long and complicated paths toward statehood for Arizona and New Mexico reveal a 

host of assumptions about race, language, culture, and what it means to be capable of self-

governance. Equally, these historical political moments also reveal the ways in which colonial 

legacies have been deeply entrenched within the Southwest.1 In fact, testimony from the same 

1902 statehood investigation referenced above reveals the ways in which Arizona’s upper class 

white citizens worked to marginalize the potential role Mexican citizens would have in a state 

government. This testimony suggested that these same citizens viewed the annihilation of 

thousands of Apaches as evidence that Arizona was fit for self-governance. A century later, 

many of these racial and cultural biases and tensions remain embedded within the borderlands of 

the American Southwest as evidenced in laws and policies that drive the everyday movement of 

people. For example, native populations in both Arizona and New Mexico have had their access 

to water hampered by both the government’s rerouting of irrigation systems and by dangerous 

uranium mining disasters such as the 1979 Church Rock uranium spill.2 More recently, in 2010, 

Arizona passed Senate Bill 1070, the so-called “Papers, Please” bill that allowed law 

enforcement officers to question the immigration status of anyone they suspect may be in the 

United States unlawfully. As many scholars have argued, this law sanctions racial profiling in a 

                                                 
1 In fact, the concept of “Southwest” is steeped in colonial geopolitics that speak directly to occupation through acts 
of war. 
2 In the 19th century public irrigation projects and diversions proved to be devastating to many indigenous 
communities. Erik Meeks in Border Citizens: The Making of Indians, Mexicans, and Anglos in Arizona writes about 
the ways in which racial bias directed irrigation and other water-related planning decisions in the late 19th and early 
20th century Arizona. In the 20th century, disasters such as the 1979 Church Rock uranium spill have also proven to 
be devastating to the native community. Public health scholars Doug Brugge, Jamie deLemos, and Cat Bui argue 
that while the United Nuclear Corporation’s release of uranium from the Church Rock, NM uranium mill into the 
nearby community resulted in a larger radiation exposure than the Three Mile Island Disaster, it received very little 
media attention because it affected mostly Navajo people.  
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region that has been inhabited by Mexican and indigenous populations for thousands of years.3 

Additionally, Arizona’s 2010 ban on Ethnic Studies curriculum seems intent on silencing voices 

and perspectives that stem from recognizing the colonial legacy of this border space (Herraras). 

While New Mexico has been arguably more progressive than Arizona, the city of Albuquerque 

instituted similar immigration reform in 2010 (“Albuquerque”). New Mexico’s current governor, 

Latina Republican Susana Martinez, has been vocal in her support of increasing immigration 

restrictions in New Mexico by increasing border security and reducing undocumented citizens’ 

access to drivers licenses (Martinez). Even though the American Southwest encompasses a 

variety of cultural backgrounds and heritages, the colonial legacies and oppression that has 

emerged from this region remains entrenched within everyday life. In fact, these vestiges of 

colonial violence often manifest as “frontier rhetorics,” which are rhetorical moves that work to 

maintain oppressive hierarchies in a border space.  

Incorporating the colonial legacy of the American Southwest as the backdrop for my 

work, this dissertation represents an entry into the sub-field of composition historiography. 

Central to this study are the histories of the University of Arizona and the University of New 

Mexico during the territorial period (1885-1912) which serve as an entry point into 

understanding the history of writing and rhetorical practice within this region. The territorial 

period is significant because it encompasses the years of these universities before Arizona and 

New Mexico were granted statehood. Focusing on these universities during their territorial 

period sheds light on some of the ways in which anxieties about language, race, and citizenship 

were implicated in the founding of these institutions. In the last fifteen years, many composition 

historiography projects, such as those by Susan Kates, David Gold, and Kathryn Fitzgerald, have 

                                                 
3 For example, Cruz Medina and Aja Y Martinez “advocate for a needed awareness and focus on the criminalizing 
of brown and black bodies within the borderlands” when examining such legislation. 
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focused on marginalized institutions or populations in an effort to provide a counter-narrative to 

our field’s macro-histories. However, institutions in the American Southwest are still under-

represented in these studies. The American Southwest’s legacy as a contested border space can 

help frame historical work productively because it invites us to consider how issues of race, 

language, and oppression are entwined with Americanized notions of education. Focusing on this 

region also allows us to examine the rise and proliferation of frontier rhetorics within and across 

educational institutions.   

 Composition historiography has been critiqued for its monolingual, nationalist, and 

Eurocentric assumptions of writing and literacy. The absence of studies focused on the American 

Southwest offers an opportunity to attend to these critiques. My project attempts to fill these gaps 

by focusing on universities in a contested border space at a time when issues of language and 

culture were at the forefront of debates about citizenship and self-governance. As a border 

composition historiography, this project provides deeper insight into the history of English-

language composition instruction and university students’ rhetorical practices in the Southwest, 

while also considering this region’s colonial legacy and political landscape. My goal is to show 

the theoretical and pedagogical implications of juxtaposing the cultural and linguistic heritage of 

the region alongside the rhetorical curriculum and practices of each territory's flagship university 

and its students. More specifically, I’ll be examining not just the colonial legacies but the 

rhetorical tropes, or rather “frontier rhetorics” that have emerged from this border space as a way 

to reproduce oppressive ideologies. This history makes visible the ways in which colonial 

legacies are embedded within our educational institutions, challenges the Eurocentric tendencies 

of composition historiography, and offers new perspectives on the ways in which rhetorical 

education can both reproduce and resist oppressive attitudes about language, race, and culture. 
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Historicizing Our Field: Review of the Literature 
Before embarking on such a project, it is important to think about the ways in which 

composition historiography, in particular research focused on writing and rhetoric instruction at 

North American colleges and universities, has evolved. This literature review examines the 

composition historiographical tradition, focusing more closely on the past fifteen years of 

scholarship. While composition historians developed a valuable strand of research, there are 

certainly some limitations to this work that point to some new directions we can take our 

historical projects. As Damián Baca has argued, composition historiography has adopted a 

myopic view when it comes to considering alternative modes and sites of composition and 

indigenous rhetorics. Baca’s critique of composition history in particular has influenced this 

project. However, before focusing on Baca’s critique, it is necessary to review not only the 

general trend of composition historiography, but also the other criticisms and interventions about 

these histories that have emerged in recent years.     

The past thirty years have seen a proliferation of historical work on composition 

instruction in North American universities. Albert Kitzhaber’s 1953 dissertation (published in 

book form 30 years later) is often viewed as the first attempt to write the American history of our 

field, and the 1980’s and 1990’s saw a turn towards scholarship in this area. James Berlin, Nan 

Johnson, Susan Miller, and Sharon Crowley produced some of the earlier touchstone texts in 

composition historiography, creating both a sense of history for our field and a better 

understanding of our own pedagogical practices. By mapping out some of the general trends and 

conditions of the past, early composition historiographers helped lay the foundation for future 

historical work.  
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As composition historiography grew in popularity, scholars began to challenge and 

complicate earlier efforts at historicizing our field, paving the way for a new wave of historical 

work. For example, scholars like John C. Brereton, Robert Connors, and Charles Paine have 

criticized the way 19th century rhetorical education, often categorized as current-traditional 

rhetoric, is often too hastily villainized and presented as a straw man rather than as a chance to 

draw productive connections with past practices. Other critiques of composition historiography, 

however, have focused on the ways general histories are limited because of the types of 

institutions and populations that are often surveyed in these studies. For instance, in 1999 

Jacqueline Jones Royster and Jean C. Williams offered a provocative critique of composition 

historiography, arguing that earlier historical work marginalized and excluded African 

Americans from composition histories by not fully exploring the limitations and underlying 

assumptions of their research. They call for historians to consider “how unnoticed dimensions of 

composition history might interact with officialized narratives to tell a reconfigured, more fully 

textured story than we now understand” (581). This call was certainly heeded, and in the past 

fifteen years, several scholars have shown that focusing on lesser-studied and/or marginalized 

institutions, populations, regions, or figures can complicate and extend our historical work.  

For some scholars, focusing on lesser-studied institutions means finding an alternative to 

the history of writing and rhetoric instruction as told through Harvard’s history. It’s easy to 

understand why many scholars have been drawn to Harvard for their historical work. In 

particular, the 1870’s Harvard reports decrying the writing abilities of Harvard students and the 

subsequent formation of the English A class in composition is often seen as a watershed moment 

in composition studies. However, some historians have questioned our over-reliance on 

Harvard’s history as a grand narrative. Patricia Donahue argues that “The Harvard Narrative” is 
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a convenient way to attach a beginning to composition studies. In their work on Lafayette 

College, Donahue and Falbo uncovered course catalogs that listed an “English Composition” 

course as a graduation requirement nearly twenty years before Harvard added a composition 

course to their curriculum (40). Because their findings only uncovered a course title and not 

evidence of course content or curriculum, this wasn’t enough to challenge the primacy of the 

Harvard course. “Harvard’s position as disciplinary origin is too deeply entrenched to be easily 

challenged,” they explained (41). This grand Harvard narrative, in fact, limits the scope and 

possibility of composition histories because it relies on a Eurocentric conception of what counts 

as rhetoric and composition. This narrative assigns a primacy to literacy practices that stem from 

Aristotelian rhetorics and alphabetic writing and erases other forms of literacy.  

Widening our scope to include schools other than Harvard, then, is not enough to address 

the problem of Eurocentrocism. However, as many scholars have recently shown, doing so can 

still enrich our understanding of composition by presenting a more diverse and nuanced 

definition of rhetorical education and composition as well as a richer look into the ways local 

institutions interacted with the communities they served. In her essay “Locating Composition 

History,” Gretchen Flesher Moon argues:  

Composition’s dominant historical narratives have located history in major 

research institutions whose institutional missions, teaching philosophies, 

intellectual ethoses, attitudes toward students, and student bodies are not 

universally shared by other kinds of institutions. (5) 

For this reason, many historians of rhetoric and composition have begun looking to other types 

of institutions as a site for their research. For example, in the last fifteen years composition 

scholars like Kathryn Fitzgerald, David Gold, and Suzanne Bordelon have turned to normal 
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schools (teacher training colleges) for insight on rhetoric and composition. David Gold 

highlights the importance of these schools, especially as we seek to broaden our studies to 

different regions, because “normal school educators held that schools must be accountable to the 

communities they served, and that pedagogical practices must meet students’ interests, needs, 

and abilities” (Rhetoric 115). While the institutional goals of normal schools were similar across 

the United States, these institutions also adapted their curriculum, schedules, and pedagogical 

approaches to the needs of their local schools and communities.  

Opening up our examinations of composition history beyond the Ivy League can 

additionally help us broaden our understanding of the communities they served. For example, 

because David Gold researched different types of institutions (including normal schools), he was 

able to focus his inquiry on marginalized students in Texas schools.  In his book, Rhetoric at the 

Margins: Revising the History of Writing Instruction in American Colleges, 1873-1947, he 

examines Wiley College, a black liberal arts university; Texas Woman’s University (TWU), 

which served middle-class white women; and East Texas Normal, which served a rural 

community as a site for teacher education. While these institutions’ archival holdings did not 

offer the same type and scope of archival materials available at larger institutions; Gold worked 

with a variety of archival material to reconstruct the rhetorical education of the students at these 

institutions. For example, Gold’s case study of Wiley focuses on the papers and speeches of 

Tolson, an influential black civil rights activist who also taught at Wiley, to infer pedagogical 

practices. His chapter on East Texas Normal also examines the work of an influential figure, 

William Mayo, to explore how this school adapted its curriculum to fit the local needs of the 

community. Instead of focusing on one figure, Gold’s TWU study examines the different 
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rhetorical sites and practices that were available to the students at this university through 

examining student publications such as yearbooks, literary magazines, and student newspapers.   

Susan Kates’ 2001 book, Activist Rhetorics and American Higher Education, 1883-1937, 

also explores the activist rhetorical education of disenfranchised groups. She does not generalize 

a history of these groups, but rather presents three case studies. In her first case study she focuses 

on Smith College professor Mary Augusta Jordan to explore the late 19th and early 20th century 

rhetorical education of middle-class white women. Next, she turns her recovery efforts toward 

African American elocutionist Hallie Quinn Brown to discuss the private education that some 

African Americans received in elocution during the turn of the 20th century. Finally, she 

examines three professors at Brookwood Labor College and their class-conscious pedagogy in 

the 1920s and 1930s. In each of her case studies, she finds educators who worked “to promote 

writing and speaking instruction attentive to the politics of difference” (23). Analyzing their 

approaches to teaching, Kates argues that through an activist rhetoric curriculum, these educators 

helped students use language to openly grapple with and interrogate their marginalized status.  

Both Gold’s and Kates’ case studies illustrate the need to look at our archives within the 

context of the local communities they came from. Gold argues “these histories are necessarily 

incomplete”(152) but that “national educational histories cannot be understood but in relation to 

the local communities in which trends both emerge and play out” (152). Kates situates her study 

within the context of contemporary ideologies and views. Keeping in mind the political, 

educational, and social contexts that each educator was a part of, Kates examines textbooks, 

pamphlets, speeches, articles, and other pedagogical papers authored by these educators while 

looking for moments of rupture or dissonance with normative educational practices of the time 

period. Her chapter on Brookwood Labor College underscores the importance of looking beyond 
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our traditional ideas of composition classes to find answers to our research questions. Kates, in 

fact, considered public speaking, journalism, and field-work courses to guide her inquiry. While 

this chapter helps us see the potentials of opening our inquiries beyond the composition 

classroom, her chapter on Hallie Quinn Brown, which focuses on private home study, 

underscores the importance of looking at sites outside of the academy in our inquiries.  

These histories seek to complement and challenge the so-called dominant narrative of 

composition, as do the studies presented in Donahue and Moon’s Local Histories. As Annie 

Mendenhall observes, “local histories… prove valuable because they reflect the diversity of 

institutional goals and initiatives that have been effaced in composition history” (131). Certainly 

efforts in the last fifteen years to complicate our histories have helped us see the importance of 

attending to the margins of our field. Additionally, they have helped us understand that our field 

doesn’t have just a history but has histories, and we need to situate our work in ways that can 

productively extend theses histories. However, many of the critiques and new directions for 

composition history discussed above do not fully address the Eurocentric leanings of such 

histories, so there is more work to be done.   

 

New Directions for Composition Historiography: Colonial Legacies and 
Multilingualism 
 

As we look back at the tremendous body of composition historiography that has been 

contributed in the last fifteen years, is it still enough to simply add another history to the mix 

because it “challenges the dominant narrative?” In 2012 David Gold argued that we’ve already 

sufficiently challenged this narrative. “We can no longer assume,” he writes, “that current-

traditional rhetoric and the Harvard model have been historically and universally dominant and 

that both are synonymous” (“Remapping” 19). In this article Gold looks to the last decade of 
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scholarship and notes that because the dominant narrative has already been challenged we need 

to push our scholarship in new directions. Gold is not arguing that historical work in our field is 

no longer relevant. Instead, he is urging researchers to ground their work in a multi-vocal 

assumption, i.e. using the varied histories of composition as a starting point, instead of framing 

their work against or within the so-called dominant historical narrative. Situating our histories 

against the rich backdrop of recent recovery work can help avoid what he calls “disciplinary 

fragmentation” (19). Additionally, Gold urges us to “demonstrate connections between [our] 

subjects and larger scholarly conversations” and “better incorporate recent advances in recovery 

work” (17). Doing so, Gold argues, will help us to engage more meaningfully with other 

recovery work and with contemporary conversations in the field.  

Gold’s assertion that master narratives of composition have been sufficiently challenged 

seems premature or even misguided when we consider the fact that many of our histories are still 

“locked into a colonial mindset” that Victor Villanueva so adamantly urged us to break from in 

1999 (656). Ten years later, Damián Baca’s critique of composition historiography echoed 

Villanueva’s call by arguing that composition histories have continually followed an east to west 

narrative, framed by colonial notions of literacy. He urges scholars to “embrace the task of 

critically reflecting upon the underlying rhetorical structures and economies of global 

colonialism and the correlative emergence of the study of written language as it is understood 

today” (238). Affirming Baca’s argument, Lisa Arnold’s 2011 dissertation critiques composition 

historiographers’ tendency for placing their archival finds within the context of Greco-Roman 

rhetoric. She argues that because our field has been so dependent on this mindset as a frame, “the 

disciplinary imagination, and the narratives produced therein, does not provide other ways to 

explain, authenticate, or even account for, alternative traditions or practices in the nineteenth and 
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twentieth centuries” (99).  If this is the case, then Gold’s call to researchers sounds a bit 

premature. Gold’s larger arguments that researchers should make more connections with other 

recovery work and larger conversations in the field are certainly valid. However, composition 

historiographers can and should push their work even further by examining the assumptions 

underpinning their work and by adopting what Baca calls a “trans-hemispheric” versus a national 

approach to the task. 

One promising way composition historiographers can do such work is by focusing on the 

centuries long histories of Native and Mexican peoples and colonial legacies in the region we 

now call the American Southwest. Most of what we now know as Arizona and New Mexico 

became part of the United States following the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the 1854 

Gadsden Purchase. At this time the region was already a clash of cultures, with a 200 plus year 

legacy of Spanish colonialism. Hispanic settlers in Sonoran Tucson in the 18th century, for 

example, battled frequently with neighboring Apaches (Sheridan 12). While the University of 

Arizona and University of New Mexico weren’t established until 1885 and 1889, respectively, 

the colonial legacy of this region had a tremendous effect on how each university designed their 

curriculum and interacted with their respective communities and territories. Taking a trans-

hemispheric approach to this area would mean acknowledging that colonial legacy, including 

how this legacy not only affected the institutions’ past but also their present. This approach also 

involves grappling with how these mostly Anglo-taught and Anglo-attended universities 

functioned then and now in the contact zones they inhabit.  

By developing histories of two flagship universities in border spaces, this project also 

attends to the absence of institutional histories that focus on language difference. Paul Matsuda 

argued in 1999 that multilingual writers have not only been absent from mainstream composition 
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scholarship, but that they have also been absent from composition historiography. He argues that 

“the lack of second-language elements in the history of composition studies, and therefore in our 

sense of professional identity” has contributed to the view that teaching ESL students is not the 

responsibility of compositionists (700). Historical inquiry into colleges or universities in border 

spaces provides an opportunity to explore multilingual sites of composition. However, few 

histories of writing in academic institutions have incorporated borderlands institutions or 

considered the local language practices in border spaces. Suzanne Bordelon, Ryan Skinnell, and 

David Gold have written histories of California, Arizona, and Texas colleges and universities, 

respectively, but none of these studies has highlighted the linguistic diversity of the region. 

Jessica Enoch’s work on Mexican women teaching Mexican students in Laredo, Texas 

does focus on the linguistic diversity of US/Mexico border. Her analysis of newspaper editorials 

penned by Mexican women teachers revealed a rhetorical education pedagogy that both 

“preserved” Mexican students’ “language, culture, and tradition,” while also preparing students 

to “participate in an increasingly Anglicized society in Texas” (121). Enoch’s focus, however, is 

not on higher education but on the teaching philosophies of Mexican women who were tasked 

with teaching Mexican children in Texas. However, Enoch does make the case, in her 2010 

Composition Studies article, for expanding our historical investigations of composition 

instruction to consider institutions and archival materials that are linguistically diverse. Doing so, 

she argues, would “place college rhetoric and writing instruction in a broader context” (52).  

Enoch argues that the shift from rhetoric instruction to composition instruction, when viewed 

within the context of the history of English Only education and within the context of the 

Mexican American teachers she studied in Laredo Texas, points to a “shift in university 

priorities” that “worked in concert with a greater Americanization movement” (53). Opening up 
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the landscape of historical studies in rhetoric and composition to include multilingual regions or 

multilingual students, then, helps us discover new connections between classroom practices and 

nationalistic ideologies while also disrupting the notion that American sites of education have 

always been Eurocentric. 

While there is generally a lack of histories that focus on multilingual sites of composition 

in higher education, Juan Gallegos’ recent dissertation on New Mexico Highlands University 

(NMHU) is a notable exception. Gallegos’ work examines the ways in which students at NMHU 

developed a Nuevomexicano/a identity and helped shape the institution’s legacy and community 

role as a Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI).  In examining the rhetorical activities of NMHU 

students, he found that Nuevomexicano/a students worked within the institutional structure at 

NMHU to “[resist] restrictive, insensitive, or racist practices, while rarely publicly framing these 

activities as resistance” (9). Gallegos’ historical work presents a new understanding of education 

and literacy in multilingual sites because he argues that the Nuevomexicano citizens of Las 

Vegas, NM were able to resist Americanization through their participation in seemingly 

American institutions. Moreover, he shows the importance of understanding the local linguistic 

and cultural context of an institution in order to better understand the scope and meaning of the 

rhetorical practices of its students. As his work shows, considering the linguistic and cultural 

context of the communities the students and teachers of educational institutions belong to help 

push our understanding of these histories beyond a national or Eurocentric view of educational 

institutions and literacy.  

My study adds to our understanding of the history of composition and rhetoric in the 

United States not only because I examine institutions that have not yet been studied but also 

because I take a trans-hemispheric approach to examining institutions in multilingual border 
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regions. Additionally, this history contributes to our understanding of silenced voices in border 

spaces.  My examination of the writing curriculum and rhetorical practices of the students in a 

contested border space considers the local context, including the long history of oppression in 

what we now call the American Southwest as well as Arizona and New Mexico’s multiple bids 

for statehood. Considering the colonial legacy of these spaces allows for a more global 

perspective of each institution’s ethos and the rhetorical practices of its students while also 

making visible the ways natives to this area were silenced and othered. Approaching these 

histories from this perspective helps us see the ways in which educational practices in the 

Southwest were shaped by colonialism and attitudes about language, race, and citizenship.   

The University of Arizona was founded in 1885 and first opened its doors for instruction 

in October of 1891. The citizens of Tucson, in fact, were not happy when they discovered that 

their legislative representative, who they had primarily tasked with lobbying for the capitol of 

Arizona to move from Prescott to Tucson, had instead saddled them with a territorial university 

“which they most certainly did not want” (Martin 22). Despite the unpopular opinion in Tucson 

and inaction from the other appointed members of the new Board of Regents, Regent J.S. 

Mansfeld was able to secure the land necessary to fulfill Tucson’s obligation (Martin 23-25). 

When the campus opened in 1891 it boasted 6 faculty members and 32 students. It functioned 

mainly as a preparatory institution in these early years, enrolling students as young as 13 years 

old because there were no other schools in the area, though a few students enrolled as freshmen 

immediately.  

University of New Mexico’s origins are similar. Founded in 1889 and opened in 1892, 

UNM enrolled no college students in its first few years because public high schools had also just 
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begun. As evidenced from their catalogs and advertisements, UNM strove to emulate older 

eastern schools. In practice, however, they conformed to the local needs of the community. For 

example, during its first several years UNM functioned mainly as a preparatory institution 

because Albuquerque did not yet have a public school system in place. UNM also emphasized 

the study of Spanish language because many of its graduates would go on to teach in bilingual 

schools around the territory.  

Both universities incorporated the backdrop of the American Southwest into the 

curriculum of their students and the research of their professors. Climatology, geology, and 

anthropology were subjects of much attention and study at UNM, while UA featured an 

experimental station, mining, and metallurgy. The student newspapers indicate that students 

often took field trips around their respective territories to investigate the natural world around 

them. The beautiful desert skies and landscapes were the subject of student essays and 

newspaper articles at both schools. The landscape, culture, and resources of the American 

Southwest were certainly represented within these institutions. As this historical project will 

show, the colonial legacies of the American Southwest were also present. Examining these 

institutions with a trans-hemispheric approach provides a better sense of the ways in which these 

legacies have been infused within our educational institutions since their inception, as well as the 

ways these legacies still affect present practices.  

 

Theoretical Framing 
 

Border theories provide an opportunity to consider the colonial legacy of both the 

universities and their surrounding regions. As Anzaldúa reminds us, a borderland is often 

“created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary” (25). It is this emotional residue—
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the colonial legacy of the Southwest—that I’ll be considering in my historical research. Chapter 

two will examine the ways in which this legacy contributed toward what I call a “frontier 

rhetoric” used to silence and other the native Spanish-speaking populations in this region. Doing 

so will help me lay the groundwork for considering how these rhetorics and legacies are 

embedded within the universities. In particular, I draw my theoretical framing from the work of 

Enrique Dussel and Walter Mignolo. In Philosophy of Liberation, Dussel argues that Eurocentric 

histories, epistemologies, and philosophies have worked to dominate those whose values, beliefs, 

and cultures are in the periphery. Because a Eurocentric mindset is embedded within the colonial 

past and present of the Southwest, Dussel’s work is important in making visible the ways in 

which indigenous populations in the Southwest have been systematically silenced.   

Dussel’s work provides a starting point from which to consider the silencing and erasure 

of the peripheralized cultures in the Southwest. Mignolo’s work is similarly helpful. In particular 

his concept of “colonial difference” helps reveal the ways that colonialism has helped to mask 

domination and injustices. In his afterward to the second edition of The Darker Side of the 

Renaissance, Mignolo clarifies that colonial difference: 

…is indeed an invention of modern imperial discourses that function by hiding 

the power differential; the ‘difference’ is indeed ‘colonial’ rather than cultural…it 

is a difference that justifies exploitation, control, and domination of one sector of 

the population over another. (440)   

While these injustices are erased by coloniality of power, Mignolo argues that “border 

thinking” can render them more visible. Mignolo’s work in this area is helpful in revealing the 

ways in which colonial legacies are embedded within and reproduced by state institutions. This 

work also allows me to consider the entrenchment of colonial legacies and whether resistance to 
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such legacies within educational institutions is even possible. For example, in Local 

Histories/Global Designs, Mignolo writes:  

Can the state ever think from colonial difference? In principle, no, because 

coloniality of power is embedded in the state and as such reproduces the colonial 

difference and represses the possibilities of thinking from it. (263 original 

emphasis) 

Mignolo questions whether border thinking is even possible within state institutions because the 

state is implicit in the very point of views that work to suppress such thinking. This idea 

complicates my study in a productive way because it demands that I question to what extent 

educational institutions like the University of Arizona and University of New Mexico embody 

coloniality of power, reproduce colonial difference, and both repress and offer possibilities of 

thinking from colonial difference. Incorporating the theories of Dussel and Mignolo helps to 

decenter this historical work in productive ways. Their theories provide a lens from which to 

examine the colonial legacy of the universities and the territories they were founded in, making 

this a trans-hemispheric project.  

While Dussel and Mignolo help ground this dissertation’s historical work in a trans-

hemispheric point of view, I have drawn on genre theory in the analysis of primary sources. In 

particular, Amy Devitt’s work in rhetorical genre theory and Anne Freadman’s work on genre 

and uptake help to create a starting point for considering the ways my primary sources, i.e., the 

universities’ archives, work together to tell a narrative about the institution. Freadman’s work 

focuses on the interactions across texts, noting that uptake is “the bidirectional relationship that 

holds between” texts (40). In this view of genre, then, instead of just focusing on the features and 

actions of a singular genre, uptake allows us to view how genres can mediate action in the space 
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between texts. Incorporating uptake in an analysis of a student newspaper article, for example, 

asks that I consider not just the social action attached to student newspaper articles, but the many 

different genres that these articles are responding to and influenced by. Considering these genres 

helps to show how the genres associated with student newspapers are related to other genres 

from these spaces and places. Devitt’s work on intertextuality also applies here. She argues that 

“the concepts of intertextuality and dialogue allows us to see the inherent relatedness of genres 

within the same social groups and its actions” (55). Incorporating both uptake and intertextuality 

into an analysis of primary sources can, for example, illuminate how curricular requirements 

respond to conversations about writing and literacy (local, regional, and national),  as well as 

how extra-curricular student writing can be viewed as an uptake of these conversations and 

curricular requirements.  

Freadman and Devitt’s work helps to make visible the ways in which the multitude of 

genres and texts produced at each university interact with each other. My readings of these texts 

and the relationships between them are necessarily influenced by the historical and local context 

of both universities, as well as by the national political arguments surrounding Arizona and New 

Mexico’s bids for statehood. I use genre analysis to examine the different ways the curriculum 

responded to congressional documents, educational policy documents, and national newspaper 

editorials. Additionally, uptake and intertextuality of generic forms are both helpful in examining 

the ways extra-curricular student writing responds to the colonial legacies of the universities. In 

an effort to bring a trans-hemispheric perspective to these readings, however, I will also be 

considering the ways in which these relationships reproduce colonial difference. 

Listening to the Archives: An Archival Research Method 
Because this dissertation investigates institutions that have not been previously 

historicized in the field of composition history or the field of rhetorical education, I rely heavily 
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on original archival research to piece together the rhetorical practices of the students as well as 

the institutional structure, campus life, and curriculum. As outlined earlier, genre theory has 

helped me to develop a means for analyzing these primary sources. However, my primary 

sources are limited to what I was able to find in digital and material archives, so I have had to 

consider the problems and limitations of archives as I’ve articulated and adapted my archival 

research method. One problem presented by archival research is that the scope of the project is 

constrained by the materials that are available. For example, when I first began my research I 

wanted to focus on the curricular writing of the students. This focus was not possible. While 

course descriptions and textbook adoption lists can give us a sense of the curriculum that existed 

‘on the books,’ they don’t give us a sense of the daily realities of classroom practices. 

Remarkably, a few pieces of curricular student writing did make it into the archives. These 

papers certainly add to my study but they do not make up a robust enough corpus from which to 

investigate only the curricular writing activities of these students. However, at both institutions 

student newspapers and yearbooks have been archived, making extra-curricular student writing a 

major focus of this study.  

The lack of students’ curricular writing in the archive helps to underscore the importance 

of looking for and thinking critically about other gaps and silences in the archive. In Archeology 

of Knowledge & the Discourse on Language, Foucault argues that the archive is not a fixed 

record of events but “the system that governs the appearance of statements as unique events” 

(129). The archive, then, is not stable but emerges in accord with the regulatory and normalizing 

discourses that surround the historical statements and events that are recorded. Thus any 

researcher engaged in recovery work needs to consider how dominant discourses and 

assumptions have shaped the records that are available to us. These discourses and assumptions 
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not only shaped what was available to be archived, but also whether something is archived at all 

and how. For example, the dearth of curricular writing could mean that student writing was not 

valued, but it could also mean that student papers were at some point lost to fire, flood, or some 

other mishap. When engaging in archival research, we need to think about the fact that the 

archive is a discursive construction and to be aware that the archive’s cataloguing, finding aids, 

and available materials all help to tell a story about the archive itself. Additionally, as Royster 

and Williams have argued, “history has social, political, and cultural consequences” (563).  

Recognizing these consequences is one step toward developing an archival research method that 

attends to ethics.  

The archive is not a stable store of truth and is instead a site both of interpretation and 

invention of historical narratives. Because this definition of the archive guides my approach, one 

of the larger ethical considerations of this research is recognizing how issues of race and power 

are implicated by archives themselves and in our work drawing on these archives. Incorporating 

Dussel and Mignolo into my framing necessarily allows a space to think about absences and 

silences in the archive Even though both universities were founded among thriving Mexican 

communities which also had nearby Native pueblos, the university archives do not draw heavily, 

if at all, on these perspectives. Instead, when these cultures are referenced, the references are 

usually to their differences instead of to let them speak for themselves. For example, the 

February 1906 UNM student newspaper article titled “Indian Superstitions of the Southwest” tells 

us not about the local native population and their interaction with the university students, but 

instead about the ways in which students and possibly faculty (because the newspaper articles 

may have been written for English classes) othered the native populations. It is the presence of 
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archival material like this that helps underscore the absence of archival material that shows how 

the university interacted with and adapted to the needs of all of the communities in the region.  

Grounding my theoretical framing in Dussel and Mignolo keeps me mindful of the gaps 

and silences in the archive. Additionally, I use feminist historiography to more critically consider 

what these gaps and silences can mean. In Feminist Rhetorical Practices: New Horizons for 

Rhetoric, Composition, and Literacy Studies, Royster and Kirsch propose key terms of critical 

engagement that researchers can use to aid in their inquiries, including “critical imagination” and  

“strategic contemplation” (19). These terms have helped guide my archival research by allowing 

me to listen for any gaps or silences in the archives and to consider the perspectives of the people 

represented within the archives. Critical imagination has helped me “think between, above, 

around, and beyond the evidence [I]’ve gathered” in order to discover “what might likely be true 

based on what we have in hand” (71). For example, in analyzing the student newspapers at UNM 

and the available information about the curriculum, I’ve been able to conclude that many of the 

newspaper stories appearing on the front page of the student paper were based on classroom 

assignments. Not only did this realization come from thinking between the sources I’ve gathered, 

it was only made possible once I adjusted my own inquiry beyond curricular writing to include 

the extra-curricular. Beyond just filling in the blanks between archival sources, engaging this 

methodological tool can enhance our understanding of subjects where archival records may be 

scarce. Critical imagination, in fact, can help us in “seeing the noticed and the unnoticed, re-

thinking what is there and not there, and speculating about what could be there instead” (20).  

Royster and Kirsch are careful to point out that this is not just guesswork: it’s a framework that 

involves “grounding inquiries in historical evidence with regards to both texts and contexts; 

creating schemata for engaging critical attention; and disrupting our assumptions regularly 
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through reflective and reflexive questions” (21). Essentially engaging in critical imagination 

requires researchers to ground their inquiry in historical context but to keep an open stance that 

allows for constant reflection.  As a method of inquiry, critical imagination helps scholars notice 

and engage with the absences they see in the archive.  

Strategic contemplation, Royster and Kirsch’s second term of critical engagement, 

provides a space for such engagement. Royster and Kirsch explain that strategic contemplation 

asks us to “pay attention to how lived experiences shape our perspectives as researchers and 

those of our research subjects” (22). Beyond just acknowledging the ways in which the archive 

has been shaped by issues of race, gender, and power, strategic contemplation asks the researcher 

to consider themselves and their subjects to gain a more nuanced perspective of their research 

topic. Approaching archival research with strategic contemplation provides an occasion for 

productive reflection. Many times as a researcher I’ve had to reflect on how my own experiences 

have shaped my approach to the archive. In considering the perspectives of my subjects, I’ve had 

to think reflectively and critically of the ways whiteness and privilege are reproduced within the 

archival materials and within my own reading of them. These inquiry tools have helped me be 

more critical of how my own experiences and assumptions shape my approach to the archive.    

 

Organization 
In order to ground these institutional histories within the colonial legacies of the 

American Southwest, my second chapter begins by sketching out a theory of “frontier rhetoric,” 

i.e., rhetorical moves that reproduce and reinforce oppressive hierarchies in border spaces, that 

will lay the groundwork for understanding these histories. I draw from the work of Mary Louise 

Pratt, John Francis Burke, Enrique Dussel, and Walter Mignolo to develop this theory. As a 

theoretical lens, frontier rhetoric is helpful in considering the ways in which others have used 
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created totalizing narratives, established linguistic ideals, and reproduced colonial legacies. After 

developing this theory, I turn to the geographic area of the study, focusing on the political the 

arguments regarding statehood for New Mexico and Arizona. In particular, political documents 

related to the 1888, 1902, and 1906 statehood bills provide insight into the ways in which 

frontier rhetorics were used to disenfranchise natives to these territories. Examining these 

political moments is an opportunity to show the deep entrenchment of colonialism and frontier 

rhetorics in the political arguments concerning statehood for Arizona and New Mexico.  

At the time of these statehood debates, both the universities of Arizona and New Mexico 

were getting off the ground. Each institution was operating in a United States territory that had 

no mechanism to fund public English-language education. Because of this lack of traditional 

English-language education, it might be easy to cast these universities as intellectual salvation 

for the so-called rough western territories. In fact, in recounting histories of these institutions 

many have used tropes like “lamp in the desert” to describe the University of Arizona and  

“miracle on the mesa” to describe University of New Mexico.4 However, characterizing these 

universities as such and measuring them against Eurocentric standards occludes the long and 

complex history of the people who have lived and composed in these regions.  

Examining the origins of these universities through the lens of frontier rhetoric helps to 

make visible the colonial legacies and monolinguistic ideals that are reproduced within these 

institutions while also acknowledging the rich backdrop of educational and literacy practices that 

had been a part of this region long before they became American territories. My third chapter 

explores each university’s founding, institutional structure, and general curriculum during their 

                                                 
4 Douglas D. Martin’s 1960 history of the University of Arizona is, in fact, titled Lamp in the Desert. In this book he 
describes how Arizona’s first territorial legislature first authorized a University of Arizona (with no funding 
whatsoever), calling it “a magnificent gesture” and likened it to “plac[ing] the lamp of learning in the desert with 
sure faith that in time people would supply the oil for the bowl and teachers would trim the wick” (14). 
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first decades of operation. After sketching out the ways frontier rhetorics contributed to the 

founding of these universities, I explore the extent to which each university’s institutional ethos 

and curriculum reproduced colonial difference and suppressed opportunities for border thinking 

and multilingualism. I argue that Arizona’s founding as a territory, which was based on a frontier 

mentality and grounded in an agenda of squelching and subduing indigenous voices, helped 

create an institution that privileged the same. The University of New Mexico’s history, on the 

surface, looks to be more culturally inclusive because they actively recruited Spanish-speaking 

students and encouraged students to study Spanish as their foreign language. However, if we 

examine these requirements through the lens of frontier rhetoric, we can see how UNM’s 

Spanish-friendly curriculum may also be indicative of a larger project—language as a tool for 

assimilation.   

While chapter three examines the institutional ethos of these universities, chapter four 

examines the curricular and extra-curricular rhetorical activities of the students. Using a genre-

based framework, I examine course catalogs, annual reports, student essays, and required 

textbooks to gain a sense of the educational goals and missions of the writing courses. After 

examining the available archival evidence for the curricular rhetorical education that students at 

these universities were enrolled in, I then examine the extra-curricular sites of rhetorical 

practice—in particular the student newspaper writing. I argue that the extra-curricular rhetorical 

opportunities available to these students offered opportunities to resist monolinguistic and 

frontier mentalities of their institutions as well as gendered assumptions about women and 

rhetorical space. The notion of extra-curricular rhetorical practices as spaces of resistance is most 
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evident in the student newspapers at UNM. Because of New Mexico’s status as a territory with 

many Spanish-speaking inhabitants, national political conversations about New Mexico’s fitness 

for statehood (i.e., self-governance) centered on perceptions of literacy. I argue that students at 

UNM directly engaged these arguments and utilized the school newspaper as a rhetorical space 

to respond to them. For example, students in 1903 included Spanish-language stories in their 

paper in response to a congressional report that recommended against statehood for language 

reasons. For these students, the campus newspaper provided a space to engage in rhetorical 

activities that resisted dominant educational practices and dominant narratives about literacy and 

statehood.  

In the concluding chapter, I discuss the implications of my historical studies, particularly 

as they relate to a translingual approach to pedagogy and administration. Incorporating such 

theories into composition histories help make visible the colonial assumptions underpinning the 

institutional ethos and curriculum of our writing program. In fact, because these histories 

demonstrate that institutional policies and faculty perceptions of linguistic difference are often 

influenced by frontier mentalities, they provide a space for considering the increasingly 

globalized, multilingual composition classrooms today. In this chapter I examine the ways in 

which the concept of “frontier rhetoric” can aid in assessment of writing programs, writing 

centers, and writing across the curriculum (WAC) programs. I argue that a translingual approach, 

i.e., a view of language use and ability as shifting and fluid, can be a powerful tool in countering 

frontier rhetorics and monolingual mentalities. I then discuss strategies for enacting a 

translingual approach to WPA work—in particular reframing programmatic policies and 

documents and developing faculty and tutor training that forwards a multilingual, translingual 

view of language and language use.  
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CHAPTER 2: FRONTIER RHETORIC AND STATEHOOD FOR 
ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO  

 

In his 1960 history of the University of Arizona, historian Douglas D. Martin pinpoints 

Arizona’s origins to Jesuit missionary Father Eusebio Francisco Kino’s 1687 arrival because “he 

was the first to bring the white man’s culture into the red man’s lands” (3). The colonial 

sentiment Martin invokes here, of history beginning when white settlers arrived to conquer the 

Apaches, is prevalent throughout his history of UA. For example, Martin commends the forward 

thinking of the first territorial legislature of Arizona for authorizing (though not funding) a 

University of Arizona in 1863. Martin refers to the unfunded university provision as “a 

magnificent gesture” because it symbolized “plac[ing] the lamp of learning in the desert with 

sure faith that in time the people would supply oil for the bowl and teachers who would trim the 

wick” (14). Just as Martin suggested that the period of Arizona’s history before the Jesuits 

arrived was a bleak, uncivilized time, his lamp in the desert metaphor signifies the American 

university as providing educational salvation for a territory that desperately needed it. 

This type of ‘progress narrative,’ a story meant to separate the civilized from the 

uncivilized, is an artifact of colonialism pervasive throughout the history of both New Mexico 

and Arizona territories. This historical framing is also an example of ‘frontier rhetoric,’ a 

rhetorical strategy that reinforces the marginalization or othering of non-dominant cultures. 

Examining territorial Arizona and New Mexico through the lens of frontier rhetoric will help us 

better understand the ways in which colonial legacies were already embedded within the area 

when their flagship universities were founded. This chapter offers historical background of the 

geographic area of the study and the arguments regarding statehood for New Mexico and 

Arizona, while also sketching out the theoretical frame for my studies of UA and UNM. Both 
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Arizona and New Mexico were admitted as United States in 1912, and so each university was 

founded amidst the “territorial period,” when statehood was an issue under discussion each year 

in Congress. In fact, the statehood question, i.e., whether or not Arizona and New Mexico were 

‘fit’ for self-governance, represents an opportunity to examine how issues of citizenship and self-

governance are complicated in globalized border spaces.  

While both Arizona and New Mexico are situated on the US/Mexico Border, there have 

been noticeable differences in immigration policy and attitudes toward multilingualism in these 

states in the past and in the present. New Mexico, in fact, has been arguably more progressive 

than Arizona when it comes to issues of race, language, and culture. Historicizing these 

differences provides an opportunity to better understand the colonial legacy of these border 

spaces while also articulating a theoretical framework from which to examine the histories of the 

universities in this region. In particular, these histories will show the role of ‘frontier rhetoric’ in 

establishing monolingual ideals in these territories as well as in the formation of the University 

of Arizona and the University of New Mexico.  

In order to better understand the political landscape of Arizona and New Mexico when 

their flagship institutions were founded, it is necessary to explore the territorial history of these 

border spaces. Many scholars in rhetoric and composition have attended to the US/Mexico 

border in their work, but few of these scholars have examined Arizona and New Mexico during 

the territorial period. Damián Baca’s work offers up discussions of the Treaty of Guadalupe 

Hidalgo and the subsequent US occupation of these border spaces through the lens of mestizo@ 

rhetoric. Lille Norstad’s 2011 dissertation focuses on an 1857 travel diary by William Watts Hart 

Davis and its impact in selecting New Mexico as the site for the Manhattan Project. While the 

territorial period is not the central focus to either project, both of these works show that there 
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were complex rhetorical considerations in these spaces—especially as more Anglos began 

occupying this border space.  

 Because the American Southwest’s territorial period was a complex clash of languages 

and cultures, other historians have focused on this era. In particular, Charles Montgomery’s The 

Spanish Redemption: Heritage, Power, and Loss on New Mexico’s Upper Rio Grande and John 

Nieto-Phillips’ The Language of Blood: The Making of Spanish-American Identity in New 

Mexico, 1880’s to 1930’s both explore the ways in which native New Mexicans constructed and 

adopted a Spanish identity as a survival tactic after the railroad’s expansion opened up New 

Mexico to Anglos. Similarly, Eric V. Meeks’ 2007 Border Citizens: The Making of Indians, 

Mexicans, and Anglos in Arizona also examines the impact that the railroad’s expansion had on 

natives in Arizona. He argues that while Arizona territory’s Mexican citizens were not initially 

marginalized, “the railroad thus accelerated the development of a more strictly defined, 

racialized class system in which Mexican nationals and Mexican Americans alike found 

themselves subordinated” (27). These three historical projects begin to give us a sense of the 

challenges and complexities of border life for both Arizonans and New Mexicans during this 

time.  

While all of these studies examine issues related to statehood during the territorial period,  

Linda C. Noel’s work brings these issues to the foreground. In her article, “I am an American’: 

Anglos, Mexicans, Nativos, and the National Debate over Arizona and New Mexico Statehood,” 

she examines the discursive and ideological strategies that dominant groups in Arizona and New 

Mexico used in order to express how their native-born citizens fit with the accepted notion of 

what it meant to be an American. New Mexico adopted a pluralist stance, which sought to 

include native New Mexicans and Mexican immigrants as Spanish-Americans. Arizona adopted 
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a strategy of marginalization, assuring concerned people that the nativos and immigrants “should 

become second-class or marginal citizens, consigned permanently to such status and under 

Anglo control” (436).  

These histories show that the territorial years were a complex time for Arizona and New 

Mexico. The expansion of the railroad, the influx of Anglo settlers, and the political issues 

attached to statehood debates make this area an important site for study. These historians show 

not just the marginalization that occurred in these spaces but also the way residents native to 

these areas both adapted to and resisted against the changes that Anglo immigration brought to 

the region. Essentially, we can begin to see how deeply entrenched colonial legacies are in these 

spaces. In particular, these legacies come more clearly into focus when we examine the ways in 

which both Anglo settlers and Anglo outsiders used narratives of Western progress as a way to 

marginalize Mexican and indigenous populations in these territories. 

 

Theorizing Frontier Rhetoric 
Frontier rhetoric has been used throughout the territorial history of Arizona and New 

Mexico to advance a narrative of Western progress that reinforces asymmetrical power relations. 

These progress narratives work to marginalize, deemphasize, and dehumanize the native and 

Mexican populations living in these border spaces. Mary Louise Pratt’s theory of the ‘contact 

zone’ is helpful in understanding frontier rhetoric. Pratt uses the notion of the contact zone to 

define the space in which intercultural communication necessarily occurs. She defines this zone 

as “social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of 

highly asymmetrical relations of power, such as colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they 

are lived out in many parts of the world today” (34). When two cultures collide within the 
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contact zone, the resultant interactions have multiple possibilities. The contact zone is a liminal 

space that can be generative but can also disconnect cultures instead of connecting them. 

Pratt’s theory helps us understand how subordinate cultures often dip into symbols and 

tropes from dominant cultures (widening their scope of the ‘available means’) in order to interact 

with them. In his book Mestizo Democracy, political theorist John Francis Burke, introduces the 

concept of “mestizo democracy” as a way to think about a more equal interaction of cultures that 

does away with the subordinate/dominant binary. Burke notes “cultures…can intersect and 

transform one another without having to lead to the hegemonic control of one culture over 

others” (20). Burke argues that we need to understand that “cultures can intersect and mutually 

transform each other” (22). Through this notion of mutual transformation, Burke stresses the 

importance of lateral relationships in a mestizo democracy. This is a key element that 

differentiates Pratt’s contact zone from Burke’s mestizo democracy—the relationships in the 

latter are equal, and the relationships in the former represent an imbalance of power. Pratt’s 

theory, however, more accurately represents the intercultural communications that have 

necessarily occurred in spaces where cultures collide because of colonization. Burke’s theory 

shows us the potentials of intercultural communication that somehow moves past this power 

structure.  

Pratt’s theories identify a differential in power, which is important to remember in border 

spaces when there are multiple groups of people. Burke shows us the possibilities for a contact 

zone free of asymmetrical power relations, but this scenario is predicated on attitudes and 

perspectives that may not be readily available in a contact zone. Burke himself makes this clear 

when he appropriates Justo González’s notion of frontiers versus borders. González explains the 
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distinction between a “border” and a “frontier” in Santa Biblia: The Bible Through Hispanic 

Eyes:  

A frontier is by definition unidirectional. It can only move ahead. Anything 

moving back across it is an incursion of the forces of evil and backwardness into 

the realm of light and progress. A border, in contrast, is by definition 

bidirectional. A border is the place at which two realities, two worldviews, two 

cultures meet and interact…at the frontier growth takes place by conquest, by 

pushing the adversary back, while at the border growth takes place by encounter; 

by mutual enrichment. (86) 

González’s distinction shows the inflexibility and violence inherent in a frontier mentality where 

progress is made through conquest. Further, Burke argues that this distinction, “illustrates in 

cultural terms the difference between collaborative and heterogeneous ‘mixing,’ on the one hand, 

and oppressive and homogeneous domination, on the other” (85). In other words, contact zones 

that function as frontiers—where one way of knowing and communicating is privileged and 

viewed as progress—can never be as inclusive and collaborative as Burke’s ideal of mestizo 

democracy. Viewing a border space as a frontier, then, allows for a dominant culture to both 

emerge and reproduce asymmetrical power relationships.  

The asymmetrical relations of power that permeate many border spaces have been the 

focus of post-colonial theory and Latin American philosophy. The theories of Enrique Dussel 

and Walter Mignolo inform our understanding of the ways in which frontier spaces use rhetorical 

tropes to marginalize and other subordinate cultures. In Philosophy of Liberation, Dussel argues 

that Eurocentricism, especially the privileging of Western philosophies and epistemologies, has 

both enabled and masked the oppression of other cultures. He makes the distinction between the 
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“center” which consists of Eurocentric dominant culture, and those at the “periphery” who have 

been othered and aliented. As he explains, “The Being of others is alienated when they are 

displaced from their own center and made to revolve around the center of a totality alien to them” 

(53).  Thinking about the ways in which dominant cultures both peripheralize other cultures 

while also making them subordinate (by expecting them to revolve around the dominant culture 

as their new ‘center’) can help make visible the ways in which indigenous populations in the 

Southwest have been systematically silenced.  

Mignolo’s work is helpful in further understanding the ways in which this silencing is 

masked. In particular his examination of the ways in which coloniality of power, i.e., the 

mechanism that reinforce and reproduce colonial legacies, creates a colonial difference. In The 

Darker Side of the Renaissance, Mignolo explains that colonial difference “is a difference that 

justifies exploitation, control, and domination of one sector of the population over another” 

(440).  As he explains in Local Histories/Global Designs, coloniality of power is “an energy and 

a machinery to transform differences into values” (13). Essentially, colonial mindsets obscure or 

occlude difference and rearticulate these differences in a way that marginalizes and subalternizes 

peoples and knowledges.  A contact zone, then, is much more complex than just intercultural 

mixing. There are systems of power that work to other populations of people, erasing their own 

voices and knowledge rather than allowing them to be a part of the local conversation. As Pratt 

explains, “miscomprehension, incomprehension, dead letters, unread masterpieces, absolute 

heterogeneity of meaning--these are some of the perils of writing in the contact zone” (37). 
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While a contact zone is often a place where subordinate groups can learn to enter into the 

dominant way of communicating, this doesn’t necessarily mean they’ll be heard. In examining 

Arizona and New Mexico’s histories, we’ll see how silencing and othering tactics, or as I refer to 

them,“frontier rhetorics” are employed to resist such transcultural communication.  

Frontier rhetorics reinforce asymmetrical power relations in a contact zone. These rhetorical 

strategies often involve subordinating the cultures they come into contact with by representing 

their assimilation as progress, or by emphasizing their annihilation. Frontier rhetorics often take 

a defensive stance against encroaching cultural differences. All of these tropes indicate a frontier 

mentality that separates the subordinate from the dominant cultures by marking the dominant 

culture as “advanced” and the subordinate culture as lacking. As Burke explains, viewing 

borders as frontiers “clearly demarcates progress from backwardness” (86). Emphasizing 

difference as progress masks the oppression and is one method of privileging a dominant culture. 

Burke’s views are helpful in considering the other ways in which frontier mentalities contend 

with otherness. He argues that a frontier mentality includes an “insistence on either assimilation 

or annihilation of ‘others’” (88).  These tropes work not just to create a unidirectional divide 

across these cultures or a hierarchy of cultures—they also work to neutralize the perceived threat 

of another culture or even justify the annihilation of a group. They work to create a colonial 

difference that is masked as cultural difference or presented as evidence of progress. Together, 

these tropes of frontier rhetoric work to marginalize and peripheralize the other.  

Given the colonial history of Arizona and New Mexico, it should not be surprising to see 

frontier rhetoric throughout the territorial history of Arizona and New Mexico. In particular, 

frontier rhetoric is evident within several key moments in these territories’ push to gain 

statehood. In order to more clearly consider how Arizona and New Mexico’s colonial legacy is 
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present in the founding of both the University of Arizona and the University of New Mexico, I’ll 

examine the ways frontier rhetorics were embedded within conversations about statehood and 

citizenship during this period. Walter Mignolo insists that, “because coloniality of power is 

embedded in the state and as such reproduces the colonial difference” this condition “represses 

the possibilities of thinking from [colonial difference]” (Local 263). The pervasiveness of the 

colonial legacy throughout the political history of these territories certainly suggests that these 

legacies are also implicated and reproduced within the founding of these flagship institutions. If 

Mignolo’s suggestion that the state and institutions of the state cannot think from colonial 

difference is indeed true, then the histories of each university are necessarily tied to and infected 

by colonial mentalities. Examining the ways these legacies were present during the territorial 

period will help create a much more nuanced history of these universities. 

 

Frontier Rhetoric and Statehood 
Although the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was signed in 1848, New Mexico and Arizona did 

not become states until 1912. Between 1850 and 1910 there were numerous failed bids for 

statehood for these territories. In 1863, borders were redrawn, and Arizona (which had been a 

part of New Mexico territory) became its own territory. In 1903, rumblings of a joint statehood 

bill, which would admit both New Mexico and Arizona together as one state, began. In 1906 a 

version of this bill passed the house and the senate, but failed to be ratified in the local territory 

elections. New Mexico voted for it; Arizona voted against it. Throughout this political struggle 

for statehood, frontier rhetoric emerged in a number of ways, as evidenced by the many political 

documents and contemporary newspapers from this time period. More specifically, three 
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congressional documents from three different statehood bills provide insight into the ways 

frontier rhetoric was invoked by members of congress and by white Arizonan settlers to mark 

native New Mexican and Arizonan populations as somehow inferior. An 1888 minority report (a 

report issued alongside a bill stating the reasons why it shouldn’t be adopted) draws on tropes of 

frontier rhetoric to show why New Mexicans are the antithesis of progress and thus not ready for 

statehood. A report of a congressional subcommittee’s 1902 visits to Arizona and New Mexico 

further exemplifies how frontier rhetoric was used to argue against New Mexico’s potential for 

self-governance and how white Arizonans used frontier rhetoric to contend with the native 

populations in their territory. Finally, a 1906 transcript from a congressional hearing on a joint 

statehood bill further shows the ways in which Arizonans used tropes of progress, assimilation, 

and annihilation to differentiate themselves from native Arizonans and New Mexicans.  

In 1888, just one year before the University of New Mexico was established, an omnibus 

bill was introduced in congress that proposed statehood for Dakota, Washington, Montana, and 

New Mexico. The minority report issued alongside this bill had no objection to Washington and 

Montana’s admittance but advocated for admitting Dakota as two states: North and South. The 

bulk of the minority report focused on its objections to the inclusion of New Mexico into the bill. 

In order to support the report’s claim that the citizens of New Mexico were not fit for self-

governance, Congressman Struble  (the report’s author) included several pages from William 

Watts Hart Davis’ 1857 travel diary El Gringo: Or New Mexico and Her People.  

Congressman Struble’s appropriation of El Gringo in an argument against statehood is 

worth a further look, especially in light of recent scholarship on this travel narrative.1 Published 

in 1857, El Gringo is an account of Davis’ travels through New Mexico as a circuit court lawyer. 

Throughout this narrative, Davis attempted to provide an objective account of the customs of the 
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people he encountered in New Mexico. His observations, however, were made through the lens 

of someone who viewed cultural differences as both exotic and backward. He described “a 

fearful amount of ignorance among the people” (193) which was “enough to make us question 

the propriety of intrusting them with the power to make their own laws” (193). Davis used his 

travel narrative to provide a racist account of what he considered to be the common traits of the 

people of the territory: 

  They possess the cunning and deceit of the Indian, the politeness and spirit of  

  revenge of the Spaniard, and the imaginative temperament and fiery impulses of  

  the Moor. They have a great deal of what the world calls smartness and quickness  

  of perception, but lack the stability of character and soundness of intellect that  

  give such vast superiority to the Anglo-Saxon race over every other people. (217) 

As an alien to the land and the people living in the region, Davis reduced this population of 

people to a series of race-based generalizations. While his diary is based on his daily interactions 

with the people of New Mexico, his rhetoric shows that he approaches these people from a 

frontier perspective. He defines Nuevomexicanos not just through a series of condescending 

racial prejudices, but also from the starting point that the Anglo race is vastly superior from any 

other. Thus Davis constructs a racist portrait of a population with exotic customs and 

characteristics, showing his audience how much Nuevomexicanos differed from the “civilized” 

Anglo world.  

 The 1888 minority report contains nearly three pages of passages from El Gringo. The 

passage begins with a detailed description of how New Mexican peasants and upper-class 

women dress. Davis marks these women as other by distinguishing how their dress differs from 

not just American custom, but from European high fashion as well. Following this description of 
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women’s dress are Davis’ thoughts on the state of education in the territory. He argues that “the 

standard of education in New Mexico is at a very low ebb, and there is a larger number of 

persons who can not read and write than in any other Territory in the Union” (193). Finally, the 

passage concludes with a lengthy discussion of the morals of the people of New Mexico. Davis 

writes, “probably there is no other country in the world claiming to be civilized where vice is 

more prevalent among all classes of its inhabitants” (220). Davis then lists several ways he sees 

“vice” among the New Mexicans. He cites the existence of gambling and prostitution, of course, 

but also suggests that their religious practices, in particular praying to saints, denotes an 

overreliance on superstition (221).  

 Even though El Gringo was already thirty years old by this time, Congressman Struble 

presented it as evidence against admitting New Mexico as a state. Struble addresses the 

incongruity of using an older piece of travel literature to comment on the current state of the 

territory. He justifies El Gringo’s presence in the report by saying it emphasizes how much 

hasn’t changed since New Mexico first because a territory. Struble also tries to support this claim 

by using a quote from a Professor about the small religious sect of flagellants in Northern New 

Mexico called The Penitentes. He argues that Davis’ depiction of New Mexicans is still accurate, 

which shows that:   

…a race of people residing for many years immediately adjacent to the American 

Republic…and who for more than thirty years have been a part and parcel of the 

territory of the United States and under their care and control, and yet among 

whom so little advancement in education and the common arts of civilization has 

been made, can not reasonably be expected to have greatly changed for the better, 

nor that the most rapid progress will be made in the future.” (43) 
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Congressman Struble uses frontier rhetoric to mark the people of New Mexico as the antithesis 

of progress. By suggesting that they have not made advancements in the past thirty years and by 

stating that he does not expect them to make “the most rapid progress,” he is essentially 

emphasizing New Mexico as a border space instead of a progressive frontier space capable of 

self-governance.  

New Mexico was eventually dropped from the 1888 statehood bill. At this time, 

statehood had not been under consideration for Arizona. However, by 1902 Arizona was actively 

seeking statehood alongside of New Mexico. A new bill was drafted the same year that would 

admit Oklahoma, Arizona, and New Mexico as states. The Congressional sub-committee on 

Territories toured these areas in November 1902 in an effort to educate themselves on each 

territory’s fitness for statehood.  While the trip was supposed to be a fact-finding mission, the 

brief and hurried nature of each stop along the way suggested that perhaps the politicians’ minds 

were already made up before they arrived. Former New Mexico governor Bradford L. Prince 

described their stops in New Mexico as less like traditional congressional hearings and more like 

“legal proceedings in which witnesses were called and sworn,” their testimony happening behind 

closed doors (95). Prince further explained that the committee often showed up to towns 

unannounced. Because the interview questions focused more on the use of Spanish than on the 

financial conditions of the territory and “the fact that they came provided with lists of the 

witnesses whom they desired, and did not hear others” the residents of New Mexico 

“believed…the testimony taken was simply to justify such a report” (98).  Essentially, many 

believed that the committee’s mind had already been made up in advance of this trip.  

The result of this trip is captured in the sub-committee’s report on the bill. Their report, 

which argues against statehood for New Mexico and Arizona, echoes some of the sentiments 
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present in El Gringo and the 1888 congressional appropriation of El Gringo. A close reading of 

this report reveals the ways frontier rhetoric helped shape the narratives about New Mexico and 

Arizona during this time period. For example, the report appeals to race by marking 

Nuevomexicanos as different from Americans in both language and custom. The conclusion of 

their report states: 

 On the whole, the committee feels that in the course of time, when education, now 

 only practically beginning, shall have accomplished its work; when the mass of 

 the people…have become identical in language and customs with the great body 

 of the American people; when the immigration of English speaking people…does 

 its modifying work on the Mexican element; when all these things have come to 

 pass, the committee hopes and believes that this mass of people, unlike us in race, 

 language, and social customs, will finally come to form a creditable portion of 

 American citizenship (9). 

Instead of referring to the New Mexicans as people, it refers to them as an element- as something 

to be squelched, subdued, or, as the report states, modified.  Not only does this appeal to race 

serve to diminish the population of people living in the region for centuries, it dehumanizes 

them. The only agency allowed the people of New Mexico is for the Anglos who have or will 

immigrate there to “[do their] modifying work” (9) on these people. This excerpt emphasizes 

progress as well, indicating that the territorial education system and the arrival of more Anglo 

citizens will be a progressive influence on the native population.   

 This report echoes many of the same sentiments present in El Gringo  and the 1888 

minority report, suggesting that views of New Mexico and its inhabitants hadn’t changed in the 

years separating these two congressional bills. While New Mexicans were seen as illiterate, 
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ignorant, and incapable of self-governance, Anglo political leaders in Arizona strove to construct 

an identity to set themselves apart from their bordering territory. As Meeks explains, the 

predominant image of Arizona identity during this time period was “that the majority of residents 

were white, educated, and civilized” (37). This identity was constructed, in part, to stand in 

contrast to their New Mexican neighbors while also deemphasizing the fact that Arizona’s 

population was not just made up of white American settlers. While both territories were 

multicultural, consisting of native Spanish speakers and indigenous populations, Arizona used 

frontier rhetoric to construct a monocultural identity. The identity they constructed portrayed the 

typical Arizonan as a white, enterprising, intelligent person capable of self-governance. In order 

to diminish the attention paid to members of other cultures, Arizonans employed a silencing 

technique that worked to maintain the frontier mentality.  

During the 1902 sub-committee’s visit to Arizona, many of the Anglo Arizonans 

interviewed emphasized Arizona as a progressive frontier. For example, they interviewed lawyer 

Joseph H. Kibbey, who stated in his testimony “the people here are very cosmopolitan” (141). 

Governor Brodie, the current territorial governor, underscored the people of Arizona’s 

enthusiasm for statehood, saying “they think they are entitled to admission to statehood, for the 

reason that they are of the class that they are: that they are able to carry on a government, and 

that it will be beneficial as a whole to the people if they are admitted as a State” (159; emphasis 

added). Using “class” to denote fitness for statehood was a common trope throughout Arizona’s 

struggle to gain statehood. In this example, class is shorthand for progress, and the rhetoric of 

progress is apparent in many other examples. Addressing the congressional committee on 

territories in June 1902, Arizona delegate Marcus A. Smith included the following remarks in his 

impassioned plea for statehood:  
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Our present population has come to us from every State in this Union. It is not 

made up of the illiterate; but it consists of the brave, fearless, well-educated boys 

from the different parts of the country from Florida to Maine. The illiterate did 

not seek the hard environment and the dangers that surrounded the early 

settlement of the West. It was the self-confident American boy that went. (321) 

The image Smith constructs focuses on the industrious, white, educated settler willing to weather 

the harsh realities of the West to improve them. Smith’s emphasis on Americanized literacy is 

particularly important when we consider that the sub-committee Smith testified in front of cited 

illiteracy rates among the reasons against statehood for New Mexico. Because literacy is also 

shorthand for fitness for self-governance, Smith’s testimony reinforces the image of Arizona as a 

progressive frontier.   

 Smith’s testimony to the sub-committee also echoes the subcommittee’s assertion about 

the Anglo’s responsibility to “do its modifying work on the Mexican element” (9). In his 

testimony he refers to racial mixing as a means to assimilate, stating: 

In Arizona there are one or two small Spanish settlements… made up of the 

children and grandchildren of the people who lived in this country years before 

separation of that country from old Mexico. They have been educated in our 

public schools. They have intermarried with the better class of white people, and 

around us there are Spanish-speaking people who are as good citizens as you will 

find anywhere (320).  

Here Smith is acknowledging the residents of Arizona with a long history and connection to 

Mexico, but he attests to their worth as good citizens only because they’ve married Anglos and 

attended Arizona’s schools. Given the negative attitudes about Mexicans and the Spanish 
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language we see throughout this study, the assimilation strategies work to do much more than 

just initiate Mexican people into the dominant culture. By encouraging participation (via 

intermarriage and attending the local schools), the assimilation process works to further control, 

subdue, and silence the other. In fact, this assimilation process echoes Dussel’s argument that 

“domination is the act by which others are forced to participate in the system that alienates them” 

(55).  Smith’s testimony highlights how assimilation through racial mixing and participation in 

the dominant culture’s educational system can be masked as progress. Considering Smith’s 1902 

testimony alongside another historical artifact—the transcript from a 1906 hearing on a joint 

statehood bill for Arizona and New Mexico--helps us further see the powerful ways Arizona 

politicians and business leaders worked to suppress not only the indigenous and Mexican people 

in Arizona but also the Nuevomexicanos from their neighboring territory.  

 In January of 1906, twenty-five men from Arizona travelled to Washington, D.C. at their 

own expense in order to publically register their opposition to a bill that would admit Arizona 

into the union. Arizona had been an official territory since 1863, and recent bids for statehood 

had been unsuccessful. As Meeks explains, “Arizonans began to press for statehood in earnest in 

the 1880’s and 1890’s” (37). Four years prior, in fact, Arizona’s delegate spoke to the 

congressional sub-committee on territories, passionately stating:  

You sit here, 3,000 miles away, and tell us we have nothing but deserts on which 

to live, and that we can not build a State out of them… we say that we have made 

a State in this Union that puts into the wealth of the world every year twice as 

much per capita as any State in this Union. (New 323) 

As this example and the others from the 1902 sub-committee report reveal, Arizonans ardently 

supported statehood in 1902. Four years later, however, we see a drastic change of heart when 
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many representatives travelled a long way to voice their opposition to congress for statehood. 

The reason for this change of heart becomes visible once we examine the recorded dialog of 

those Washington D.C. meetings.  The Arizona politicians and businessmen who came to speak 

against the bill didn’t want the benefits of statehood or the freedoms of self-governance if it 

meant they’d have to share them with New Mexico.  

  The tropes of “progress” and “class” again occur within the transcript of the 1906 

congressional hearing. During the first day of the hearing, a senator asked Dwight B. Heard, the 

chairman of the Arizona delegation, if he thought Arizona was ready for statehood. Twice Heard 

mentioned class in his response. First saying, “I think the class of our people and our splendid 

industries really warrant statehood, although we do not ask for it” (Statehood 6; emphasis 

added). When the senator pressed on, asking, “do you think your population warrants 

statehood?” Heard responded with, “the class of our population does” (6; emphasis added). 

While the committee was trying to understand whether the delegates thought Arizona had a high 

enough population to warrant statehood, the delegate deferred to the class of the population, 

rather than sheer numbers, to make his assessment. This focus on class as a measure for 

statehood shows Arizona was trying to demonstrate that their exceptionally good breeding set 

them apart from the New Mexicans as well as from the Mexican population within their own 

territory.  

We see more emphasis on progress when Mr. Morrison of Prescott, AZ testified. During 

his testimony that covered the railroad, education, literacy rates, the court system, and the use of 

Spanish in territory, the former US Attorney spoke sentimentally about Arizona’s founding in 

1863:  
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I say that by that act the Government of this nation said to us: ‘Here is a Territory 

that is given to you. It is to-day [sic] controlled by and managed under the 

influence of the wild Apache. If you people who go out from the east and you 

who are there will band together and take that country from the red-handed 

Apaches, and build it up, and develop all its resources, magnificent as we know 

them to be, then you will be entitled to statehood within your boundaries.’ 

(Statehood 24).  

Morrison’s speech draws on the notion of Arizona as a frontier space because he emphasizes the 

progress early settlers made in subduing the Apache. By invoking what he sees as the origin 

story of his territory, he highlights the control of the Apache people and the development of land 

and resources. The white man came in to take from the Apache and improve the territory. It is 

this accomplishment, in Morrison’s eyes, that gives Arizona its right to statehood.  In fact, later 

in this speech Morrison proudly says, “did we take that land from the Apaches? Surely we did. 

Surely the settlers…did suppress the Apaches, and killed them by hundreds” (Statehood 24). 

Admittedly, Arizona contended with the Apache other, then, through annihilation. Moreover, 

opponents of joint statehood felt compelled to invoke Arizona’s conquest of the Apaches as 

evidence of their progressive frontier. There was still a strong Native American presence in 

Arizona in 1906, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs had a presence (Meeks 44). As Meeks 

explains, assimilation was the goal for the division of reservation lands, the creation of Phoenix 

Indian School, and other BIA initiatives (Meeks 46-47). Invoking the annihilation of the Apache 

during this key political moment served to reinforce the idea that the native population had been 

silenced in the past and any remaining native populations would stay under control of the state.   
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 In the same 1902 speech where Marcus Smith refers to assimilation strategies, he is quick 

to point out a distinction between different kinds of Mexicans: 

I do not refer, of course, to the common Spanish who occasionally come in from 

Mexico. I do not refer to the low and ordinary common laborer that you find at 

the lowest edge of every country. Some of them are in all of the Territories; but 

we have so small an amount of them that they have no appreciable effect 

whatever on an election or on the public spirit of the country (New 320-321).  

Here Smith is acknowledging that there are other types of Mexicans in the territory, but he is 

careful to emphasize that they are limited in number, only on the periphery (physically and 

conceptually), and do not have any real power within the territory. As Linda C. Noel observes, 

Smith’s maneuver “proffered another strategy for incorporating people of Mexican descent: 

marginalization” (452). While this marginalization strategy served to advance the idea that 

Arizona’s Mexican population would not be a threat if Arizona achieved statehood, the fact that 

Arizona Anglos felt the need to adopt this strategy shows that they perceived the differences in 

race and language to be a “threat.” They needed to show that they could contain this threat. 

 Over time, Arizona’s marginalization maneuvers continued. Meeks writes of the 

territorial laws that passed in the first decade of the twentieth century.  A poll tax and later an 

English literacy test were two measures passed to ensure the disenfranchisement of Mexican 

voters (40). In testimony surrounding the 1902 and 1906 statehood bills delegates from Arizona 

tried to downplay the number of Arizonans of Mexican descent. In 1902 Benjamin Fowler, an 

Arizona resident, told the congressional committee on territories that he believed that the 1900 

census was incorrect by tens of thousands of (presumably Anglo) people and in fact failed to 

account for half of the Phoenix population (New 135).  The 1906 testimony also seemed to 
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question what the congressional committee believed to be solid population numbers. Throughout 

the four days of testimony, the number of Arizonans of Mexican descent was repeatedly 

questioned by the delegates. As Noel writes:  

They denied the territory’s racially diverse population by asserting that Arizona 

was more homogeneous than its opponents believed and that the few non-whites 

who lived there had a negligible influence on politics. Thus, the addition of 

Arizona to the Union would not threaten the nation’s homogeneity, which 

Americans believed to be central to national unity and progress” (Noel 455-456).  

Arizona’s delegates to the 1906 committee hearing, thus, worked to construct a picture of a 

territory that had risen from its humble beginnings of an Apache-run land, squelched the native, 

subdued the Mexican, and come to be inhabited by the best sort of citizen.  This is another 

example of silencing—there were, perhaps, many more Mexicans in Arizona than the delegates 

wanted the congressional committee to believe. More than silencing, denying their existence 

ensures that the other “are not listened to in their difference” (Mignolo 71). The strategies of 

silencing and cumulative erasure worked to advance the idea that Arizona was a frontier, an ideal 

example of progress. The delegates in 1906 argued that to tether such a refined space like 

Arizona to a place such as New Mexico was an unfortunate mistake.  

As we’ve seen, Arizona spent a lot of time, effort, and resources to construct the ideal 

image of a frontier. The 1906 joint statehood bill represented a potential disruption of this 

progress. While Arizonans strove to marginalize and mischaracterize non-Anglo residents  in 

their territory, the fact that New Mexico had a much larger population of citizens—including 

native Mexicans who voted—was a great threat. The erasure of the border between Arizona and 

New Mexico meant that the frontier space could not be maintained as such. Arizonans reacted 
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strongly, and voiced their dissent with congress. Meeks argues “the protest placed the racial 

boundaries of American identity in stark relief” (40).  The Anglo Arizonans tried to cast 

themselves as refined American citizens in contrast to “New Mexico’s much larger ethnic 

Mexican population” who “could never be expected to assimilate fully” (41). In fact, the Arizona 

delegates worried that passing of the bill would limit Arizona’s freedoms. While many Anglo 

Arizonans desired statehood, they assumed that joint statehood could lead to the kind of 

domination they’d fought hard to avoid in their own territory. Suddenly, the dominant culture 

feared that they themselves would become subordinate to a culture they had worked hard to 

suppress.  

This fear is evident throughout the 1906 testimony. For example, at one point in the 

testimony, a delegate delivers a statement in opposition to jointure with New Mexico that was 

signed by over 3,000 Arizona residents who were unable to attend the hearing. The statement 

proclaimed, “we do not believe that the exigencies of party politics justify forcing the people of 

Arizona under the domination of the people of New Mexico, who are very largely different in 

race, language, and laws” (Statehood 5). The specifics of these differences start to become more 

evident when the subject of education was introduced. The Arizona Territorial Teachers’ 

Association issued a resolution, saying “we believe…that the joint admission with New Mexico 

would disrupt the foundations of our entire educational structure” (18). When the committee 

chairman (incredulously, it seemed) wanted to find out more about how joint statehood would 

put the Arizona schools in such jeopardy, Mr. Morrison of Arizona responded that Arizona 

schools were superior to New Mexican schools. He argued that if the joint statehood bill passed: 

…you will make us part of another people, so to speak, who have their own ideas 

about education and how things should be conducted. We conduct everything in 
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the English language…in New Mexico, where they have a large Spanish and 

Mexican population, an interpreter is present practically all the time in the courts, 

and frequently in the schoolroom. (18) 

Mr. Morrison’s testimony identifies quite clearly the reason many Arizonans protested the idea 

of joint statehood. They had worked hard to create an image of homogeneity in Arizona. The 

heterogeneous New Mexico represented a very different type of contact zone. While the exact 

nature of New Mexico’s inter-territory cultural interaction would require further examination and 

study, on the surface, a bilingual territory seems to be much closer to a mestizo democracy than 

Arizona’s frontier space. According to census numbers, New Mexico’s total population in 1900 

was 195,000 (Nieto-Philips 116), while Arizona’s was about 125,000 (“New” 137). Mr. 

Morrison later mentions that the joint statehood bill, in an effort to give equal representation 

based on population, gave Arizona 44 votes and New Mexico 66 votes for the constitutional 

convention that would occur after the bill passed. “That gives the people of the New Mexico a 

majority in the constitutional convention,” the delegate argues (39). He continues to argue that 

the difference in votes would be detrimental to Arizona: “we know that New Mexico will be 

insisting on its way, with 66 votes, and, as I have said, a majority of the people in New Mexico 

are Mexicans” (42).  

While contemporary reports would suggest that a vast majority of New Mexicans during 

this time were, in fact, born within the territory (Nieto-Phillips 116), it’s difficult to know how 

many of these people were native Spanish speakers. Still, Mr. Morrison feared that the Spanish 

speaking New Mexicans would conspire to “unite and elect 66 delegates to the constitutional 

convention to continue the [language] rights that they have today under a Territorial form of 

government” (48). His testimony, while originally meant to cover the railroad and mining 
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industries, focused predominantly on whether or not a joint state would demand that Spanish be 

spoken in all of the schools and courts—even in counties that have very few Spanish speakers.  

An interesting line of thinking about this testimony is that it reveals what might happen to 

the asymmetrical power relations in Arizona if the system they had so carefully constructed was 

disrupted. Because Anglo Arizonans were silencing the native population and the Mexicans 

within their territory, the ramifications of a Spanish-friendly state were not lost on the delegates. 

What would happen when the people they worked to silence could no longer be silenced? The 

joint statehood bill, essentially, represented an upheaval of the institutionalized coloniality that 

Anglo Arizonans had worked to produce. To them, the prevalence of Spanish in New Mexico 

could actually liberate the group they had worked hard to other, and they feared that they 

themselves would be dominated and silenced as a result. This fear is evident in one delegate’s 

frustrated exclamation: “we object to our being dominated by people whom we do not believe 

should be mixed up with us at all,” (“Statehood” 19). Following this hearing on joint statehood, 

the bill passed both the House and Senate before going to both Territories for a vote. While New 

Mexico voted for it,5 “Arizonans soundly defeated the measure” (Meeks 41). Eventually, both 

territories attained separate statehood in a bill that passed in 1910, with statehood following for 

both in 1912.  

The marginalization of the Mexican population continued, and is especially evident in the 

state constitution that Arizona adopted. For example, Noel writes that the state was built upon 

the idea that Mexicans were to be laborers and not full-fledged members of society. As she 

explains:  

they had no special protections for language rights or cultural traditions and 

                                                 
5 Bradford Prince suggests that New Mexicans gambled on this vote, banking on the fact that Arizona would vote 
against it. New Mexicans were able to register their support for statehood without, in fact, having to be attached to 
Arizona (110).  
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limited opportunities to participate in the government. Those who were citizens or 

became so could be incorporated as Americans— but only the most marginal of 

ones. (467)  

Arizona’s constitution, thus, allowed for Anglo Arizonans to continue to marginalize and silence 

residents whose families had lived in the area for centuries longer than the American settlers. 

New Mexico took a different approach to their state constitution, most likely because 

Nuevomexicanos made up at least one third of New Mexico’s constitutional convention 

(Gonzales-Berry 176). While neither English nor Spanish are designated an official language of 

New Mexico, their constitution, adopted in 1912, allowed for bilingual government proceedings 

and contains language that can be interpreted as allowing schools to be conducted in Spanish 

(Gonzales-Berry 175). Arizona’s constitution reflected a monoculture while New Mexico’s 

constitution appeared to be more flexible to the realities of a multicultural state.    

 

Conclusion 
While each state took a different approach to their constitutions, the frontier mentalities 

and colonial legacies of the American Southwest have certainly stayed entrenched within these 

states. What do these histories tell us about today? While the details over New Mexico and 

Arizona statehood are now in the past, many of the sentiments present within these discourses 

have remained within the collective consciousness. In particular, marginalization of Mexicans 

and Mexican Americans in Arizona has continued into the 21st century, as evidenced by 

Arizona’s controversial ban on ethnic studies education and harsh immigration policies that 

many would argue open the door for racial profiling. As these present day manifestations of 

racial and cultural intolerance remind us, colonial legacies and frontier rhetorics can become 

reproduced to the extent that they sometimes become unchallenged facts. Turning to the history 
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of such attitudes helps us better understand the ways in which racial and cultural intolerance 

have been embedded within these spaces and reproduced by state institutions. Because the 

University of Arizona and University of New Mexico were founded as the flagship higher 

education institutions in their respective territories, it is worth examining their founding through 

the lens of colonialism and frontier rhetoric to better understand how frontier mentalities both 

influenced and were reproduced by these universities.   
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CHAPTER 3: EDUCATION IN THE BORDER: TERRITORIAL 
UNIVERSITIES AS AMERICANIZATION PROJECTS 
 
 The territorial history of Arizona and New Mexico directly overlaps with the history of 

their flagship universities. In fact, each institution had been operating for over a decade by the 

time Senator Beveridge and his committee made their 1902 visit to the territories. The colonial 

legacy and history of Arizona and New Mexico most certainly influenced the founding of 

University of Arizona (UA) and University of New Mexico (UNM). While UA and UNM were 

founded within multilingual and multicultural border spaces, the institutional identity of these 

schools mostly over-looked and side-stepped a recognition for multiple literacies and cultures. 

Instead, these institutions reproduced many of the same frontier based ideas about language and 

self-governance that were present throughout the territorial history of Arizona and New Mexico. 

Just as the political history of statehood debates shows, frontier rhetorics often carry over into the 

collective consciousness. These universities, in fact, were founded by territorial governments 

with the expectation that they would eventually become state institutions. As the flagship 

universities of two territories whose fitness for government had been periodically scrutinized and 

challenged, it stands to reason that these institutions’ purposes went beyond just providing local 

access to higher education. In many ways these universities were also meant to mark their 

respective territories as worthy of self-governance.  

 As discussed in Chapter Two, scholars such as Ernique Dussel and Walter D. Mignolo 

reveal the colonizing forces at work in these border spaces. Dussel’s theories help us see the 

ways in which native populations in Arizona and New Mexico were marginalized and alienated, 

while Mignolo’s theories make visible the ways in which marginalization was normalized and 

occluded by the oppressors. At the turn of the 20th century the territories of Arizona and New 

Mexico were scrutinized and judged as primitive and backward by many Americans. The 
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cultural histories and legacies of these border spaces were ignored, marginalized, or treated as 

exotic. As more American citizens moved into these territories, efforts to Americanize and 

Anglicize the territories led to the creation of institutions like the Universities of Arizona and 

New Mexico. Viewing these histories through the lens of frontier rhetoric helps us more clearly 

see the ways in which development of American higher education in these border territories 

acted as a colonizing force that further occluded, marginalized, and assimilated many of the 

cultural differences in the Southwestern territories.     

As this chapter will show, the histories of the University of Arizona and the University of 

New Mexico reveal that frontier rhetorics and colonial mindsets were an influential force in the 

development of Americanized higher education in the Southwest. As evident in primary records 

and historical accounts of each university’s founding, these flagship universities were meant to 

bring sophistication and legitimacy to their respective territories. For example, the catalogs for 

the University of New Mexico mark the university as being in a sophisticated and modern 

setting, as having educational standards similar to any other eastern college, and as enrolling 

only the most enterprising young men and women. Douglas D. Martin’s history of the University 

of Arizona reveals that the addition of a university and other educational facilities in the territory 

were viewed by the Arizona legislature as evidence of Arizona’s fitness for statehood. In 1901 

the Arizona legislature drafted a memorial that “particularly emphasized the point that since the 

Territory now had a University, two normal schools, and a grade school system serving 15,000 

children, it was in a position to offer superior advantages to all” (75). Each university’s 

establishing act drew on the assumption that the university would eventually be the flagship state 

university. These universities represented a way that territories could invest in the future of their 

states. In fact, advocates for Arizona and New Mexico statehood often used narratives of 
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progress as a way to demonstrate their readiness for self-governance.   

 This type of frontier rhetoric echoes the sentiments found in the 1902 Beveridge Report 

(discussed in Chapter Two). The authors of the report referenced each university, which had 

been open for about a decade, as positive developments for their respective territories. However, 

the authors of the report noted that while New Mexico was only “getting a fair start” when it 

came to education and the University of Arizona was “a promising mark of development,” 

neither university’s existence was enough to persuade the committee to recommend for statehood 

(8, 16).  In fact, the committee argued “the enlightenment and independence of civic action 

which comes with increased education and highly developed civilization” was on its way in the 

Southwest but still had not occurred (30). This report, used to deny statehood for Arizona and 

New Mexico, demonstrates the negative view that many Americans held of the multilingual and 

multicultural border spaces of Arizona and New Mexico. Moreover, this report demonstrates that 

many Americans viewed the mission of a territorial university as being to produce educated and 

enlightened citizens that would help develop these territories, making them worthy of self-

governance. The development of such a citizenry depended heavily upon reproducing what 

Mignolo terms a “colonial difference” (Darker 446). As I argued in Chapter Two, frontier 

rhetorics, i.e., rhetorical maneuvers that mask oppression of the other with narratives of 

progresss or success, work to make this colonial difference invisible. Essentially, the colonizing 

forces work to mask or minimize difference by marking them as other and as in opposition and 

inferior to the dominant culture.  

 Historical accounts point to the aims and challenges of building and maintaining a 

university in the southwestern territories; however, primary sources like course catalogs and 

promotional material provide even more insight into the extent to which frontier rhetoric and 
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colonial legacies were embedded within these institutions from the start. For example, both 

institutions’ first catalogs reveal that in order to be considered for admission, students were 

expected to be proficient in a variety of school subjects including American history and written 

English. While these educational requirements do not seem out of line with national college 

entrance standards of the time, they take on a deeper significance if we consider them within the 

context of the territories these universities were supposed to serve. When situated in the 

southwestern territories, these institutions represent a colonizing force that work to silence and 

mask cultural and linguistic differences in these multilingual border spaces.   

 This chapter examines the institutional ethos and curriculum of the universities of 

Arizona and New Mexico through a transnational lens that considers the colonial history of the 

Southwest. The primary focus of this project is to understand the rhetorical educational history of 

the institutions; however, in an effort to better understand these curricular and extra-curricular 

offerings, we must also examine the general history and missions of these universities. Viewing 

these institutions and their educational goals through the lens of frontier rhetoric allows for a 

more nuanced understanding of education in border spaces. Overall, the histories of these 

universities show that frontier rhetorics and colonial mentalities were embedded within these 

institutions in different ways. In the University of Arizona’s first decade of operation, we see the 

ways in which institutional boards and committees envisioned the university as an 

Americanization project that both opens up Arizona’s natural resources to profit, while creating a 

citizenry devoted to defending their country. In the case of University of New Mexico, we see a 

subtler manifestation of frontier rhetorics, such as in the way Spanish was emphasized for the 

purposes of sending multilingual teachers out into the primarily Spanish speaking regions of the 

territory.  
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Institutional Genres as Identity Construction 
This chapter considers rhetorical genre theory in examining some of the primary sources 

related to university life. Examining primary sources through the lens of genre allows a space for 

considering how the institutional stakeholders participated in established genres to mold their 

university identities. In her book Writing Genres, Amy J. Devitt argues “a genre constructs and is 

constructed by cultural values, beliefs, and norms” (29). Further, she explains “the use of a genre 

privileges one way of viewing the world, the view of the group from which it stems” (61). 

Institutional genres, such as those produced by new universities, help to communicate the values, 

beliefs, and missions of these new institutions. The archives at UA and UNM offer many 

instantiations of institutional genres. These genres worked together to create the institutional 

ethos of their respective universities.   

UA and UNM both produced many of the institutional genres expected of universities. 

The annual catalogs circulated even before these institutions were open, and these documents 

served to articulate the organizational structure, mission, and courses of study. The annual 

catalog is a ubiquitous genre common across colleges and universities. Today’s catalogs outline 

the overall grading, attendance, registration, and conduct policies governing the students. They 

also outline programs of study, department information, and individual course titles and 

descriptions. Catalogs from 19th century colleges and universities were used in a similar way. 

The UA and UNM catalogs provided information about admission, curriculum, and policies. 

However, these catalogs also represented an opportunity to widely circulate information about 

the territorial universities. Both UA and UNM seized the opportunity to utilize the institutional 

genre of the catalog to author a progressive narrative about their institution.  
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This chapter examines the institutional ethos of each university based on an analysis of 

their annual catalogs and other primary sources related to their first years of operation. As a 

genre that works to establish a university’s mission, values, and curriculum, the catalogs 

represent a natural starting point to better understand institutional identities. I also draw from 

other primary sources, such as annual reports and correspondence, to contextualize (and 

sometimes offer a counter-narrative to) the catalog statements, and to gain a more complete 

picture of the daily realities of the universities. These catalogs helped to legitimate each 

university and offered a space for shaping their own institutional identities. While advertising 

their curriculums and missions beyond their respective territories, the catalogs also offered a 

chance to construct and articulate their institutional identity. As fledgling institutions in 

marginalized territories, the catalogs represented a way to participate in a community of more 

established American state universities.  

The catalogs serve as a starting point in understanding the early histories of these 

institutions. Other sources such as correspondence, reports, and meeting minutes help to round 

out this analysis. Both universities relied on catalogs to represent their programs as more 

complete or more selective or rigorous than they were. For example, UA’s catalogs 

deemphasized the preparatory program, even though the majority of their students were enrolled 

in it. UNM’s catalogs emphasized the sophistication of Albuquerque in an effort to differentiate 

their location from areas of New Mexico that may have been considered more ‘primitive’ by 

readers with negative perceptions of Nuevomexicanos. Although the catalogs help foreground 

each university’s purpose and mission, they do not tell the entire story of these universities. In 

fact, if taken at face value the catalogs obscure certain facts about the early years of these 

campuses. In many cases the catalogs also worked to project images that belied the realities of 
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their day to day operations. This chapter also looks beyond the catalogs in an effort to 

demonstrate the realities of education in the border. In particular, I examine each institution’s 

relationship with the Spanish language. As American institutions developed in multilingual 

territories, both universities are important sites for understanding the ways in which institutions 

of higher learning forwarded a monolingual mentality.  

 

University of Arizona: Americanizing Arizona 
In 1891, as the University of Arizona prepared for its first year of instruction, they did 

what many universities were expected to do: they issued a catalog for circulation. UA’s first 

catalog, which was thirty-two pages and was circulated throughout the territory, outlined the 

background of the university’s founding and funding. The catalog also announced the Board of 

Regents, the faculty and their departments, the available programs of study, and requirements for 

admission. Participating in an institutional genre such as an academic catalog was standard 

practice for any new institution. By closely examining UA’s first several years of catalogs we 

can see the ways in which they used this genre to establish and circulate their institutional 

identity. UA’s first catalog was created as a means to establish legitimacy and authority as a 

fledgling institution. Through a close reading of this first catalog, we gain an understanding of 

the ‘first impression’ UA founders wanted to give to its audience. UA’s subsequent catalogs 

work to establish an ethos of Americanization through citizenship and harnessing of the 

territorial resources of Arizona.    

UA’s first catalog functions to legitimate an institution that is just barely getting off the 

ground. Although the catalog articulates UA’s missions and curriculum, upon close examination 

it is somewhat incomplete. Blank lines indicate faculty positions that were still vacant, and the 

six individuals who were on the faculty during this time are listed multiple times throughout the 
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catalog, creating the illusion of a more robust roster than was the reality. Even though only six of 

the thirty-two students who matriculated that fall were prepared enough for college instruction, 

UA’s first catalog emphasized the college courses offered in the School of Agriculture and the 

College of Mining and Metallurgy. The preparatory program, which were courses meant to 

prepare the other 26 students for entrance into college, was relegated to the back pages of the 

catalog, almost as an afterthought. Military and drill tactics are listed throughout the catalog as 

being part of every student’s term no matter their year or program of study, with no note as to 

whether this requirement would apply to the many female students who would be attending UA.  

This early catalog not only provides evidence of the courses and programs of study 

available to its students, but for whom these courses were available. As the catalog explains:   

Candidates for admission into the Freshman class in the University must be at 

least sixteen years of age, of good character and must pass a thorough 

examination in Arithmetic, Geography, Grammar, and History of the United 

States, and show evidence that they have a sufficient knowledge of language to 

write a short essay in good English on some assigned topic. (28)  

While the first catalog doesn’t explicitly mention that UA was open to both men and women, 

they indeed admitted many women in their first year. Subsequent catalogs were amended to note 

that the university admits “qualified persons of either sex” (1896 catalog 22). These subsequent 

catalogs also offered clarification that during the military drills the women would partake in 

other activities such as physical culture and hospital training.  

 As we examine the first and subsequent catalogs of UA, we see begin to see that one of 

the purposes of a research-based university in a U.S. territory is to harness its resources. The 

catalog section outlining UA’s founding explains that the territorial establishing act required UA 
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to have five colleges: Science and Arts, Theory and Practice, Agriculture, Normal, and 

Mineralogy and Mines (8-9). In the second annual catalog the authors note that the university at 

present was unable to support all five of these departments. The catalog noted that because of the 

normal school in Tempe there were no plans to start a similar department in Tucson. Their 

decision to move forward with only a School of Agriculture and a College of Mines was based 

on what they felt most equipped to handle because these schools represented “the two prominent 

industries of the Territory” (9). Despite the establishing act’s charge to develop curriculum and 

degree programs focused on arts, sciences, and teaching, UA focused most of its efforts on 

developing departments and programs that harvested the resources of Southern Arizona.  

As explained in the first annual catalog, the School of Agriculture’s mission was to 

“impart a knowledge of the natural sciences and their application to the arts of life, particularly 

agriculture” (17). Students in this program took courses in Mathematics, Natural Sciences, 

English, Drawing, and French during their first few terms. Courses in Surveying, Soil Chemistry, 

Irrigation, Engineering, Meteorology, Landscaping, and Veterinary Practice, and Preserving 

Fruits rounded out their coursework in later terms (11-14). All students pursuing such a degree in 

Agriculture were required to spend three weeks in field work either in the experimental stations 

or “on the fruit farms of the Territory…studying and practicing the details of experimental and 

farm work, and irrigation” (17).  Outlined in subsequent catalogs, the experimental station was 

one of UA’s most significant resources. Funded by the territorial government as well as the 

United States government, this experimental station was designed “to aid in the development of 

horticulture and agricultural resources…by solving as completely and rapidly as possible some 

of the complex problems with which the farmers, fruit growers, and stock raisers are confronted” 

(1896 Catalog 38). UA’s decision to develop a School of Agriculture, then, contributed to the 
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development and financial viability of a territory that was struggling to tame the arid desert 

lands.  

The UA’s other early department was the College of Mines—a program similarly 

concerned with studying the resources of the territory. It was this program that attracted students 

from local mining camps who were interested in taking some coursework in assaying and 

mineralogy. This program also allowed the University to devote significant time and resources to 

testing and analyzing ore samples from across the territory. By 1893 the UA established a 

standalone department, called the Bureau of Mines, in an effort to separate out the mineralogy-

based curriculum from the fee-based ore testing the University provided territorial settlers (1893 

Catalog 82). As the university expanded, more departments were added to round out the 

offerings. A College of Letters and College of Natural Sciences were added by 1894, however, 

most of the curriculum offered in these programs also contributed toward degrees in the College 

of Agriculture.  

 The first catalog contains an engraving of the University of Arizona’s campus (see figure 

1). This image depicts what appears to be a lively campus. Horses, buggies, pedestrians, and 

even a cyclist line the path leading up to the university’s only building. Of course, this image 

doesn’t mirror the reality of the campus when it first opened. Martin notes that when the campus 

first opened in October 1891 the interior of this building wasn’t even complete, and the 

temporary living quarters were sectioned off by cloth partitions (Martin 38). Perhaps, because 

the campus hadn’t yet opened, enrollment not been set, and faculty hiring hadn’t been complete, 

the image was necessary to provide a more complete picture of what the university’s founders 

and board of regents hoped the campus to be.  
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Figure 1 

 

Figure 1. Screen shot from the University of Arizona’s first publication, the 1891 precursor to their catalog. University of 
Arizona. 1891 University of Arizona Course of Instruction and General Information. Tucson: University of Arizona, 1891.  
University of Arizona Campus Repository. University of Arizona Catalogues. http://hdl.handle.net/10150/272092.  Reprinted 
with permission.  
 

The purpose of a university’s annual catalog, to advertise its curriculum, resources, and 

mission, is certainly fulfilled by UA’s first catalog. Although UA was not operating at full 

capacity, was still under construction, and had a 1-1 ratio of university students to faculty when it 

began, its catalog worked to create an image of a bustling campus. As discussed, the catalog also 

worked to establish UA as a territorial institution devoted to studying and harnessing the 

resources of Arizona. As UA expanded its enrollments and began offering more coursework, the 

annual catalog evolved. In tracing UA’s first several catalogs, we can see the ways in which UA 

used these catalogs to further articulate colonizing ideas about Arizona’s resources, notions of 

citizenship, and the purpose of education.   

One of the first major changes came in 1893 with the addition of a “Location, Climate, 

Etc.” page near the front of the catalog.  This section offers some brief notes about Tucson and 
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the location of the university, presumably targeted to prospective students outside of the Arizona 

territory, or at least outside of Tucson. This section, perhaps, dispels some negative images of 

desert life by reassuring the reader that the area is a “healthy location” with “attractive scenery, 

and a water supply “of unusually pure quality” (8). This section also notes Tucson’s popularity 

as a “health resort” for pulmonary patients and includes a lengthy quote from the United States 

Weather Bureau about the uniform climate of the territory (8). Statements like these invite the 

reader to consider the University of Arizona as a healthy alternative to other institutions. Just as 

we’ll see with the University of New Mexico’s catalogs, marketing these Southwestern 

institutions as health resorts highlights the region’s natural resources as though they are 

amenities. It’s not rare for a university to try to draw in students by highlighting the positive 

attributes of the region; however, the UA catalogs go further than encouraging the reader to 

consider studying in the territory. They also draw on romanticized and exotic notions of the 

Southwest popularized by travel diaries such as El Gringo. Overall, the discussion of Southern 

Arizona’s healthful climate and beautiful scenery is underpinned by the colonial mentalities, 

reminding the potential American student that the resources of the Southwest are ripe for the 

taking. Throughout the first several years of operation, the “Location, Climate, Etc.” section of 

the catalog circulated this colonizing message of the exotic southwest.  

We see more colonizing forces at work in the formation of UA in other aspects of the 

catalog. In particular, the notion of citizenship is forwarded frequently through an emphasis on 

military drill. As UA increased their enrollments, their description of military drill began to 

evolve. As previously mentioned, the first catalog notes that military drill and tactics would be 

included throughout the year. In fact, the first catalog groups military and drill tactics with 

“rhetoricals” as mandatory exercises that occur regularly throughout the school year. The 1895 
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catalog explains that these drills were mandatory for male students “throughout the preparatory 

course and as far as the end of the Sophomore year” (21). The students engaged in these drills 

made up a military battalion, and parents are instructed to consider the costs of the uniform when 

planning for their student’s expenses for the year. The first catalog notes that these drills will be 

overseen by an officer of the US Army who would be hired when the school term started (3). 

Subsequent catalogs reveal that this appointment had not taken place. In the 1896 catalog the 

university notes that they still hope to have a member of the US Army on faculty to take charge 

of the cadets in training, but that “until such time the duty will be performed by a member of the 

faculty” (21). The UA was dedicated to promoting the literacy of citizenship in their students 

despite the lack of an official US Army faculty member to lead drills. Although UA’s military 

battalion would not have a full time military faculty member until 1903,6 the faculty and 

administration worked to ensure that male students at UA received daily training in military 

exercises.  

 UA’s first catalogs paint a picture of a university that is devoted to studying and 

harnessing the resources of Tucson and Southern Arizona while also creating a class of citizens 

prepared to serve their country. On the surface, the catalog presents an image of a fledgling 

territorial institution, striving to emerge as a leader in the areas of mining, engineering, and 

agriculture. There is much more to this story, however. The catalogs do not reflect the daily 

realities of life in a borderlands university. In order to better understand how the university 

interacted with the Mexican and native populations in Arizona, its views on language difference, 

and other ways frontier rhetoric and colonial mentalities were invoked, it is also important to turn 

to other historical accounts and primary sources. For example, the catalogs de-emphasize the role 

                                                 
6 Captain Mason W. Maxon of the United States Army was appointed Professor of Military 
Science and Tactics in 1903.  
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of the preparatory department; however, based on student enrollment statistics we know it was 

actually the busiest department at UA in its first several years. We can view the lack of emphasis 

or substance in the catalog regarding the first years of the preparatory department as a statement 

about the educational priorities of the university. Even though a preparatory department was 

necessary, it was of secondary importance compared to the mining, agricultural, and engineering 

departments. However, the majority of UA’s earliest students attended the preparatory 

department (see table 1). Because the department took on so many students, the university found 

the need to expand the department before it could phase it out. The preparatory department, then, 

played an important role in the University of Arizona’s identity formation and in the expansion 

of American based education in the Tucson area. Further examination of this program also 

reveals that Mexican and mixed race students from local families often faced frontier-based 

attitudes about their ability to succeed at UA. 

_____________ 
Table 1 

University of Arizona Enrollment Informationa 

Program 1891-1892 1893-1894 1896-1897 1902-1903 
(By Gender)b Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
Preparatory 11 11 18 12 54 41 75 49 
University 2 4 15 8 14 8 48 22 
Special 3 - 3 - 25 9 - - 

Post-Grad - - - - - - 2 2 
Gender Total 16 15 36 20 93 58 125 73 
Total Enrolled 31 56 151 198 
Students from 
Mexico 

0 1 1 1 

Hispanic Surnames c 1 6 3 3 
Source: University of Arizona. Annual Register of the University of Arizona. [annual publication.] 1892-1903. 
 
a While enrolled students are listed in the student registers in the university catalogs, there are no other sources of 
enrollment information by program available in the university archives for this time period.  
b Gender assignments are best guesses based on names. 
c. These numbers indicate the number of students with surnames common to Spanish speaking families of this time 
period. This data does not offer a clear representation of the demographics of UA. Howard J. Hall’s letter about the 
preparatory program indicated that there were many mixed race students in attendance, so these students may have 
had Anglo surnames.   
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During its first few years of instruction, the preparatory department was a one-year 

program. According to the 1891 catalog, the department was “designed for such students as do 

not have facilities at home, to prepare them for entering regular classes in University work” (32). 

However, because high schools in the territory were scarce, a one-year program was not enough 

schooling to prepare many of the university’s first pupils. In fact, the faculty meeting minutes in 

the archives revealed that many students struggled academically during the first few years. For 

example, at the close of the first term, the faculty called a special meeting to discuss the 

examination reports of the students.  Each student had completed final exams of their subjects in 

three-hour exam periods. Faculty discussed how to proceed given the low scores that many 

students received, and determined that while some would have to be dropped, others could be 

“conditioned” (14). The conditioned students would be “allowed to go on with [their] studies but 

must make up [their] delinquent work before the close of the following term” (14). As a result of 

this meeting, three preparatory students were dropped from the roll, and six students (including 

one college student) were ‘conditioned,’ meaning nearly a third of the student body was unable 

to satisfactorily pass their first term at the UA (14). The following year the faculty agreed to 

issue monthly progress reports for each student, likely to avoid any additional end of term 

surprises (19). However, as enrollment in the university continued to grow, faculty began 

discussing the possibility of investing more time and resources into a more rigorous preparatory 

training. Descriptions in the catalog continued to diminish or downplay the work of the 

preparatory department as it expanded and grew.  

Other archival sources, such as correspondence archived by the UA faculty and 

administrators, offer more insight into the preparatory department and faculty perceptions of its 

students. In particular, while most students struggled academically, it was the students who came 
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to the university from local Mexican or mixed-race families that were viewed as intellectually 

inferior while the American students were merely viewed as needing more instruction in study 

habits. In a letter to President Comstock in 1893, Howard J. Hall, the English professor and 

principal of the preparatory department, recommended that the preparatory course be extended 

by a year. As Hall explains, “it seems apparent to me that the peculiar conditions under which we 

are working and the needs of the students applying to us for instruction require that the 

preparatory courses be extended to two years” (1). Hall further explains the reason for this need 

is that the students entering the university need more than one year of instruction to meet the 

standards required for admission into the college course.  He claims that they are already “very 

low compared with even second-class institutions” (3). Hall seems to think that faculty are under 

too much pressure to cover all of the material required in the one-year program and suggests that 

an extra year could allow for teaching better study habits to the students. Hall differentiates 

between what he sees as two different problems with two types of student groups:     

The somewhat low order of intellect of the students of native and mixed races 

coming to us, necessitates a training different from that usually given students in 

public schools throughout the country. Many of the American applicants also, we 

have found little better equipped, perhaps through lack of opportunities or 

incentives. The perception faculty of these students is not keen and the reasoning 

found in abstract matters almost undeveloped. (3) 

Hall believes that the native and mixed race students are of inferior intellect, while the American 

students who have trouble are just suffering from a lack of opportunity or incentive. Hall’s letter 

makes clear that he sees the role of the preparatory institution as different from a typical public 

high school because in Arizona there are more children of native backgrounds. Rather than 
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considering the challenges of educating students in a region whose educational systems are still 

emerging, Hall characterizes the challenges of UA’s preparatory system with a frontier-based 

racist mentality. His letter is an important reminder that the students who attended U of A were 

not all American students, and that the UA was potentially seen as an opportunity to further 

Americanize the territory.  

As UA expanded its preparatory department, the language used to describe this 

department in the catalogs expanded as well. The 1895 catalog explains that while the 

preparatory course would not or should not be the same as public schooling, “we have found it 

impracticable to dispense with classes designed to prepare students for the routine work of the 

University” (42). This section then explains:  

In many cases students lacking neither in zeal nor ability, are at a disadvantage in 

not knowing how to best direct their energies to the matter at hand. It will be the 

constant aim of the Instructors in the Preparatory School to overcome this 

difficulty, which has heretofore been the most serious hindrance to educational 

progress in the West” (42).  

As this description shows, the faculty saw the preparatory department as a necessary 

intervention. They mark the need for such a department as a symptom of their Western location, 

but are quick to point out that the students are capable of the work with the right guidance. In the 

years following this description, UA continued to expand the preparatory department, adding a 

third year of study by the 1896-1897 school year, and a fourth year of study by the 1900-1901 

school year. In 1898 the department was rebranded as the Sub-Collegiate Department, though 

correspondence from faculty and students show that it was still referred to colloquially as the 

“prep” school. The history of the preparatory program at UA not only demonstrates the 
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challenges of developing public education in the American West—it is also an important 

reminder that educational institutions in multilingual and multicultural spaces are often 

influenced by frontier-based attitudes about the diverse populations they were meant to support.   

Historical accounts of Arizona’s adoption of a territorial school system and the founding 

of UA reveal the many ways frontier rhetoric was invoked to describe the ‘civilizing’ potential a 

western education system could have on the territory. As discussed in Chapter Two, Arizona was 

a territory founded upon squelching and subduing the native. Early supporters of bringing a 

public education system to Arizona had to contend with conflicting priorities related to this 

legacy. According to Martin’s history of UA, during Arizona’s first several years as a territory, 

many politicians felt that “people couldn’t fight Apaches and build schools at the same time” 

(17). Martin reports that in 1869, a Mexican-born legislator from Tucson named Estevan Ochoa, 

with the support of the Governor, introduced a bill that would mandate public schooling in 

Arizona (17). Ochoa allegedly appealed to detractors of the bill by arguing: “unless we educate 

the rising generation, we shall raise up a population no more capable of self-government than the 

Apaches themselves” (17). This example introduces Americanized education as not just a path to 

self-governance but as a way to further distance Mexican and American Arizonans from the 

indigenous people of their territory. Ochoa introduced a bill two years later that would fund 

public education through property taxes, and in 1872 Congress Street School opened in Tucson 

(Sheridan 46). By the 1880s, Tucson was home to both public and private schools. As the 

population of Arizona began to include more Americans, local interest in statehood increased. 

By the time UA opened in 1891 Anglo Arizonans had organized a state constitution and sent a 

private delegation to Washington D.C. to lobby for statehood (Meeks 317).  
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 Even though an American university in Arizona represented a chance to boost Arizona’s 

chances of statehood, it has been well documented that the University of Arizona’s initial 

founding was met with general disinterest and even disdain by most of Tucson’s residents. 

However, some historical accounts focus in particular on the lack of interest displayed by 

Tucson’s Mexican population. According to Estelle Lutrell, the librarian at the University of 

Arizona from 1904-1932, the Mexican citizens of Tucson had little interest in a public university. 

In her unpublished history of the university, which was compiled from oral interviews, 

correspondence, legislative records, and newspaper clippings, Lutrell noted that when the UA 

was founded, Tucson’s population had risen just above 7,000 residents. However, she claims that 

“as a prospective educational center, Tucson encountered serious discouragement from the fact 

that even this number was composed largely of Mexicans, many of whom at the time did not 

wish to be regarded as American citizens” (30). Lutrell doesn’t cite any particular instances that 

led to the conclusion that “the founding of a university in the surroundings afforded by a 

community of Spanish-speaking people with a distrust of any traditions or institutions but their 

own was regarded by many as a ‘laughable attempt’” (30-31).  This perceived lack of interest in 

the University by the Mexican citizens of Tucson seems to ignore the fact that prominent 

Mexican community members such as Estevan Ochoa and Manuel Samiengo had an active 

interest in Tucson’s public schools. While the UA was located near an established Mexican 

community and students from some of these households did attend the university, the archives do 

not offer much insight into how engaged UA was with the local Mexican and indigenous 

communities.  

The UA’s catalogs failed to reflect the linguistic realities of the surrounding community. 

Despite the fact that Spanish was spoken throughout Tucson and other areas of the territory, 
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Spanish was not taught until the late 1890s. Spanish was listed as a curricular requirement for 

college Sophomores in the first UA catalog; however, in subsequent years (when students would 

theoretically be entering these courses), the requirement was changed to “Modern Language” 

(1893 Catalog 13).  The faculty senate meeting minutes and official correspondence from the 

President’s office offer some insight into this exclusion. Even though the 1895 catalog lists a 

“modern language department” (noting Spanish among these modern languages,) according to 

faculty senate meeting minutes, Spanish was not yet offered. In fact, in 1896 when students in 

the preparatory department petitioned to take Spanish instead of German, the faculty held a 

special meeting to consider their request. According to the meeting minutes, the request was 

denied. The minutes offer no discussion or indication of the arguments made by the students for 

Spanish or of the points offered during the faculty’s deliberation over this appeal (209). 

However, a history clearly emerges from the archives that Spanish was not a priority or interest 

of the university. In particular, 1896 correspondence between UA President Billman and an 

acquaintance, Colin Cameron, supports the notion that Spanish wasn’t deemed important at UA. 

Cameron’s letter recommends that UA advertise to the wealthy families in Sonora, Mexico who 

have been sending their children to schools in California and New Mexico. Cameron notes that 

upper class Mexican families represent an opportunity for the UA because Tucson would be so 

much closer to home for these families. Cameron cautions that “if you allow, to any extent, the 

speaking of Spanish in your University buildings or upon your University grounds” that the UA 

would not be appropriate for these students, since their parents would be looking for assurance 

that their children could “acquire a speaking knowledge of the language of English.” Bilman’s 

response to Cameron is quite telling. He indicates that “so far as I know, Spanish is not spoken 

on the University ground” (1).  
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The absence of Spanish at UA in its earliest years signals a university that is grounded in 

frontier mentalities. Even though Tucson was a multilingual city, and even though UA admitted 

students from Spanish-speaking families, the mission of the university was clearly to provide an 

American, English-only education. As discussed in Chapter 2, the Anglo Arizonan argument for 

statehood included marginalizing the Mexican, native and other minority residents of the 

territory while deemphasizing any potential role or voice these populations may have in civic 

matters. The University of Arizona similarly deemphasized and marginalized the Spanish 

language while avoiding meaningful engagement with the local native populations.  

The circumstances surrounding UA’s founding to include the curricular emphasis on 

mining, an ambivalence about preparatory work, combined with the low enrollment numbers 

overall, suggest that the mission and aim of this university, at least in its earlier years, was less 

about providing educational opportunity to any student who sought gain an education and more 

about exploiting Arizona’s natural resources and developing an ethos of national service. 

Moreover, the UA’s apparent lack of engagement with the Spanish speaking community and 

their focus on military tactics and drill suggest that their mission was to create an Americanized 

citizenry who were both assimilated into the English language and capable of defending their 

country. As an Americanization project, the University of Arizona served to prepare its students 

to become capable of the self-governance required for Arizona’s statehood.  

 

University of New Mexico: Developing an “Eastern” Identity 
 Many of the elements of the University of Arizona’s background are similar to University 

of New Mexico’s. Both institutions were developed with the aim of becoming the flagship state 

university. Both marketed the Southwest as a health retreat, and both had to negotiate the 

realities of operating in a region where there were few students prepared to take university-level 
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courses. However, there are also many differences in the two universities. For example, from the 

start UNM seemed to embrace its identity as a de-facto high school. While UNM did focus on 

natural sciences, there wasn’t as much of a focus on harnessing the natural resources. Instead, 

UNM’s first few decades focused on developing its Normal department, preparing scores of 

educators who were prepared to teach in bilingual classrooms around the territory. UNM also 

emphasized the teaching of Spanish and the recruitment of Spanish speaking native 

Nuevomexicano students.   

Legislation in 1889 established UNM in Albuquerque, and the university officially 

opened the doors of its Normal department in June 1892 for a summer session with 40 students 

and two instructors (1893 Catalog 9). At the time, New Mexico was still 20 years from 

statehood. Public high schools were not established in New Mexico until Fall 1892, so UNM was 

a university in name only. In its first several years it functioned mainly as a prep school and 

normal institution. While UNM was mainly an institution that served the local population 

through an open-admissions policy, it did seek to attract students from outside of the territory by 

fashioning an image for itself that was common for new universities during this time. It marketed 

itself as a four-year institution that had all of the advantages of any Eastern school. 

The University of New Mexico’s first catalog, a simple fifteen-page booklet, was issued 

for the fall of 1892 and offers two pages of UNM history and founding details. The teachers who 

attended UNM’s first session, a summer pedagogy session, are listed next in the catalog. This 

roster is followed by outlines of the courses of study for three programs: Classical, Normal, and 

Latin-Scientific. Each course of study included at least two years of preparatory work (the 

Normal course included three years), and the freshman year of the college work. Following this 

outline of study, the catalog then includes short paragraph descriptions of the subjects of Latin, 
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Greek, Math, and English. More details are given about the Normal program. “General 

Information” about Albuquerque and the campus follows. The catalog is brief and offers no 

specifics about the faculty, likely because these hiring decisions were still in process as the 

catalog went to press.  

 In subsequent years, UNM’s catalog expanded to include more information. The 1893 

catalog added a roster of faculty and much more information about the courses of study. By then 

UNM had organized itself into three departments: A college department, a 5-year Normal 

department, and a 4-year preparatory school that “would prepare its students for enrollment in 

any university” (14). While the UA’s first catalogs treats their preparatory department as an 

afterthought, UNM proudly promotes it and puts it on the same footing as its other programs. 

One likely reason for emphasizing the preparatory curriculum was because UNM was unable to 

offer any college courses until 1898. In its first several years a college curriculum was outlined 

in the catalog with a note that these courses would be offered at a later date when they had 

students prepared to take them.  

The city of Albuquerque had no public high schools until 1892, though private schools, 

like Albuquerque Academy, had been active for a few years. Unlike UA, UNM was unable to 

draw any applicants who were prepared to take college courses.  During its first few years, UNM 

enrolled students in the preparatory and normal departments. Students also had the opportunity to 

enroll in commercial programs such as stenography or bookkeeping. By the fall semester UNM 

was able to roll out more curricular programs, and 108 male and female students enrolled across 

the Normal, Preparatory, and Commercial programs (1893 Catalog 39). Over the next decade 

enrollment hovered around 100 students, with a slight dip in enrollment in 1896 (see table 2). 

While UNM served the local population through an open-admissions policy, its catalog suggests 
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it sought to attract students by fashioning an image for itself that was common for new 

universities during this time. It presented itself as a modern four-year institution that had all of 

the advantages of any other Eastern college. 

_____________ 

Table 2 

University of New Mexico Enrollment Informationa 

Program 1894-1895 1895-1896 1898-1899 1899-1900 1902-1903c 
(By Gender)b Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Female Male 
Preparatory 32 23 24 19 21 23 18 16   
Normal 1 6 1 0 2 9 0 19   
Commercial 9 18 7 12 6 16 12 16   
College 0 0 0 0 5 0 11 3   
Post-Grad 1 0 0 0 5 0 3 0   
Other 2 0 5 8 6 3 3 2   
Gender Total 45 47 37 39 45 51 49 56 104 49 
Total Enrolled 92 76 96 106 153 
Nuevomexicano 
Namesd 

4 4 6 3 3 

Source: University of New Mexico. Annual Catalogue of the University of New Mexico at Albuquerque. [annual 
publication.] 1894-1902. 
 
a While enrolled students are listed in the student registers in the university catalogs, there are no other sources of 
enrollment information by program available in the university archives, including in the annual reports. In his history 
of the university, William E. Davis notes that enrollment statistics before 1931 are “unreliable” (385). 
b Gender assignments are best guesses based on names. 
c 1902-1903 catalog does not list student programs. I suspect that the large increase in female students is due to the 
addition of a music school at the university. 
d These numbers indicate the number of students with surnames common to Spanish speaking families of this time 
period. These numbers echo other sources that suggest only a small handful of Spanish speaking students attended 
UNM during these years.  
_______________ 

 This narrative is evident from the early course catalogs and from other promotional 

materials. The UNM catalogs all contained a section about the location of the campus. Like the 

UA catalogs, these sections contain some claims about UNM’s potential as a health retreat. For 

example, the 1898 catalog explains, “the climate is very even and the air so bracing that students 

unable to pursue studies in other climates may do so here and improve in health at the same 

time” (29). As in the UA catalogs, this focus on UNM as a health retreat demonstrates the 
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colonizing forces that pervaded the Southwest. However, these sections emphasize even more 

the sophistication of Albuquerque and UNM.  For example, the 1895 UNM catalog describes 

Albuquerque as “a modern city” of “enterprising, intelligent people” containing all of the 

“accompaniments of modern civilization” (50). The 1899 catalog elaborates further on 

Albuquerque as a cultural center, by writing “during the year many musical and literary 

entertainments are given, and the large and refined audience that patronizes these, give 

unmistakable evidence of the culture of the citizens” (26). These sections of the catalog also 

describe the students at UNM, first described in 1895 as “surrounded by an educational 

atmosphere that can not do otherwise than exert a refining influence and stimulate him to effort” 

(50). By 1899 this section of the catalog was expanded to elaborate on the character of these 

students by calling them “ladies and gentlemen to associate with whom is both a pleasure and a 

profit” (26). These statements work to project an image of a modern city and refined citizenry. 

 On the surface UNM’s work to create an image of a sophisticated university in a modern 

city does not seem out of step. They were, after all, marketing their university toward prospective 

American students who lived beyond the territory. However, popular American opinion of New 

Mexico was influenced by travel diaries like El Gringo which exoticized and marginalized the 

Nuevomexicano citizens and by newspaper commentaries such as one published by The New 

York Times in February 1882 with the offensive title “Greasers as Citizens: What Sort of State 

Would New Mexico Make.” This commentary listed a host of reasons why New Mexico was 

unfit for statehood, and described Nuevomexicanos as ignorant and illiterate. The anonymous 

writer claimed that “books and newspapers are unknown to all but an insignificant few Mexican 

homes” and described “the absolute ignorance of the Mexicans about every subject except that 

which concerns the demands of their animal nature.” These offensive and racist arguments, 
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printed in a widely read newspaper, certainly influenced how the general public perceived New 

Mexico. Perhaps UNM’s efforts to situate themselves within modern, enterprising, and refining 

circumstances stemmed from more than just a desire to advertise the benefits of Albuquerque. 

Their emphasis on the sophistication of UNM, it’s setting, and its students could have worked to 

demonstrate the significant progress New Mexico had made in recent decades. By separating 

UNM from the racist depiction of New Mexico and its native citizens, the authors of the catalog 

engage in a sort of frontier rhetoric that marks their institution and their development of 

Albuquerque as progress.  

 This frontier rhetoric is also evident in the way the way UNM models itself after other 

institutions.  In their catalogs and newspaper advertisements, UNM often compared itself to 

Eastern colleges. In the 1897-1898 catalog’s “history of the university” section, they note that 

within the past year “the college courses have been placed on par with those of Eastern colleges” 

(13). They do not say how this assessment was made or by whom, which is interesting in light of 

the fact that UNM wasn’t even enrolling students in college courses until the fall of 1898. 

Newspaper advertisements contained the following: “standard for admission is similar to those in 

the older Eastern colleges and the course of study are equal to the best.” The university’s 

catalogs and advertisements put an emphasis on UNM’s refining influence and similarity to 

older, eastern colleges, while also highlighting Albuquerque as a progressive hub of high culture. 

The focus on sophistication helps to build an institutional ethos of an “eastern-like” university 

that is situated in a similarly eastern-like environment. By comparing UNM to such institutions, 

it is again distancing itself from perceptions of New Mexico like those evident in the “Greasers” 

commentary.  
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But UNM was not like any eastern university. As already mentioned, they did not have 

any students prepared to take college courses until 1898. While Albuquerque was developing 

rapidly with the arrival of the railway in the 1880’s, UNM’s location on top of a Mesa meant that 

students who traveled from downtown took a hack—a donkey led cart—up the steep hill to get to 

campus (1896 catalog 30).  Their second president, C.L. Herrick, spent much of his time in New 

Mexico living “in the open with covered wagon and camp kit” (Reeve 24). In addition, a glance 

at the curriculum outlined during UNM’s first several years signals another difference. 

According to the 1895-1896 catalog, students took courses in Latin, Math, Science, English, 

History, Geography, Drawing, and Modern Languages. All of these requirements conform to 

standard expectations for curriculum during this time. The Modern Language requirement, 

however, emphasized Spanish over French or German. In fact, students were typically required 

to take three years of Spanish. The course catalogs note that while students could opt for the 

more traditional French or German to meet the language requirement, Spanish was included “for 

local reasons” (16).   

While the majority of the students who enrolled in UNM were Anglo, the institution 

made an effort to reach out to the Spanish-speaking population of the territory. These efforts 

went beyond requiring students, primarily future teachers, to learn Spanish. For example, the 

first student newspaper, published in 1895, contained an article written entirely in Spanish. The 

author, a Hispanic student named Atanasio Montoya, stated that out of about seventy students, 

there were only three Nuevomexicano students at UNM (4). He wrote, “I am extremely sorry that 

there is not a larger number…there is a large number of intelligent young men and women that 

could attend this institution and benefit greatly” (4, my translation). Mr. Montoya’s article 

reveals that the University did enroll Hispanic students, and may have been seeking more. In 
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fact, the student newspaper later printed a Spanish-language translation of UNM’s enabling act, 

presumably in an effort to advertise to Spanish speaking parents of prospective students. 

Montoya was eventually hired on as “the first Hispanic faculty member” in 1896 (W.E. Davis 

43). Spanish instruction at UNM, for the years Montoya was on the faculty, focused on 

conversational Spanish, composing “letters and stories” and some attention to grammar and 

literature (1896 catalog 47). Montoya also offered a special course for heritage speakers and 

those interested in advanced study. These courses focused on grammar, rhetoric, and both classic 

and contemporary Spanish and “Spanish-American” literature (47). The existence of these 

classes, taught by a Nuevomexicano faculty member, demonstrates that UNM offered a chance 

for students from Spanish-speaking families to not only receive an American education, but also 

continue to honor the linguistic heritage of their bilingual community.    

 In contrast to the University of Arizona, then, it seems that UNM emphasized the study 

of Spanish at their institution and welcomed Spanish speaking students. As the catalog suggests, 

there was a local imperative to do so. In fact, while Spanish was the default but not mandatory 

“modern language” requirement in some programs, students in the Normal department were 

required to take two years of Spanish. Because UNM’s identity was focused on preparing 

teachers for the territorial schools, its graduates needed to speak Spanish. At first glance, it might 

be easy to assume that UNM, because it seemed to embrace Spanish as a regional language, was 

more inclusive of the cultural background of the border space it inhabited. However, UNM’s 

local outreach and emphasis on Spanish, when read through the lens of frontier rhetoric, is a 

more complicated issue.  

As many scholars have argued, language can be used as a tool for assimilation by the 

dominant culture. As discussed in Chapter 2, New Mexico’s bids for statehood in the 19th and 
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early 20th century often failed because of criticisms of the prevalence of the Spanish language in 

the schools and courts. (Of course, the prevalence of Spanish is a reminder of the colonial history 

of the Southwest in the first place). However, reading UNM’s founding and history as a story of 

assimilation of the Spanish-speaking residents of New Mexico through language instruction is a 

gesture that further marginalizes the Nuevomexicano people. Emma Perez argues in The 

Decolonial Imaginary, that histories of the American Southwest grounded in narratives of 

conquest often erase the agency and histories of those who are written about as colonized 

subjects. Juan Gallegos’ history of New Mexico Highlands University, which was founded over 

100 miles away in 1893, helpfully adds nuance to this discussion. Gallegos argues that “new 

systems of literacies” that were introduced by American occupation of New Mexico, “acted both 

as a source for assimilation and as a technology for resistance” for Nuevomexicano people (34). 

Additionally, Erlinda Gonzales-Berry’s work on language rights in New Mexico reveals that 

public education stakeholders fiercely advocated for Spanish in the public schools. Gonzales-

Berry credits the success of this advocacy with the fact Nuevomexicanos held prominent roles in 

public education (170). For example, superintendent Amado Chaves, in an 1896 report argued:  

It is a crime against nature and humanity to try and rob the children of New 

Mexico of this, their natural advantage, of the language which is their birth-right, 

to deprive them unjustly of the advantages, great and numerous, which those have 

who command speech in two languages. English and Spanish are to go hand in 

hand in our schools, and only the height of bigotry and supine ignorance will or 

can ever affirm that the possessor of more than one language is unfit to be a good 

citizen. (qtd.in Gonzales-Berry 170)  
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Even if the Spanish language requirement at UNM had roots in monolingual views of citizenship 

and assimilation, New Mexico schools in Spanish-speaking communities continued to be 

bilingual institutions into the early 20th century. By prioritizing the study of Spanish at UNM, the 

institution was certainly more open to bilingualism both within the institution and across the 

territory. However, UNM positioned itself as an institution that followed in the tradition of 

Harvard and other prominent Eastern schools. Adopting a narrative that distinguished UNM as 

more “American” than the Mexican other rather than push back about assumptions about them  

may have played into the assertions about assimilation and modification that were present in the 

1902 Beveridge Report. As a result, UNM’s adoption of a Spanish requirement demonstrates the 

complexity of education in a multilingual border space.  

 

Frontier Rhetoric, Multilingualism, and Americanization 
The origins and initial years for both the University of Arizona and the University of 

New Mexico demonstrate the competing priorities and identities that many new institutions faced 

during this time. For any new university, documents like annual catalogs and course descriptions 

played crucial roles in forming an institutional identity and ethos. For new universities in the 

American Southwest territories; however, these documents helped to ‘legitimate’ their respective 

borderlands institutions as American. While the genre of annual catalogs typically serves to 

announce a university’s mission, policies, and curriculum, the catalogs for UA and UNM did 

much more than this. These catalogs worked to create an image of prosperous American 

institutions on and par with established eastern schools. Primary and secondary sources 

demonstrate that the realities of UA and UNM did not always match the catalog image they were 

projecting. The UA catalogs emphasized civic literacy through their discussion of the military 

training and their insistence on indicating that space on the faculty would be reserved for a 
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member of the United States Army. The UA catalogs also show that programs meant to harness 

and profit from the natural resources of the territory were deemed more important to showcase in 

the catalogs than the preparatory program that was providing most of the actual education. Both 

institutions used the Southwestern climate as a way not only to advertise study in these locations 

but to showcase the benefits of colonization. Finally, while both universities approached the 

Spanish language in different ways, the institutional policies and attitudes related to language in 

a border space reveals the deeply entrenched frontier and colonial mentalities that contributed to 

the creation of territorial universities.  

Each university deployed different policies and campus norms related to the teaching of 

Spanish and the everyday use of Spanish. While the University of Arizona policies and practices 

seemed to discourage and marginalize the Spanish language, University of New Mexico 

incorporated Spanish into its curriculum and advertised and recruited in Spanish speaking 

regions of the territory. Although UNM’s Spanish teaching faculty changed over the first decade, 

the hiring of Atanasio Montoya and the course descriptions of the different courses he offered 

demonstrates a more inclusive environment than UA. In fact, the attitudes each campus had 

about language and language difference are parallel to each territory’s approach to language 

difference in discussions about statehood and self governance. As discussed in Chapter Two, 

Anglo Arizonans routinely emphasized that Arizona residents of Mexican descent would not 

have a voice in civic matters. New Mexico statehood supporters, on the other hand, took a 

different approach to such discussions, creating a bilingual state constitution and mandating 

bilingual education during the early years of statehood. Both universities’ approaches to Spanish 

language and language difference, then, seems to echo the attitudes present in their respective 

state constitutions.  
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Viewing the histories of territorial universities through the lens of frontier rhetoric helps 

us better see the ways education is used to Americanize and assimilate. Both of these universities 

relied on existing models for higher education to guide their institutions. However, when we 

consider the political and cultural economy of the border territories that these institutions were 

meant to serve, their histories seem anything but typical. While both universities were located 

within Spanish speaking communities, their inclusion of the Spanish language differed greatly. 

Examining the histories of these universities as Americanization projects helps us to more clearly 

focus in on the deeply entrenched colonial legacies that were embedded within their founding, 

ethos, and curriculum.      
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CHAPTER 4: UPTAKE, THE WRITING CLASSROOM, AND 
STUDENT NEWSPAPER WRITING 
 

As posited in Chapter Three, both the University of Arizona (UA) and the University of 

New Mexico (UNM) constructed an institutional ethos of Americanization and assimilation that 

was reproduced through their institutional genres and their development of curriculum. 

Instruction in English, then, would have been an important component of these educational 

missions. The archival material on curriculum for each university offers some clues about the 

English-language courses students were required to take; however, it is impossible to reconstruct 

the curriculum in its entirety. Although the archives do not allow such a reconstruction, they do 

give us some insight into the scope and the goals of the curriculum. They also add to our 

conception of daily life at these territorial institutions. Our understanding of composition at the 

University of Arizona and the University of New Mexico is further enhanced if we view the 

curriculum as an uptake, i.e. as a generic response, to the colonial mentalities of the Southwest 

and the institutional ethos of Americanization and assimilation.  

This chapter examines the genres of the UA and UNM writing classroom that are visible 

from the archive. Using genre theory and feminist historiography to guide the analysis, I use 

these primary sources as a starting point for understanding writing instruction and rhetorical 

practice in the Southwest territories. Course descriptions are available for each institution.  

Although examples of student assignments are not in abundance, UA’s first English professor 

saved a small folder of student papers from a freshman English course. These essays, covering 

topics of local interest, provide a small window into the writing classroom at UA and the ways in 

which students interacted with the Tucson landscape. At UNM no student papers were archived; 

however, we can glean some sense of the pedagogical goals and values of the writing classroom 

by examining the textbooks that were adopted for use in these classes. Without contextual 
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materials such as lesson plans and assignments, we don’t know how the textbooks were used, but 

examining the ways in which the textbooks themselves approach the study of writing and address 

students of writing offers a sense of the classroom or curricular ethos. Other archival materials 

include the student newspapers at both institutions, which provide contextual information about 

the writing instruction from the students’ perspectives. For example, an early handwritten 

newspaper from UA contains an article titled, “What We Have Learned in English Class.” On 

one occasion the UNM student newspaper reported on the recent work of the English B class and 

reproduced one of the star pupil’s class work. Both campus papers also often featured blurbs in 

their “Local” section that discussed coursework or recent classroom occurrences.  

The student newspapers offer more than just a glimpse of the writing classroom. They 

provide a rich view of extra-curricular student writing and the ways in which student writers 

wrote for public audiences. Many recent histories have demonstrated the value of turning to 

student publications to better understand rhetorical education and practice. David Gold’s study of 

Texas Women’s University draws heavily on student publications in an effort to fully map the 

rhetorical education of his subjects. Susan Jarratt’s research on post-bellum rhetorical education 

shows that students at the HBCUs she studied were able to use student newspaper writing as a 

way to connect their classical curriculum with current public debates. Jarratt argued that students 

who contributed to the newspapers often “actively countered arguments and representations of 

blacks and of race issues appearing in the white press” (152). In Praising Girls: The Rhetoric of 

Young Women, 1895-1930, Henrietta Rix Wood draws on several student publications as she 

investigates the rhetorical practices of women enrolled in high schools. Wood finds that these 

publications represented “new venues” for “articulat[ing] their collective identities and 

constructed community” (9). While student publications do offer insight into the ways in which 
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students articulated their identities and communities, they also as Beth Ann Rothermel argues, 

“reveal the cultural capital students were requiring”(134). Rothermel’s work on Westfield State 

Normal School investigates the ways in which teachers developed and practiced their teacherly 

identities within the Normal School. She argues for the value of reading the archive for student 

newspaper writing because “the writing these students create serves as a space in which they 

adopt, adapt, reject, and help craft cultural and institutional discourses on who and what the 

teacher should be” (134). Because they provide insight into communities and into the ways in 

which students negotiate their own identities and citizenships, student publications are an 

important place to look when doing historical work.  

In the case of UA and UNM, curricular and extra-curricular newspaper writing offers a 

chance to recover the student voices at these institutions. These artifacts reveal that students at 

both campuses had opportunities to both reify and resist monolinguistic and frontier mentalities 

of their institutions and gendered assumptions about women and rhetorical space. After 

analyzing the genres of the writing classrooms, this chapter will consider how student newspaper 

writing at UNM functioned as an uptake of the frontier rhetorics and colonial mentalities of the 

institutions and classrooms these students participated in. In many cases, the student newspaper 

offered a meaningful rhetorical space for the students. Beyond just offering a space for exploring 

different forms of writing, these newspapers also offered a chance for students to negotiate their 

understanding of civic engagement and to reimagine gendered spaces of writing.  

 

Genre Theory, Uptake, and Critical Imagination 
This chapter draws on the concept of ‘uptake’ as a way to connect curricular and extra-

curricular writing at UA and UNM to the institutional ethos and poltical climate they were being 

produced within. Genre theorist Anne Freadman uses the notion of ‘uptake’ to describe the 
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complicated relationship involved when generic texts respond to another. In her article “Anyone 

for Tennis?” she states: “uptakes…have memories—long, ramified, intertextual, and intergeneric 

memories” (“Uptake” 40). Freadman’s work focuses on the interactions across texts, and she 

notes that uptake is “the bidirectional relationship that holds between” texts (40). This view of 

genre emphasizes the everyday interactions that occur across genres. Instead of just focusing on 

the features and actions of one genre, uptake allows us to view how genres can mediate action in 

the space between texts. In other words, approaching archival material with this framework 

allows us to view the connections and relationships across texts, rather than read them as isolated 

artifacts.  

When examining the history of an institution like UA and UNM, these concepts can aid 

in  articulating connections across archival finds. While the artifacts unearthed in archival 

research are often read and understood as isolated texts, genre theory allows the researcher to 

make connections across these texts by considering how they function as a genre as well as how 

these texts are connected historically. Amy Devitt’s work on genre focuses on the relationship 

across genres and helps to further map these connections. She argues that “the concepts of 

intertextuality and dialogue allows us to see the inherent relatedness of genres within the same 

social groups and its actions” (55). In this chapter, these concepts of intertextuality help us better 

map the relationships across the genres of writing and writing instruction that have been 

archived. Additionally, in thinking of the genres of writing that were available to the students at 

UA and UNM, we can more fully imagine the role these genres had in the students’ own 

invention practices.  

While these concepts from genre theory are helpful in focusing this inquiry, theories from 

feminist historiography help develop a more thorough analysis of scant archival findings.  In 
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Feminist Rhetorical Practices: New Horizons for Rhetoric, Composition, and Literacy Studies, 

Royster and Kirsch propose key terms of critical engagement that researchers can use to aid in 

their inquiries. Specifically, their key term of “critical imagination” is helpful in archival 

research. Critical imagination helps researchers “think between, above, around, and beyond the 

evidence we’ve gathered” in order to discover “what might likely be true based on what we have 

in hand” (71). Engaging this as a methodological tool can aid in opening up our understanding of 

subjects where archival records may be scarce.  Genre theory as a lens for archival research is 

one way to employ this critical imagination. By thinking with the concepts of uptake and generic 

intertextuality, we can discover the ways in which the genres of the writing classrooms both 

reflected and were reflected by the institutional ethos of the university. When we conceive of an 

instantiation of a genre as an ‘uptake’ of the institutional ethos and other circumstances of the 

writer, we can better imagine the roles that writing played in these students lives.  

 

The Genres of the Writing Classrooms at UA  
 
Although it is impossible to reconstruct the daily realities of the UA’s earliest writing 

classrooms, we can still get some glimpse of these classrooms by considering the available 

material in the archive. Course descriptions and a small stack of archived student essays provide 

some insight into the goals and challenges of UA’s early writing curriculum. The course 

descriptions work to frame both expectations for student writing as well as the attitudes about 

writing embedded within these classrooms. The few student essays provide some insight to the 

classroom curriculum and to the students’ own experiences pursuing education in Tucson. By 

considering these archival materials through the lens of genre theory, we can start to imagine the 

ways in which the genres of the writing classroom both reflected and responded to the 
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institutional ethos of UA and the frontier mentalities of the Southwest. In fact, the curriculum 

both emphasizes an attention to grammar and correctness which, was definitely an uptake of 

frontier rhetoric. The class projects and assignments that are available, however, add another 

layer to this analysis. While classroom curriculum was certainly influenced by frontier rhetoric, 

the fact that assignments at UA were often allowed to take the form of genres found in 

newspapers, demonstrates that students were also encouraged to think of the ways that their 

writing held cultural capital and could engage with local issues.   

As discussed in Chapter Three, UA’s 1892 catalog required incoming college freshmen 

“to show evidence that they have sufficient knowledge of language to write a short essay in good 

English on some assigned topic” (34). Since most UA students began their academic careers in 

the preparatory department, we can deduce that writing short essays in ‘good English’ was one of 

the outcomes of this program. By the 1895-1896 school year, the college admission requirements 

are more detailed, and  we learn that incoming students must demonstrate “a competent 

knowledge of the elements of English grammar, composition, the elements of rhetoric, and 

English classics” (15). While the earlier catalogs do contain course descriptions for the college 

English courses (that many students weren’t yet able to take,) the preparatory English courses 

did not receive the same attention. In fact, there is an absence of thorough course descriptions for 

these early preparatory courses. As discussed in Chapter Three, this absence may stem from a 

devaluing of the preparatory department. However, it may also stem from the faculty needing to 

adapt and tailor the coursework to the needs of their individual classes.  

During UA’s first several years of operation, the faculty in English was listed with one 

instructor: Howard J. Hall. In addition to teaching the preparatory English courses, Hall also 

taught college courses and served as the full-time librarian. Outlined in every catalog, Hall’s 
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college English courses focused on English literature, classical literature, rhetoric, and 

composition. The 1898 catalog description designates Sophomore English courses as devoted to 

Rhetoric and Composition. Students in these courses worked with Genung’s rhetorical textbooks 

while working on ‘argumentative compositions.’ The catalog description for Freshman English 

suggests the year was occupied by “a few of the leading prose writers of the nineteenth 

century…studied chiefly as a basis for appreciative, sympathetic criticism” (27). However, the 

following year in a report to the University President, Hall noted that despite their entrance 

requirements and focus on composition in the preparatory division, the 19th century literature 

class requires “at least one-fifth of class time devoted to composition exercises” (1). Hall 

remarks that “possibly it will be better to require two composition exercises per week in 

connection with other class work” (1). This claim is not surprising given English composition’s 

history of being marginalized as a subject of study. However, as evidenced by the freshman 

themes that he saved, Hall was willing to adjust the scope of his literature course to place some 

focus on composition.  

As preparatory instruction continued into the early 20th century and as Hall’s college 

English courses became a reality, UA hired additional instructors to handle the preparatory 

English courses. Hall became the head of the English department, acting in a supervisory role to 

his subordinate female English instructors. In a 1901 report to acting President Frank Yale 

Adams, Hall made it clear that his subordinate instructors were responsible for teaching four 

years of reading, writing, and literature to the preparatory classes while he focused on college 

courses (“Report”). More information on the ‘sub-collegiate’ English courses became available 

as personnel beyond Hall were employed to teach them. The 1902-1903 course catalog, for 

example, outlines these courses for the first time. The description states that the now four year 
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preparatory course in English “embraces grammar, composition and rhetoric, besides a critical 

study of assigned classics” (62). The catalog notes that grammar is covered first, followed by 

rhetoric, with a focus throughout on composition in an effort to “enable the student to express 

himself clearly, accurately, and with ease” (62). The catalog descriptions indicate that grammar 

and other surface were primary goals of the lower level courses, while literary study was the 

main function of the college level courses. Hall’s correspondence and reports indicate that most 

of the English classes at UA, no matter the level, were frequently adjusted to include more 

composition exercises when necessary.  

A 1901 student produced newspaper titled The Fourth Herald Prep provides more insight 

into the early 20th century preparatory English curriculum. Created by students enrolled in the 

fourth preparatory, or highest sub-collegiate class, The Fourth Herald Prep appears to be a class 

project. There is no direct reference in course catalogs or faculty archives that reference this 

publication as a curricular endeavor. However, this newspaper was likely a class project for 

several reasons. First, it frequently references the entire fourth year class and the work they have 

been accomplishing. Second, while it contains many of the expected rhetorical moves of a 

newspaper such as newswire items, editorials, and a locals section, it contains no advertising and 

the single copy archived consists of unbound onion skin typed pages. Third, an official campus 

newspaper (then titled The Sage Green and Silver) already existed during this time period. 

Finally, other archival evidence that will be discussed later shows that students were previously 

encouraged to produce newspaper articles as composition exercises in other English courses. For 

these reasons, it is probable that The Fourth Herald Prep was a class project.  

As a class project, The Fourth Herald Prep demonstrates the ways in which students at 

UA understood their citizenship in the American Southwest. E.J. Hollingshead, a student listed 
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in the catalog as an “unclassified student: English and History,” meaning he was enrolled in 

coursework in this area but not pursuing a specific program of study, is listed as the editor of this 

project. A quick survey of the newspaper shows that it contains a collection of newswire stories 

from around the territory and around the United States. These newswire stories demonstrate that 

students were consciously placing their own ideas and arguments within the larger concept of 

territorial and national news events.  

Original stories appeared on the following ‘Editorial Pages,’ and Hollingshead 

contributed a story titled “What Have We Learned in English Class?” He writes that if students 

were to ponder this question, they would conclude that “they now possess a clearer and better 

understanding as to what constitutes the elements of a good composition” (2). He argues that in 

English class “we have learnt many rules, and digested many theories, and how we need to apply 

them to our compositions” (2). From this short commentary, we see the preparatory courses at 

UA in 1901 do seem to align with the catalog course descriptions. They were meant to prepare 

students to write in error-free Standard American English. The fact that the students wrote about 

this class goal in a newspaper reveals much more about their curriculum, of course. However 

before discussing the implications of the newspaper as a class project, we will first explore the 

focus on grammar within the context of the American Southwest.   

Juxtaposed with the history of composition instruction in North America, this focus on 

rules and grammar should be no surprise. Composition historian, Robert J. Connors, argued that 

the fixation on grammar and correctness that is often attributed to the so-called ‘current 

traditional’ pedagogy of the late 19th century began in the 1840’s. He credits this awareness to an 

emerging upper class, noting “where there is class distinction, linguistic distinctions are not far 

behind” (115).  He also notes an “eastern reaction against the roughness and crudeness of frontier 
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America,” and “the desire for self improvement and getting ahead” as contributing to this 

growing interest in grammar and correctness (120). He points to the popularity of the Peabody 

Handbook, a guide which drew “cultural lines between ‘refined’ and ‘vulgar’ language” as 

evidence that correctness was beginning to be seen as a type of class symbol (120).  The Fourth 

Herald Prep further evinces a preoccupation with drawing distinctions between refinedness and 

vulgarity in a subsequent editorial that asks students to consider how they might spend their 

summer. Hollinghsead writes that many students seem uncertain about whether they will be able 

to return to school the following year due to financial reasons. He urges these students to “strike 

for some lively mining camp” for the summer (1). He advises that if UA students can avoid the 

“desperate gambling, dissolute women, and bad booze” that often exists in this camps, “he can 

save enough to aid him materially in his next year’s schooling” (2). Hollingshead is careful to 

make the distinction between the class of people who fall into the routine pitfalls of mining 

camps and the class that is able to ignore these indulgences in favor of focusing on earning 

enough money for the coming school year.    

Connors’ research in composition history confirms that these attitudes linking refined 

language use to class were in abundance during this time period. However, further analysis 

through the lens of frontier rhetoric helps us understand how UA’s curriculum and the students’ 

understanding of it was an uptake of the colonial mentalities that infected the American 

Southwest. In particular, the statehood debates analyzed in Chapter Two demonstrated that 

Anglo Arizonans emphasized the importance of class as a measure for fitness for statehood. The 

Fourth Herald Prep’s emphasis on class and refined language use is perhaps presented as an 

antidote to the so-called  “vulgarity” of the American Southwest, and in fact mirrors many of the 
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arguments that Anglo Arizonans made in order to distinguish themselves from their native 

Spanish speaking neighbors.   

We can further examine the ways in which students at UA responded to the colonial 

mentalities and frontier rhetorics of their institution by examining other examples of writing they 

produced for their classes. With historical foresight, Professor Hall saved a small bundle of 

student papers from the Spring term of 1896. These essays, collected in a folder labeled 

“freshman themes” are among Hall’s papers at the University of Arizona Special Collections. 

The freshman themes all seem to respond to different writing assignment prompts and are 

comprised of several genres. Some are descriptive essays focused on locations in or near Tucson, 

and others are arguments that respond to local issues such as the street car line, immigration, or 

the need for a campus monthly literary magazine. Finally, many are written to mimic newspaper 

genres, such as editorial sections or locals and personal sections. Because the sample size is quite 

small (only eight essays by 3 students), these papers do not offer a representative picture of the 

writing classroom at the University of Arizona. However, they are still helpful in understanding 

the types of assignments students received and the ways some students used their writing 

assignments to negotiate their own citizenship in a border space. These assignments also show 

that students were encouraged to consider how their writing might be used in settings beyond the 

classroom.  

 Of the eight themes saved, one is attributed to E.J. Hollingshead, the same student who 

later edited the Fourth Herald Prep, who appears to have been a fixture on campus in the late 

1890s and early 1900s but never enrolled in a formal degree program. Two are attributed to Lucy 

Riggs, who was listed as a third-year preparatory student in the 1896-1897 catalog. The other 

five essays are all signed simply L.W and were likely written by Lorenzo Walters. A bilingual 
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student and ‘star’ of the UA’s small football team, Walters was one of the few students whose 

home address was listed in Sonora, Mexico. His essays are also the only ones that have been 

marked up with red ink. Not all essays have dates, but the ones that do appear to be collected 

from a Spring 1896 class. These essays are very likely the required weekly composition 

exercises Hall wrote about in his annual report because most contain a notation labeling them by 

their exercise number. Several of these essays are written as though they are for a local or 

campus newspaper; however, no official student newspaper existed until the fall of 1899—more 

than three school years later.  

  The composition exercises that were likely written by Lorenzo Walters—five in total—

cover a range of topics. Two of the essays are labeled as descriptions—one describes the 

geographic landscapes he encountered riding a train on the Sonora Rail. Walters describes the 

sites to be seen out the window of the train. He reflects that “when you come to the orange 

groves at the Capital city you at once revive and begin to again enjoy the beauty of the place.” 

The other is a paragraph describing the view looking East from the University of Arizona, where 

“not a move[ment] is seen, or a noise is heard to break out the stillness of the barren and lonely 

scene.” Both compositions are short, but they give a sense of the different ways in which Walters 

experiences the world around him. As a Mexican native, it is interesting to note that he uses 

words like “barren” and “lonely” to describe Arizona, but discusses a sense of “beauty” and 

“reviv[al]” that he feels when back in his beloved Capital city.     

Walters also composed other exercises that were archived. Two are argumentative essays. 

One of these essays argues that a car-line would greatly benefit Tucson. The other considers the 

need for and benefit of a student-created literary magazine. In these essays Walters is engaging 

with local issues of interest to Tucson residents and UA students. He points out that “students at 
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present have to walk about a mile thereby losing an hour in going and another in coming” and 

that a car line would also bring more visitors to campus, particularly “Eastern people” who 

“know very well that on the [campus] grounds are many interesting things which they have not 

seen.”  Walters’ arguments consider both the local impact to students’ time and the broader 

impact of making the city more open to Eastern spectators. In his argument for the development 

of a campus literary magazine, Walters argues that such an endeavor would “be a step forward in 

the fraternal circles of journalism in our territory” while also offering a creative and more 

appropriate outlet to students who, during their free time on the weekends “are constantly getting 

into mischief.” Again, his argument is considering the local impact (that it would keep his 

colleagues well occupied) while also considering the broader implications on the ways in which 

these activities contribute to a larger social circulation. In these four essays by Walters—two 

descriptions and two arguments, we see the ways in which a Mexican-born student interacts with 

the local and global communities he is a part of. His description essays offer a contrast between 

his home life and his school life through surveying the landscapes he frequently encounters. His 

argumentative essays consider the ways Easterners exoticize the Southwest and the ways in 

which he and his fellow students can be good stewards of journalism in the Arizona Territory.   

Walters’ interest in journalism is also evident in the last exercise in this group. This 

writing exercise, titled “Locals,” eschewed the traditional classroom ‘modes’ of composition and 

instead simulated a genre commonly found in a newspaper. It contains several snippets of 

campus news and mimics the genre of a Locals section of a typical newspaper of the time. In this 

exercise Walters discusses commencement plans, and a sad incident where a janitor had to put 

down a rabid dog. Aside from reporting on campus life, Walters also provides accounts of the 

mining and engineering work that UA was engaged in, writing about a new shipment of ore. He 
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reports “the rock grinder of the university mill ran today for about one hour, crushing into pulp 

some assaying samples sent from La Paz town California” which is located in Baja Sur 

California, Mexico. Walters expresses hope that UA’s dealings with La Paz will result in more 

students enrolling from this part of Mexico. These exercises help us see Walters’ experiences as 

a true border citizen—Mexican born, native Spanish-speaker, and attending a university in an 

American territory. All of Walters’ composition exercises demonstrate the ways in which he 

connects his writing to both the local and global. We see Walters reflecting on local issues 

through the lens of his Mexican citizenship as well as his territorial citizenship. His composition 

exercises are not just an important insight into some of the daily lives of UA students. They also 

bear witness to a territory that was expanding in this age of industrial ‘progress.’ 

 The remaining composition exercises also offer some insight into how students at the 

University of Arizona were negotiating their understanding of life in a border space. EJ 

Hollingshead’s undated exercise is a description of a garden near the San Xavier Hotel in 

Tucson. After offering a brief description of the garden, Hollingshead notes it will be of interest 

to travelers. He cites a recent conversation he overheard between “two easterners talking in high 

pitched voices” while riding the train.  The easterners were baffled about “that baldheaded tree in 

the corner there,” before the conductor informed them it was a “giant cactus.” Hollinghsead’s 

essay invokes the peculiarities of life in a border space by considering the eastern response to the 

western landscape he describes.  

 Lucy Riggs’ exercises offer a look at the way some students negotiated their 

understanding of American citizenship. The undated material, labeled as exercise number 24 and 

comprising of two compositions (one on each side of the paper) is simply titled “Editorial.” The 

first side of the page is a brief argument about the benefits of exercise for students, arguing that 
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exercise leads to “less sickness in schools.” Riggs argues that UA students get plenty of exercise 

walking to and from campus, but warns that when the street car comes to Tucson students will 

need “a game of some kind” to make up for the exercise they will miss from walking. The 

second page, however, is an anti-immigration treatise. Miss Riggs argues that the United States 

“will come to a stand still and wars will follow” because it is “overrun by foreign people who 

come here to make money and not to help the government” and instead send their money to their 

home countries. Riggs offers no direct evidence for her claims, so her ‘editorial’ is more of a 

rant. Her compositions contain no teacher comments or grading marks. Still, without knowing 

the exercise prompt, we can still see that the writer is using the genre of the editorial to work 

through her feelings about immigrants. As a citizen of a border territory that relied on Mexican 

and Chinese labor, it is likely that Miss Riggs’ resultant composition is an uptake of sentiments 

and arguments she experienced daily. Riggs considers herself an American citizen, and she uses 

the editorial genre as a way to express her concerns about what she perceives as a lax attitude 

toward immigration.   

 Henrietta Rix Wood notes that in American schools “the amateur-periodical trend gained 

momentum in the early 1900s” (9). At the University of Arizona, their first campus newspaper 

was founded during the 1898-1899 school year. This means that many of the archived 

composition exercises that mimicked genres found in newspapers were produced before UA had 

established an extra-curricular newspaper. Newspapers and other periodicals offered a rhetorical 

outlet for many secondary and college students during this time period. Despite the fact that their 

classroom curriculum included an approach to language that ensured a squelching of linguistic 

difference and grammatical errors, the activities incorporated into these classes were more than 

just the average ‘drill and kill’ mode of teaching. Composing editorials and locals sections as an 
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exercise allowed students to look beyond the traditional modes of composition and instead 

consider how their writing can connect them to communities. The existence of The Fourth 

Herald Prep offers further evidence that the UA English classroom would assign or encourage 

newspaper production in the classroom.  

The lack of a robust archive of curricular materials means we cannot make sweeping 

claims about the writing instruction at UA, but there are still several takeaways that provide a 

more nuanced understanding of writing on the border for early UA students. First, UA’s 

curriculum, while we cannot reconstruct it entirely, can be seen as an uptake of the frontier 

mentalities that were embedded within the institution. The focus on grammar and correctness, 

while common features of courses during this time period, take on more significance when we 

consider how the border space must have influenced attitudes about these things. We will also 

see this phenomenon in the UNM curriculum.   

Secondly, the students at UA participated in genres of public writing—mainly the genres 

of newspaper writing—as part of their rhetorical education. As already discussed, The Fourth 

Herald Prep is a case of a newspaper project developed by an entire classroom of students. The 

individual composition exercises, which are dated a few years prior to The Fourth Herald Prep, 

also demonstrate an open-ness to newspaper genres as a space for student learning. As I will 

discuss later in this chapter, the genres of newspaper writing offer a rhetorical space where 

students can negotiate their own civic engagement. Because the students at UA were encouraged 

to incorporate these genres into their daily writing exercises, we see that the UA writing 

classroom, even though it was a space where frontier rhetorics and colonial mentalities were 

being reproduced, also offered spaces for students to reflect on the daily realities of writing in a 
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border space and consider the ways in which their own views and ideas contributed to their local 

and global communities.  

 

Textbooks and Gendered Assignments: The UNM Writing Classroom 
Shifting geographically to New Mexico Territory, we see that writing was also an important part 

of the curriculum at the University of New Mexico. According to the university catalogs, 

students entering UNM in the mid 1890’s were required to take English each year. Although 

Albuquerque New Mexico and Tucson Arizona are about 300 miles apart as the crow flies, their 

histories and approaches to preparatory and higher education do have some differences. The 

archival material available for UNM is also different. While UA faculty had archived some 

student compositions, UNM did not. Our understanding of the writing curriculum at UNM is 

limited to course descriptions and write-ups of classroom accomplishments in the student 

newspaper. The actual textbooks used for writing instruction offer another source for imagining 

the early writing classroom. These differences in the available archival material also impact the 

possibilities of drawing comparisons across universities. Composition historians have addressed 

textbooks as important sites of historical inquiry. In their book, Archives of Instruction: 

Nineteenth-Century Rhetorics, Readers, and Composition Books in the United States Jean 

Ferguson Carr, Stephen L. Carr, and Lucille Schultz examine 19th century rhetoric and 

composition textbooks. They argue that these textbooks have historical value because “they 

frame ways of reading student papers, of understanding teachers’ choices and expectations, and 

of recognizing the relationships and spaces between school and extra curricular practices” (4).  

Robert J. Connors has also argued that “during the eighteenth, nineteenth, and early twentieth 

centuries, composition theory and pedagogy were overwhelmingly shaped by one great force: 

textbooks” (100). The books in use at UNM may help gain some insight into the classroom 
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environment they were a part of. As a genre, textbooks functioned as an uptake of the 

pedagogical discussions of their day as well as the values and assumptions that many had about 

students and writing.     

According to the annual catalogs and faculty senate records, students enrolled at UNM in 

1894 were required to take an English course each year. The preparatory division courses, where 

the majority of the students were enrolled, featured composition instruction in addition to 

literature. Textbooks required during the first three years of study were all composition books.  

As a genre, the primary work these books were attempting to perform, of course, was to help 

instruct students in grammar and composition. As Devitt notes “a genre constructs and is 

constructed by cultural values, beliefs, and norms” (29). As a genre, composition textbooks 

provide a record of the ideas circulating about writing. Even though these books do not allow us 

to reconstruct classroom practices, they do allow us to see the values and beliefs that UNM’s 

administrators must have deemed important in assisting with their curricular goals for their 

writing courses.   

By closely examining the composition textbooks, a mid 1890’s UNM student would have 

encountered during his or her first year at UNM, we gain an understanding of the type of student 

reader these books invoked. While it really is impossible to know how these books were used in 

the classroom, their presence does suggest that students used them in some capacity. How these 

books address their readers is of no small importance because they likely influenced how 

students perceived themselves as writers. Using genre theory as an analytical tool can help 

explicate for each text the rhetorical situation the author was responding to, what type of reader 

the text appears to be addressing, and the message these books sent students about their own 

abilities as writers.  
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Two composition textbooks were required during the first year preparatory courses: Lucy 

A. Chittenden’s English Composition: A Preparation for Rhetoric (published in 1884), and 

Alonzo Reed and Brainerd Kellogg’s Higher Lessons in English (1886). Chittenden’s text was 

meant for high school instruction, particularly “the lower grades,” which fits with what we know 

about UNM enrollments during this time period (iii). In her preface, Chittenden states that her 

intention in producing the book is: 

  …to furnish, with as little theory as possible, such a set of directions and   

  exercises as, even before the pupil has attained the maturity of mind   

  necessary for the formal study of rhetoric, will enable him to become a   

  tolerably correct composer; at least to avoid the blunders, if not acquire   

  the graces, of composition. (iii) 

We can assume that Chittenden’s rhetorical situation and purpose is to address assumed 

deficiencies in students who are not yet ready to study rhetoric. The students she addresses are 

unable to write “tolerably,” but with the aid of the rules she lays out they may begin to improve. 

Her text reveals a series of rules and exercises that cover sentence-level grammar and style. Only 

an eight-page chapter at the end of the book covers original composition. The majority of the 

book leads up to this section on composition by asking the students to complete a series of 

exercises. The first type of exercise, the reproduction, asks students to rewrite a poem or other 

text (furnished by Chittenden) in their own words. Chittenden explains this move in her preface, 

calling these reproductions “the first step in a graded system of exercises leading to original 

composition” (iii). She notes the importance of furnishing well-known texts, stating, “all writers 

have learned to write by seeing how others have written” (iii). The reproductions are followed by 

developments, which ask students to rewrite text but add in some detail not seen in the original.  
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Summaries and paraphrases round out the series of exercises. When discussing the inclusion of 

this system of exercises, Chittenden explains that students will no doubt fail in their endeavors.  

She expects that the “failures will furnish the teacher with proper subjects of criticism” (iv).   

 Chittenden’s exercises and subsequent comments about them in the preface send a strong 

message to the student writer. Not only is their writing viewed as something merely to be 

tolerated, but they need to repeatedly use other’s words as a basis for any composition they do in 

connection with this text. While the exercises may seem daunting enough, students who have 

read the preface also know that they are expected to fail. These exercises also exclude the 

possibility of originality and seem to suppress creativity. Because there is no mention of how this 

text was used in UNM classrooms, we don’t know whether students completed these exercises. 

However, its presence in the classroom suggests that the book’s ideologies were part of the 

classroom environment in some way.     

 The other text used in the first-year English class, Reed and Kellogg’s Higher Lessons in 

English, primarily aims to provide instruction in grammar. Their text responds to a rhetorical 

situation where grammar instruction has been criticized, but they (and other teachers) still see the 

need for it. In their preface, they contend that grammatical study “has been of late desperately 

assailed” (3). They note the arguments against teaching grammar as coming from a few different 

perspectives.  People “born and bred in the purest literary atmosphere” don’t understand the need 

for instruction because they learned it naturally (3). Others believe that writers are “hampered by 

the restrictions of grammarians” (3). They also note that some decry grammar instruction simply 

because “it is popular to denounce the old and hail the new” (3). Amidst these negative attitudes, 

Reed and Kellogg claim, “thoughtful, practical teachers have never doubted the utility of the 

study in English grammar” (3). They produced the text specifically for these teachers because 
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they felt it would meet their needs better than any book that shied away from such grammatical 

instruction. While this book appears to be less of a confusing tangle of rules than the Chittenden 

book, it is still primarily about rules. 149 lessons across 284 pages are devoted to grammar 

before the focus starts to turn toward composition. 

 The last thirty pages of Reed and Kellogg cover everything else, a move that implies that 

once grammar is conquered, all other elements of writing easily follow. These final thirty pages 

cover elements such as style, perspicuity, figures of speech, the paragraph, composing a theme, 

and letter-writing. Reed and Kellogg define a theme as a group of paragraphs each on a related 

topic. The paragraphs are all “related to each other, because these points which they develop are 

divisions of the one general subject of the Theme” (301). Compared to the preceding 284 pages 

of thorough grammar instruction, Reed and Kellogg offer very little information about 

composing. It seems that their assumption is that once a student can master sentence 

construction, composing themes easily follows. One just needs to group these sentences into 

multiple paragraphs that share a common theme. They advise students to gather their material, 

“find the natural order” (303), and then write. More attention is given to what to do with the 

pages once the writing is complete than to the actual writing process itself. Students are told to: 

  Double the lower half of the sheet over the upper, and fold through the   

  middle; then bring the top down to the middle and fold again.  Bring the   

  right end toward you, and across the top write your name, the date, and the  

  name of the teacher who is to correct the Theme. (304) 

Besides the correct way to fold the paper before handing it in, Reed and Kellogg also present a 

list of eighty-five suggested theme topics. These topics vary from the incredibly vague “Apples 

and Nuts…Pluck…Monkeys…Umbrellas…Whiskers… Commerce” (304-305), to American 
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platitudes like “The Early Bird Catches the Worm…Cleanliness Akin to Godliness…Well-

Begun is Half-Done7” (305). Although many of these topics are vague and abstract, they imply 

an elite way of seeing the world. There are cultural associations with these platitudes that may 

not have been familiar to Nuevomexicano students. Further, platitudes such as the early bird 

catching the worm or well begun is half done connote the kind of progress and success narrative 

that is often present within other forms of frontier rhetoric.  

 It is easy to imagine that these textbooks sent troubling messages to any class that may 

have taken them up. Rules and exercises are foregrounded, and both texts explicitly state that 

students need to master them before they can make a reasonable attempt at writing, and the texts 

are out of touch with the multicultural classroom they served. Chittenden even expresses an 

expectation that students attempting her exercises will undoubtedly meet with some failure, 

which promotes the notion that student writing is usually deficient in some way. Both textbooks 

devote very little space to theme writing. Chittenden’s text spends most of its energy on teaching 

students to use other writers’ words as a starting point for composition. Reed and Kellogg 

provide a list of suggested theme topics that range from the broad to the bizarre. More attention 

is paid to how the work must be presented to the teacher for correction than to getting started. In 

both books, very little ink is used to describe composition. In fact, Chittenden’s text suggests that 

original composition may not be within its readers’ grasp.  

 It is clear from looking at the textbooks adopted for use in UNM’s late 19th century 

writing classrooms that grammar played an important role in the writing classroom. Each of the 

adopted texts privilege grammatical rules by placing them first and devoting the most ink to 

them. Both texts assume that grammatical drills and exercises are necessary before a student can 

                                                 
7 Chittenden’s text, in fact, provides a shorter list of similarly toned themes.  
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hope to begin writing. As discussed while researching UA’s approach to composition, a 

grammar-heavy curriculum reflected the values of the era but takes on special significance in a 

border space. As explained in Chapter Two, New Mexico’s numerous bids for statehood were 

often shot down because of a concern about illiteracy in the territory and the prevalence of 

Spanish. If the students at UNM were aware of these discussions, the focus on grammar and 

correctness would have had a special resonance for them. Literacy, specifically English literacy 

skills, was invoked throughout New Mexico’s bids for statehood as a signifier of fitness for self-

governance. The textbooks in use at UNM, with their focus on grammar and correctness, may 

have contributed to a frontier approach to literacy in the classroom.   

 The textbooks at UNM do not give us a complete picture of classroom writing at UNM, 

but the student newspaper provides an important artifact. In February of 1900 The Mirage 

contained an essay written for one of these classes. The article, simply titled “Dress Reform” 

opens with editorial remarks contextualizing the essay: “The B English class have been putting 

some good thought to their essay work. The last subjects required were ‘Dress Reform,” and the 

‘Pueblo Indians” (8). The reporter then provides the names of the two male students who had 

written the best essays on the “Pueblo Indians.” Next, he or she announces that “of the essays 

written by the girls on ‘Dress Reform,’ the one by Ruby Custers was the best…these original 

essays were written merely for class work, and the following is published ‘all unbeknown’ to the 

author.” (8). Following this introduction is Ruby Custers’ essay reprinted in full. This short 

introduction provides key information about the types of writing required in UNM English 

courses. We learn about two topics students were asked to write about—one was related to New 

Mexico’s cultural background and the other seems to be a timely social issue. The article 
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suggests that it was common practice to assign topics based on gender. We also learn that the 

essays were, in a way, ranked, and that this information was somehow made public.  

Ruby Custers’ prize winning essay, which was reprinted in this issue of The Mirage, 

demonstrates that the student writing classroom at UNM had gendered discourse. Miss Custers 

begins her essay by discussing the beauties of nature and the fact that “all art seeks to imitate” 

this beauty. She discusses the ways in which dresses from particular regions both reflect the 

cultural aesthetic and local conditions. Miss Custers argues that “the modern woman should 

adapt her costume” to fit her needs (8). For example, “a heavy, long-trained dress might do for 

an idle woman, but for an active business-woman such a dress would be an annoyance and a 

hindrance” (8). She goes on to argue that dress reform can encourage active and healthy 

lifestyles, and that “sensible dress promotes happiness” (9). Custers claims that the advent of the 

bicycle and golf as acceptable sports for women, as well as the athletics programs offered by 

many universities, have opened the door for some reform and have shown the necessity to adapt 

women’s dress to suit their activities. Additionally, Custers suggests that as more opportunities 

are offered to women they “will find themselves unable to compete with men and unable to 

perform the new duties imposed upon them unless there is an immediate and entire reform in the 

dress of the modern woman” (9). As Ruby Custers works through her ideas about dress, 

aesthetics, customs, and the restrictions and opportunities that are tied to these notions, she 

makes a somewhat feminist argument for dress reform. For Ruby Custers the English B essay is 

a rhetorical site for working through her own ideas about a contemporary social issue.   

From this example student essay, we can see that at least one UNM student was able to 

use the genre of the essay as a space to reflect on issues of gender and equality. The Ruby 

Custers dress reform essay is just one instance of student writing that has been archived. While 
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there are no other examples that have been explicitly labeled as compositions for an English 

class, the student newspaper itself is an artifact of the extra-curricular writing activities of the 

students at UNM. I turn to this archival material in the remainder of this chapter as a way to 

further examine the student writing at UNM and the ways in which this writing was an uptake of 

the controversies surrounding New Mexico’s 1902 bid for statehood.  

 

Newspaper Writing as Rhetorical Education: UNM Students Respond to Statehood 
As evidenced in Chapter Three, as well as in earlier portions of this chapter, archived 

student newspapers have offered rich examples of what campus life was like during each 

institution’s earlier years. The student newspapers also offered a chance for students to enter into 

conversations about local political issues. UNM’s newspaper in particular offers important 

insight into the ways in which students were able to use the rhetorical space for political 

participation, as a means for reproducing and resisting frontier mentalities, and to negotiate their 

own understanding of citizenship. In the 1902-1903 school year, the student reporters were able 

to confront the issue of New Mexico Statehood through a series of editorials and other articles in 

their newspaper. The remainder of this chapter focuses on a close examination of this 

newpaper’s volume, and the ways in which we can view it as an uptake of the rhetorical 

education at UNM and the frontier mentalities of the UNM and the Southwest in general.  

By the 1902-1903 academic year, UNM had expanded considerably in enrollment and in 

its available degree programs. In his 1903 annual report to the Board of Regents, UNM President 

Tight describes an institution that seems to be busting at the seams—attendance had increased 

more than 40% and the university was struggling to accommodate out of town students who 

wished to board there (7-8). Tight reports that all academic programs had increased their 

standards for admission and strengthened their curriculum, but that enrollment numbers indicated 
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there were few if any issues with retention (7). Because students did not begin enrolling in 

college courses until 1898, there were still few graduates of the university course. However, as 

students began to graduate from the preparatory course, enrollment in the college grew.  

Alongside the more rigorous academic standards and revised curriculum, students 

entering the university in the fall of 1902 would have noticed other changes to the campus 

environment. The addition of a music program brought piano, voice, and violin instruction to the 

university (“Annual Report” 4). Aside from these academic changes at UNM, the fall also 

brought many conversations about pride in the territory and the importance of statehood for New 

Mexico. Campus was likely abuzz with the excitement of New Mexico’s upcoming October 

territorial fair which took place near campus. Opening day exercises included addresses by an 

Army Reserve official on the importance of the flag, former New Mexico Senator Bernard S. 

Rodey on New Mexico’s fitness for statehood, and former Governor Stover on the importance of 

patriotism (“Opening” 1). From the start of the fall term students were exposed to conversations 

about Statehood and patriotism that no doubt influenced their own opinions and feelings about 

this issue.  

During this school year the student newspaper evolved from a monthly format to a 

weekly format. While previous iterations of this newspaper were longer and included both news 

and literary pieces, the new format allowed students to reflect more immediately on local 

happenings and political discussions. In the first issue’s editorial, Editor-in-chief J. Ralph 

Tascher and Assistant Editor Lillian Huggett explained that the weekly allowed them to publish 

news “more of interest than that which has been held for a month” (“Change” 2). In its new 

format, The Mirage provided a venue for students to circulate more timely news about local 

campus happenings. Much of the column space was reserved for stories outlining the 
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accomplishments (and defeats) of the university sporting teams, proceedings (and gossip) from 

the dueling literary societies, and both serious and parodic stories about class fieldtrips and 

assemblies. The paper also regularly featured ‘notes’ from alumni, campus departments and 

clubs, and other New Mexico schools. Of the first five issues during the 1902-1903 school year, 

the front page articles mainly focused on campus events or New Mexico history and geography. 

The editorials offered advice for students on the topics of college spirit, the importance of good 

character, and study habits. These editorial columns also offered commentary on education in 

general by discussing topics like “The Purpose of Education” or the purpose of routine 

examinations. These columns focused mainly on higher education and student conduct; however 

the student reporters also saw this space as an opportunity to offer commentary on an important 

political issue: statehood for New Mexico.  

As discussed in Chapter Two, 1902 was an important year in statehood history. It was in 

November of 1902 that the Sub-Committee on territories, led by Indiana Senator Albert J. 

Beveridge, toured New Mexico and Arizona to assess their potential for statehood. The students 

at UNM followed the Beveridge committee’s activities closely. On November 22, 1902, just a 

week following the committee’s visit to New Mexico, The Mirage included an editorial titled 

“Statehood.” This editorial, as well as subsequent mentions of statehood throughout The Mirage 

in the following months, sheds important light on the ways in which UNM students engaged with 

this important political issue.  

The authors of the “Statehood” editorial argue that students at UNM are politically 

engaged citizens who have a vested interest in the Statehood bill. They acknowledge that 

students are often too preoccupied with their studies or their social lives to engage with civic 

issues, but insist that they and their fellow students have made it a point to be informed on this 
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issue. They argue that statehood is “the most important of all current topics in the minds of the 

people of New Mexico,” and that “we students of the University are as much exercised as other 

people on this question” (2). The editorial responds directly to the Committee on Territories’ 

recent visit, and the authors express disappointment that the committee did not tour the 

university during their trip. They write, “as a territorial institution we feel that it should be 

inspected; and we think that it is a school that the people may feel proud of” (2). The editorial 

concludes by saying the students of UNM “await the committee’s report on our qualifications 

with great interest and great hopes” (2). This editorial demonstrates that students at UNM saw 

themselves as stakeholders in this political issue. Members of The Mirage staff were eager to use 

the rhetorical space the new format of their weekly paper afforded them to not only report on 

news relevant to statehood, but to express their opinions about the statehood deliberations. 

 In the weeks following, each issue of The Mirage referenced the statehood issue at least 

briefly. The editorial page on November 29th contained a one sentence editorial: “Every one of 

us is for statehood” (2). The December 6th issue featured brief mentions of statehood 

sandwiched between longer editorials.  These mentions included “Hurrah for New Mexico! The 

state to be…when?” as well as a note advising Senator Beveridge against returning to the 

Southwest “for his own health” (2).  The latter is likely an allusion to the already negative views 

of the Senator that were circulating following the committee’s visit. The final issue of the 

calendar year contained an editorial titled “The Educational Facilities of New Mexico.” The 

author or authors discussed the six different public higher education institutions in the territory, 

linking these institutions to the issue of statehood by claiming that “a people so alive and awake 

to the benefits of higher education are most certainly capable and entitled to organize and 

maintain a state government” (2). In the student reporter’s view, New Mexico had laid the 
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groundwork for statehood by creating these institutions, and these educational systems ensured 

that the people of New Mexico could successfully self-govern. Taken together, the fall issues of 

The Mirage demonstrate that the staff considered themselves active participants in the statehood 

debate. Rather than solely reporting the news, they made their opinions known.  

 Statehood did not pass, however. On January 17, 1903, The Mirage editorial page 

commented on what they saw as a major political disappointment. The editorial begins with the 

following: “Although the subject has, as it were, been worn threadbare, there is still something to 

say about [statehood]” (2). This is the first issue of the newspaper that references the December 

1902 Beveridge report, and the writers express disappointment and outrage at the content of the 

report. The editorial characterizes the report as “a document written by a sane man, presumably, 

but containing so much nonsense that after reading it one hardly believes he is warranted in 

making the presumption” (2). As noted in Chapter Two, the Beveridge report used race and 

literacy as examples of New Mexico’s unfitness for self-governance. The report also focused on 

New Mexico’s too-small population as evidence against admission. The editorial writers chose to 

take up this part of the report, pointing out the logical flaws in the reports’ argument about 

population as a measure for statehood rather than engage with the more racist and provocative 

remarks. They write:  

if the honorable senator looked into the question of our admission as a state as 

painstakingly and carefully as he examined New Mexico during his visit, we do 

not wonder that he held to the great mistake, which he made long before ever saw 

New Mexico—that New Mexico is not eligible to statehood” (2).  

Here the writers point out that Beveridge’s mind was likely made up before visiting New 

Mexico. They remind their readers of how brief and hurried the committee’s visit was in the first 
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place. While UNM students did not directly engage or counter the Beveridge report’s remarks 

about race, language, and culture, the editorial shows that they were certainly aware of these 

comments and how they may have factored into the committee’s decision. The students use 

sarcasm to point out the absurdity of the committee’s visit. This editorial demonstrates the ways 

in which they were thinking critically about the implications of the committee’s visit and 

provides some sense of their indignation. This response only represents one way the students at 

UNM engaged with the committee’s recommendations.  How these student reporters constructed 

the newspaper editions that followed is even more noteworthy for the decisions they made 

regarding the incorporation of Spanish into their newspaper.  

In the weeks following the editorial that responded to the Beveridge report, no further 

mention was made about statehood. And then, without any editorial explanation, short articles in 

Spanish began appearing in the newspaper during the Spring term. Although, as discussed in 

Chapter Three, in 1895 UNM’s first-ever student newspaper contained an article written in 

Spanish, The Mirage in both its monthly and weekly formats included only English-language 

stories. The newspaper certainly made passing mentions to Spanish classes or the Spanish 

language, but it was not a bilingual newspaper.  The Spanish articles appeared in four issues of 

the newspaper from February 7 to April 11. The February 7th newspaper contained a poem on the 

back page that was signed by Aurelio Espinosa, who joined the UNM faculty the previous fall as 

the new professor of Spanish. The remaining articles appeared in newspapers on February 14, 

March 14, and April 11. The topics of these articles ranged from current events to descriptions of 

literary figures. These short articles all seem to be compositions written for a Spanish class, 

although no editorial explanation is offered. The February 7 and February 14 Spanish language 

articles appeared on the last page of The Mirage, alongside the locals and personals sections. The 
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stories on March 14 and April 11, however, had more prominent placement on page 1. Aside 

from Espinosa’s poem, the other stories do not offer full bylines.   

These short pieces, which are written as news articles, descriptive essays, and short 

stories, hold the linguistic connotation of Spanish class compositions because of their 

grammatically simplistic style. As discussed in Chapter Three, Spanish was offered at UNM, and 

so it would be likely that many students would be composing in Spanish. The articles that 

appeared on the back page of the February 14th issue included a description of a trip downtown 

to buy books and food, a description of a university in Colorado, and an essay titled “El Estado,” 

which will be examined later. Among the English-language articles published on the front page 

of the March 14 issue were three Spanish articles: “La Juego de Bola,” a short write up of a ball 

game in Albuquerque, “El Paro,” a story about how a couple named Maria and Francisco met, 

and “Echegaray,” a one-paragraph description of work of Spanish dramatist José Echegaray.  

Finally, the April 11th newspaper contained articles titled “El Clima de Nuevo Mejico,” which 

describes the unique properties of New Mexico’s climate, “Magdalena,” a brief description of 

the neighboring city of Magdalena,  and “La Primavera,” which describes the recent arrival of 

springtime. Of all of these contributions the February 14th Spanish composition on statehood is 

the most telling, because like the editorials written in the fall term, it tackles the statehood issue 

and makes clear that the writer understands the stakes of this important issue. The composition 

itself contains only a few sentences and explains that New Mexicans had been asking for 

statehood for 53 years. The student points to the perceived disinterest the committee had for 

learning about New Mexico. He or she stated that Senator Beveridge came to New Mexico but 

didn’t really see the territory. The student concluded by saying that Senator Beveridge “es un 

embustero” (a liar or a swindler).  
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 These stories offer deeper insight into UNM students’ composition practices because it 

shows us that in a predominantly Anglo institution the students saw cultural and communicative 

value in a bilingual newspaper and the value in Spanish itself. The students on the newspaper 

staff had previously demonstrated that they were closely following the statehood debate, chose to 

include the very language that had caused so much consternation for the congressional 

committee in the first place. The prevalence of Spanish in the communities, in the courts, and in 

the schools was one of the chief concerns of this committee. In fact, when the committee 

questioned local residents, their questions mainly revolved around the use of Spanish. A month 

after expressing outrage about the Beveridge report, the students assembling the newspaper 

decided to include items in Spanish—why? After being criticized for having too much Spanish in 

New Mexico, the student reporters decided to include more. 

Historian Linda C. Noel writes about a “nativo pluralist” approach that many New 

Mexican citizens used to construct a New Mexican and American identity during the territorial 

period. A “nativo pluralist” approach emphasizes Spanish (European) heritage over Mexican 

heritage, allowing native New Mexicans to argue that they “posed no threat to the country” and 

that “they should become full members of the American nation, with all their rights protected, 

including the right to speak Spanish” (434-435). She notes that the Spanish-language newspapers 

of the territories helped spread this viewpoint in the weeks following the Beveridge Report, as 

they “reminded readers that speaking Spanish was not a crime and did not threaten the republic” 

(444). Further, Noel argues that while there were often some paradoxical tensions between 

maintaining linguistic heritage and mastering English, “natvio pluralists…continued to 

encourage Spanish speakers to maintain their language skills and instruct their children in it” 

(444). The students at UNM, then, were also contributing to this nativo pluralist view by 
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embracing Spanish as part of their own culture.  These students primarily were not native 

Spanish speakers, and they lived in an area of New Mexico that had a large population of 

Anglos. Still, they constructed a newspaper that embraced the linguistic heritage of their territory 

in a way that complemented the nativo pluralist response. Here the students of UNM create a 

new narrative by pointing to what makes UNM different from other schools. Located in a 

community with diverse linguistic practices, Spanish was an important part of the curriculum and 

an important part of the community. In Albuquerque many of UNM’s students frequented 

businesses run by their Spanish-speaking neighbors. UNM students preparing to be teachers also 

understood that Spanish was necessary to communicate with their pupils or their pupils’ family 

members. These students, mostly native English speakers, chose to include Spanish in a 

document that was circulated beyond the boundaries of their institution and beyond the 

boundaries of their territory. They wrote bilingually despite the fact that the Beveridge Report 

drew on racist conceptions of literacy and language differences. These students exercised 

rhetorical agency through their experimentation with a bilingual newspaper and their 

engagement with issues of language, race, and statehood.  

These students’ extra-curricular activities provide contrast for the Beveridge report’s 

depiction of New Mexico. The students at UNM, residents of the very territory that was deemed 

unfit for self- governance, were certainly literate, capable citizens. They saw a story being 

constructed about their territory. Instead of just resisting or ignoring it, they re-appropriated it for 

their own use using the rhetorical space of their newspaper. In the process, they also adopted the 

nativo pluralist tactics used in other areas of the territory.  

 

Conclusion: Genres as Spaces of Invention 
Anis Bawarshi has argued, “writers invent within genres and are themselves invented by 
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genres” (7). As the analysis within this chapter has demonstrated, students at UA and UNM were 

able to use genres of their curricular and extra-curricular rhetorical education as a space to 

imagine their own conception of life on the border. In the case of UA, students used their 

composition exercises to craft arguments about local issues, consider the ways in which their 

surroundings were framed by outsiders to the Territory, and grapple with their own 

understanding of citizenship in a United States territory. The case study of UNM’s 1902-1903 

student newspaper demonstrates that the genres of the newspaper offered a space for students to 

negotiate their own conceptions of citizenship in a border space. They were able to use the genre 

of the editorial to enter into the political conversation of statehood. When the political 

conversations about statehood appeared to be dying down in the face of the Beveridge 

committee’s recommendation, the students began incorporating Spanish-language newspaper 

stories into their paper. By composing in Spanish instead of English, the students were able to 

resist monolingual notions of literacy and statehood. Through the act of making their student 

newspaper a somewhat bilingual publication, they advocated for a multilingual understanding of 

citizenship and statehood.    

This chapter has also demonstrated that at both the Universities of Arizona and New 

Mexico, writing and rhetorical education were not limited to the classroom. While archival 

research allows us small windows into classroom life as evidenced by institutional reports, 

course descriptions, and the required textbooks, it is the student writing that really demonstrates 

the rhetorical education of these students. While UA’s archives offered some artifacts of 

classroom writing, the extra-curricular rhetorical education likely had the most impact on these 

students’ developments as writers.  

Both universities had vibrant literary societies and active student publications. The 
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campus newspapers, in particular, offered a space for public writing, and faculty encouraged 

students to participate. Students at UA, in fact, were able to use familiar newspaper story genres 

in their weekly composition exercises and as class projects. At UNM students received 

‘rhetorical’ credit for participation in their newspaper, and often their newspaper printed essays 

and stories that related to classwork. Despite the scant archival material available from which to 

examine the classroom writing of students at either institution, the archives of the extra-

curricular writing offer a rich and detailed look at daily campus life as well as the genres of 

writing that students at UA and UNM were engaged with. These genres of extra-curricular 

writing offered spaces for invention for students whose literacy skills were often called into 

question by teachers, administrators, and even political figures.  
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CHAPTER 5: FRONTIER RHETORIC, MULTILINGUALISM, AND 
WRITING PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 
 

As this dissertation has shown, the histories of the University of Arizona and the 

University of New Mexico help make visible the ways in which colonial legacies are embedded 

within our educational institutions. These histories also demonstrate the possibilities rhetorical 

education has to both reproduce and resist against oppressive attitudes about language, race, and 

culture. Chapter Three argued that universities in the Southwest territories functioned as a 

colonizing force. The University of Arizona, in particular, functioned as an Americanization 

project that often ignored the multicultural and multilingual realities of the region it was founded 

within. Chapter Four examined the ways in which the curricular and extra-curricular writing at 

these institutions offered spaces for reinforcing and resisting the colonial mentalities embedded 

in these institutions. While neither institution archived enough curricular writing to gain a 

nuanced understanding of the writing classrooms, the samples of student writing from UA and 

the extra-curricular newspaper writing from UNM provided a starting point for thinking about 

the ways students use genres of public writing as spaces for invention and discovery.  

Although this dissertation examined UA and UNM in their first few years of operation, 

both institutions have developed significantly in size, mission. Today both have the Carnegie 

classification as R1 institutions. UNM now enrolls over 34,000 across its main and branch 

campuses and has over 200 undergraduate and graduate degrees. UA, which is now home to over 

300 degree programs, grew from 31 students in its first semester to over 43,000 enrolled today 

(“Academics” and “2015-2016 Fact Book”).  Each institution demonstrates commitments to 

issues unique to Southwestern borderlands. For example, UA has a thriving Mexican American 

Studies program, a Borderlands archive in the Special Collections library, and a museum focused 

on Southwestern anthropology. The University of New Mexico has one of the only Navajo 
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(Dine) language programs in the country, a Chicana/o Studies program that was founded in 1970, 

a summer curanderismo program that teaches traditional indigenous health practices, a 

Southwest Hispanic Research Institute, and several collections in the library’s Center for 

Southwest Research that focus on border issues.  

UA and UNM student demographics have also changed over the years. Although race 

and ethnicity demographic information were not collected in the early years, it was noted in 

Chapter Three that both institutions were primarily from white, Anglo-Saxon families. UNM, 

however, was actively recruiting students from Spanish speaking regions of New Mexico to 

enroll. According to UNM’s Fall 2016 enrollment report, 42% of their student population 

identifies as Hispanic (15). This percentage far surpasses the 25% threshold required to be 

recognized as a Hispanic-Serving Institution, or HSI (“Hispanic-Serving”). At UA, while 25% of 

undergrads identify as Hispanic, only 13% of their graduate and professional students identify 

this way (“2015-2016 Fact Book”). Enrollment trends do change over time, but these 

demographics remind us of the key differences between Arizona and New Mexico’s attitudes 

toward their Spanish-speaking populations as articulated in Chapter Two.    

This concluding chapter discusses the contributions this history can make to our 

institutions today. In particular, viewing our writing programs and writing centers through the 

framework of frontier rhetoric can help us uncover the ways in which monolingual assumptions 

about language are embedded within our programs. After discussing the relevance these histories 

have to administrative concerns today, this chapter proposes strategies that administrators can 

incorporate into their programs that can better engage with and meet the needs of multilingual 

writers. In particular, this chapter argues for a translingual approach to writing and writing 

program administration. Such an approach “moves literacy beyond products to the processes and 
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practices of cross-language relations” (Canagarajah 40). In order to show how frontier rhetoric 

can be applied in programmatic assessment, this chapter includes an extended example that 

draws on results from a recent WAC/WID study at the University of Arizona.  

Although UA and UNM’s histories demonstrated the frontier rhetorics at work in the 

southwest, these rhetorics are not unique to the American Southwest. As recent national political 

events attest, Arizona does not corner the market on fear of and hatred toward immigrants. 

Today, in our increasingly globalized classrooms, we need to ensure that our multilingual 

students are treated ethically and respectfully. Unfortunately, writing intensive contexts are often 

where multilingual students struggle the most. In fact, as this chapter will discuss, our writing 

programs, WAC/WID programs, and writing centers are all spaces where multilingual writers are 

often marginalized or silenced because of monolingual conceptions about writing and literacy. 

Writing Program Administrators (WPAs)8 can use both the concept of frontier rhetoric as well as 

their own local histories to better understand how monolingual notions of literacy have been 

embedded within their programs, often from their inception. This chapter begins by discussing 

the many ways that multilingual writers are marginalized, silenced, or denied access to education 

and the ways in which frontier rhetoric can help us better recognize these acts of silencing. Next, 

we will examine the ways in which the theory of frontier rhetoric can be deployed as an 

assessment tool for writing programs. The last half of the chapter recommends strategies WPAs 

can use to promote a translingual orientation to language in their programs. Such an orientation 

can help administrators address monolingual assumptions in institutional documents such as 

mission statements and in their program’s training and faculty development.  

 

                                                 
8 In this chapter I use WPA to indicate any administrator whose focus is on writing-related programs. This includes 
administrators of first-year writing programs, but also writing centers and writing across the curriculum and writing 
in the disciplines programs.  
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Frontier Rhetoric and Writing Programs 
While the theory of frontier rhetoric was developed as way to better understand the 

rhetoric surrounding the history of Arizona and New Mexico statehood, this theory can be 

helpful in other contexts. As identified in Chapter Two, frontier rhetoric consists of rhetorical 

strategies that mask difference by emphasizing progress or success and annihilation of the other. 

A frontier creates a boundary between civilized and uncivilized domains that privileges a 

dominant/preferred way of doing and knowing. When we think about these things in terms of 

writing programs and writing pedagogy, this concept of a frontier resonates deeply. For example, 

expecting our multilingual students to have non-accented American English and viewing 

anything other than that as deficient is a frontier mentality. Viewing a particular required course 

or program as a place where students’ perceived deficiencies can be ‘fixed’ is also a frontier 

mentality.   

These frontier mentalities are found throughout the academic contexts where multilingual 

students write. Paul Matsuda has written extensively on the ways in which composition programs 

overlook multilingual writers. He questions “why the issue of language difference has not 

become a central concern for everyone who is involved in composition instruction, research, 

assessment, and administration” (638). Matsuda blames this indifference or lack of investment 

on a mindset called “the myth of linguistic homogeneity—the tacit and widespread acceptance of 

the dominant image of composition students as native speakers of a privileged variety of 

English” (638). Essentially, Matsuda argues that composition practitioners often make 

monolingual assumptions about the linguistic abilities of their students, preventing them from 

engaging with language difference in the classroom. This mindset stems from higher education’s 

history of linguistic containment, i.e., keeping language differences away from mainstream 

classrooms. Matsuda explains that the act of language containment can take many forms, 
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including “exclud[ing] language differences from entering higher education altogether by 

filtering them out in the admission…ignor[ing] language issues, attributing any difficulties 

to…inadequate preparation” (641-642). Although Matsuda was applying this explanation to the 

contemporary composition classroom, we saw this attitude reflected in these histories. As 

discussed in Chapter Three, Arizona faculty attributed a need for more levels of preparatory 

work to the upbringing of the native and mixed race students. These acts of linguistic 

containment echo tropes of frontier rhetoric because differences are marked as deficiencies. 

Using English language proficiency as a benchmark for admission, while often necessary in 

ensuring students can succeed in an English-speaking institution, may also deny students the 

chance to gain access to resources that could have helped them.  

Research in writing across the curriculum helps to illustrate how frontier rhetoric is 

manifesting in our universities today. In a 2011 Across the Disciplines article, Michelle Cox 

argued that WAC/WID programs are often not responsive to the needs of multilingual students. 

She argues that if WAC programs increase: 

…without, at the same time, combatting the inclinations of untrained faculty to 

pass L2 writers along, to penalize them for their ‘written accents,’ and/or to assess 

them based on U.S.-centric assignments, WAC has then, by default, ‘closed 

doors’ for L2 writers.  

Cox claims that faculty across the disciplines are not given the training or development they need 

to work more effectively with multilingual writers. Studies of faculty perceptions of multilingual 

writers seem to illustrate these claims by demonstrating the ways faculty perceive language 

difference as a barrier. Vivian Zamel’s 1995 study revealed that many faculty described their 

ESL students as having deficiencies. Zamel argues that this faculty perception stems from “an 
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essentialist view about language in which language is understood to be a decontextualized skill” 

(510). Zamel notes that this mindset creates many barriers for multilingual students, whom she 

also surveyed. Many of these students wished faculty understood how hard they were working 

and “expressed their wish that their work not be discounted or viewed as limited” because it 

wasn’t error-free (512). For many students, writing in the content areas presents a challenge 

because faculty often expect multilingual writers to have mastered standard written English by 

the time they enter their classrooms. Expecting multilingual writers to master native-like prose 

early in their academic careers, essentially, forwards a frontier-based attitude about writing.   

These frontier mentalities are problematic as our international student enrollments 

expand. Although many universities have increased international student populations in the last 

decade, these students often find themselves in classrooms where faculty measure their writing 

against monolingual standards. More recent studies of faculty response to student work 

demonstrates that faculty often struggle with how to assess the writing of multilingual students. 

Zawacki and Habib found that while many faculty are flexible with their students, “error is the 

focus of their observations about L2 writing” (184). In their study of faculty perceptions of 

multilingual writers at a flagship university in New Mexico and its neighboring community 

college, Ives, Leahy, Leming, Pierce, and Schwartz found that grammatical errors often obscure 

faculty’s ability to assess other elements of writing. In their study, Ives et al asked faculty to 

assess two student paragraphs with a rubric that measured three areas, “content, organization, 

and mechanics” (215). One of these paragraphs demonstrated simple ideas but was written in 

standard, unaccented English. The other contained more complex ideas but had some of the 

telltale markers of multilingual writing. Faculty consistently scored the multilingual writer lower 

on all three rubric elements (216). More importantly, faculty who chose to provide written 
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comments consistently engaged with the content and ideas expressed in the unaccented 

paragraph, while mainly offering sentence-level feedback on the accented sample (218). The 

researchers argued that written work that contains markers of second-language status can 

“discourage and even preclude faculty engagement with higher order concerns like ideas and 

argument” (217). This barrier can affect the success and support available to multilingual writers.    

Writing centers are also important to this discussion of contemporary frontier rhetoric, 

because they are often invoked as places where students receive the remediation they need to 

become fluent. Writing center scholar Ben Rafoth argues that faculty often leave what he calls 

“searing comments” on student papers such as “this is NOT an ESL class, learn Standard 

English; you need to go to the writing center every day; and see me about dropping this class” 

(81). This series of sample faculty comments view the ESL class or the writing center as a space 

for remediation, and the faculty member’s own classroom as the frontier—the space that needs to 

be void of any discernable linguistic difference. In fact, writing centers have long been 

considered a space for remediation or for ‘fixing’ deficient writing. While writing center scholars 

have long pushed against these narratives, we must further examine whether the writing center is 

an inclusive space for multilingual writers.  

These examples all indicate that contemporary WPAs, no matter how well-intentioned 

they are at creating inclusive writing classrooms and writing centers for multilingual writers, 

have their work cut out for them. Most of these examples reference the ways faculty view or treat 

their multilingual writers. However, the monolingual mentalities that view language difference 

as a deficit do not exist in a vacuum. While monolingual mentalities might be most visible in 

faculty responses to error, WPAs need to understand that these mentalities are often uptakes of 
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more deeply entrenched ideas and assumptions about language that have persisted over time. We 

need to be willing to look more closely at our histories to be able to trace these assumptions.   

As the histories of UA and UNM demonstrate, monolingual mentalities are frequently 

embedded within institutions from their founding. Often policy and practices that stemmed from 

colonial mentalities may not be visible or discernable as such on the surface. Many of the 

archival findings unearthed in this project may not have seemed noteworthy without the critical 

lens of frontier rhetoric. For example, 1896 correspondence from the UA archives between a 

parent and the university president revealed the university president thought “Spanish was not 

spoken at all on the university grounds” (1). This remark, on the surface, can be interpreted as a 

fact about the linguistic knowledge and practices of the UA students. However, we know from 

Tucson’s history and from UA’s enrollment figures that UA was located near Spanish-speaking 

neighborhoods and enrolled students of Mexican heritage. Statements from the archives that 

belie the linguistic reality of the region are laden with a privileging of an English-only academic 

environment.    

Frontier rhetoric, then, can be a useful framework for assessing these sites of writing 

instruction. Just as viewing archival finds through this framework helped to uncover colonial 

mentalities and monolingual assumptions, frontier rhetoric is also useful in making visible the 

assumptions hidden within the curricular requirements and other institutional documents that 

frame our writing programs, WAC/WID programs, and writing centers. These assumptions are 

often deeply entrenched within our institutions. They are also often normalized through the use 

of frontier rhetoric that masks difference. If WPAs are willing to take critical looks at the ways in 

which frontier rhetorics may be present in their own programs and institutions, many of these 

normalized policies and practices will come into sharper focus. This act of critical examination 
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and reflection requires administrators to look not only at their institutional and programmatic 

policies, but also at the ways these policies are shaped by and have shaped the histories of their 

programs.  

 

An Extended Example: The Writing Emphasis Courses at UA 
To demonstrate how a WPA might engage with frontier rhetoric as a lens to evaluate a 

writing program, we will take a brief look at a current site of writing at the University of 

Arizona. Currently, all undergraduate students at UA have to complete a “Writing Emphasis” 

requirement. The policy states that every student must take a course that has been designated as 

“Writing Emphasis.” The Writing Emphasis (WE) courses, which have been a graduation 

requirement at UA since the early 1980’s, are defined in the most recent academic catalog as 

“regular junior- or senior-level courses in an academic discipline in which at least half the grade 

awarded is determined by written work appropriate to the academic discipline” (“Writing 

Emphasis”). While this requirement is no longer assessed, it is still a graduation requirement ,and 

there are over three hundred courses offered each semester with this designation. As a 

compulsory writing requirement, the WE courses offer an opportunity to examine the different 

contexts of academic writing that students at UA  encounter as they move through their programs 

of study.  

In order to demonstrate the ways in which WPAs can use their institution’s histories and 

frontier rhetoric as a critical lens to examine writing programs, I will examine survey results 

from a recent study of the WE courses.9  These survey results demonstrate faculty attitudes 

                                                 
9 In 2012 I served as Principal Investigator (along with another graduate student who served as Co-PI) on an IRB-
approved descriptive study of the Writing Emphasis (WE) requirement. We surveyed and interviewed faculty who 
had recently taught a WE course in order to understand the different ways this requirement was being enacted within 
the disciplines. We also sought to understand faculty beliefs and concerns about incorporating writing into their 
upper division courses. The survey was sent to 327 faculty members and received 77 responses. 
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toward and perceptions of multilingual writers. After analyzing these results through the lens of 

frontier rhetoric, we will briefly examine how the history of UA helps to frame these results.   

Only one survey question focused solely on multilingual writers. Question number fifteen 

asked faculty if they “have concerns about the written work produced by students’ whose 

primary language is not English?” Of the seventy-seven respondents to this question, two 

respondents gave no answer. Thirty-eight respondents answered yes, twenty-six respondents 

answered somewhat, and sixteen respondents said no, they were not concerned about the writing 

of students whose native language is not English. This result tells us that over 80% of survey 

respondents had concerns about the writing produced by their multilingual students. Concern 

about written work, however, is not a significant finding. The written comments faculty 

contributed, not just for this question but for other questions in the survey, provide more context 

and insight into faculty experiences with multilingual writers.  

 The survey allowed participants to provide optional written comments for many of the 

questions asked, providing illustration to the quantitative data collected. Many of the faculty 

comments provide excellent examples of the type of faculty attitudes WPAs may encounter 

anywhere (as well as illustrations of some of the examples from the literature already discussed 

earlier in this chapter). It is important to note that the faculty comments in this survey fell on a 

spectrum. Some faculty provided only negative, deficit-discourse oriented feedback. However, 

many faculty wrote thoughtful comments that reflected on the complexity of working with 

multilingual writers. In the remainder of this section, we will examine the former of these types 

of comments through the lens of frontier rhetoric.  

The deficit-oriented comments manifested in a few ways. First, some faculty seemed 

certain that multilingual writers represented a campus-wide problem. The survey did not 
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explicitly ask faculty to identify specific problems they or their students experienced, but the 

responses suggest that some are exasperated, bewildered, or just tired of dealing with non-native 

speakers of English. For example, one respondent said, “their writing is sometimes abysmal; but 

always ‘off.’” These comments sometimes included generalizations about Asian students, in 

particular students from China. For example, one participant wrote “generally, Chinese students 

have poor writing skills.” Some of these comments suggest that faculty are suspicious of 

international students, as fear of plagiarism and other forms of cheating were also expressed. For 

example, one faculty member expressed concern that international students are cheating on their 

TOEFL or other entrance exams. Another commented on Chinese students’ unfamiliarity with 

plagiarism rules.  

When examining these comments through the lens of frontier rhetoric, we gain a broader 

understanding of the barriers many multilingual writers face in these writing classrooms. Faculty 

comments about sentence level issues marked them as major problems. For example, one 

professor wrote, “it is typically horrible. Asian students have the issues with prepositions and 

articles.” This comment indicates that this faculty member viewed surface level issues 

commonly found in international student writing as unacceptable. This comment also helps to 

illustrate the previously discussed literature that argued that many faculty only engage with this 

writing on the surface level. Another faculty member further elaborated about their multilingual 

students, saying, “many of them struggle with these assignments. Prior screening of students 

admitted to the UA to determine if they REALLY can write simple sentences in English would 

be greatly appreciated-it apparently isn't done.” Like other comments, this one suggests a 

questioning of whether non-native speakers really belong in the classroom. These comments 

express a desire to see linguistic differences erased from their classrooms, or in extreme cases, 
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denied entry to the academy altogether. Overall, the comments section of this survey question 

yielded many responses that took a deficit view of multilingual writers, echoing many of the 

tropes of frontier rhetoric. Some of these comments indicated a suspicion about students who 

struggle to grasp standard written English. Others seemed to imply that mastering native-like 

English was a frontier to be crossed before the student could do any upper-division writing.  

Frontier rhetoric that privileges native-like fluency persisted in other areas of the survey. 

When asked what kinds of instructional support they would like to have for their WE courses, for 

example, one faculty member wrote “basic familiarity with the written English language as a 

prerequisite for admission to the University.” This comment indicates that he or she did not 

believe all students entering the university were even familiar with written English—despite the 

fact that UA, like most universities, has an English language proficiency exam required of all 

International students whose native language is not English. Another professor wrote that 

“seminars that we could direct our students to take if they need remedial work” was a resource 

that would help them with their teaching. These comments indicate that some faculty subscribe 

to the view of linguistic containment, expressing the opinion that language differences must be 

fixed or remediated before students are allowed access to their course. Comments on the survey 

also indicated that many WE faculty were simply uncomfortable focusing on writing in their 

course and that they felt ill equipped to help these students.  

Examining these faculty attitudes through the lens of frontier rhetoric illuminates the 

ways in which different contexts for writing often exclude multilingual writers. It is important to 

remember, however, that these faculty attitudes are also an uptake of the institutional policies 

that have been circulating at UA for decades, if not a century. WPAs who want to ensure their 

programs are engaging effectively with and creating inclusive spaces for their multilingual 
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students must be attentive not just to the faculty perceptions of these students but the ways in 

which institutional histories have helped shaped them. While previous chapters did not 

investigate the more recent history of UA, a quick search through the digital archives of faculty 

senate meeting minutes shows that the written work of students has been a concern in the past. 

For example, in November 1979 UA’s faculty senate received and discussed a report put 

together by a general faculty committee titled “Are You Embarrassed by this Term Paper?” 

Unfortunately, the actual report was not archived with the meeting minutes. The recorded 

discussion shows that faculty were gravely concerned with the writing abilities of their 

graduating students. The report made several recommendations for improving the writing on 

campus, including proficiency exams, improving the workload and status of the freshman 

composition faculty, and the creation of a writing center and a WAC/WID program. This report 

and the recommendations therein prompted what appears to be lively and divisive discussion. 

The minutes report President Tindall’s contribution to the discussion: “The writing skills 

problem the faculty senate was now addressing was very urgent, he said, and was, in fact, an 

apocalypse now” (38). Not all of the recommendations of the report were enacted, but discussion 

of this report did set the wheels in motion to implement the WE requirement. This moment in 

UA’s history, in fact, echoes many moments in composition history where institutions 

experienced a ‘literacy crisis.’  However, when we consider this moment and its connection to 

UA’s earlier history with multilingual students, we gain greater insight into the ways in which 

current attitudes contain echoes of past attitudes.   

As discussed in Chapters Three and Four, UA’s early history also featured faculty 

concerns about the written work of their students which suggest a deficit view of student writing 

ability—particularly the abilities of students from Mexican or mixed families. If we consider the 
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faculty survey comments as being connected to this history, we begin to see ways in which 

frontier rhetorics are still embedded within the institution. While this example focused on faculty 

attitudes expressed in a WAC/WID survey, it is important to note that when evaluating and 

assessing a program’s engagement with and inclusivity of multilingual writers we should not just 

examine faculty perspectives. Obviously the student perspective is equally (if not more) 

important, as are the institutional policies and curricular guidelines that frame the administration 

of these courses. In the case of this extended example of the WE requirement at UA, we are only 

examining faculty survey responses to demonstrate what one piece of such an assessment might 

include.    

 

Countering Frontier Mentalities  
Identifying the ways in which writing programs, WAC/WID programs, and writing 

centers privilege monolingual assumptions about language is only a start. WPAs need to develop 

policies and training that counter these assumptions. A frontier mentality toward language 

learners often encompasses the idea that all language learning must be complete before students 

enter the space in which they will be writing. If we think past the either/or binary and recognize 

that language use and ability is fluid, the writing classroom can be seen as more of a border 

space. In the remainder of this chapter, we will examine theories that are helpful in countering 

monolingual mindsets, as well as specific strategies to enact these theories within writing 

programs and writing centers.  

One way to counter a monolingual mindset is through an expanded conception of 

language and the language learning process. While many scholars in the field of second language 

writing have long advocated for such conceptions, in recent years a contingent of scholars in 

rhetoric and composition have gravitated toward the concept of ‘translingualism’ as a foil to 
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monolingualism. Lu and Horner have argued for a translingual approach, which they say is “best 

understood as a disposition of openness and inquiry toward language and language differences” 

(585). In this sense, a translingual approach encourages viewing writing is the result of a 

complex negotiation of choices. Adapting a translingual stance, Lu and Horner argue, will allow 

instructors to view language as a shifting complex process that everyone undertakes as they 

write. Essentially, this translingual stance views linguistic difference as a resource instead of 

only as the sum of the visible errors.   

As many practitioners know too well, even if the theory seems like a much-needed 

corrective, we are still often left with little to no idea how to enact it in our daily administrative 

and teaching practices. In thinking through the ways in which a translingual approach can be 

enacted, I’ve identified two sites where WPAs can most effectively begin the work of 

dismantling monolingual mentalities about writing and language learning: institutional 

documents like mission statements and faculty and/or tutor development. Mission statements 

offer a chance to reframe the language we use to discuss writers, the writing process, and the 

teaching of writing. Faculty development and tutor training offer opportunities to discuss the 

language learning process as a fluid act of negotiation. Both of these spaces offer opportunities 

for influencing changes at the classroom and daily writing center praxis level. As Linda Adler-

Kassner has argued, WPAs who want to affect institutional change must be willing to engage in 

“story-changing work” (16). One place WPAs can begin to change the story is through the 

development or revision of a mission statement that frames our programs and practices. As 

recently argued in Praxis: A Writing Center Journal, mission statements “signal values and 

resulting writing center praxis” and as such, they offer an opportunity to begin changing 

narratives about what writing centers do (Cirillo-McCarthy, Del Russo, and Leahy 65). WPAs 
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who seek to shift the narrative about multilingual writers must be willing to examine their own 

institutional policies and mission statements and look for spaces that reproduce or encourage 

deficit-oriented thinking and frontier mentalities about language.  

 Reframing local institutional language, such as mission statements, is only one 

component of countering monolingual attitudes. Such reframing should engage a variety of 

stakeholders, especially those who interact with multilingual writers the most. In the case of 

writing programs and WAC/WID initiatives, those individuals include the faculty who teach 

these writing courses. In the case of writing centers, these individuals are the student and/or staff 

consultants. Engaging those who teach and work with multilingual writers in activities related to 

reframing programmatic missions, visions, and outcomes, will help start important conversations 

about the challenges and opportunities of working with multilingual writers. Engaging faculty 

and tutors in these activities is an important act of professional development that can bring more 

of an awareness of the language learning process into everyday conversations about writing.  

WPAs should also implement professional development activities that focus on daily 

classroom and writing center pedagogy and praxis. In particular, DePalma and Ringer’s notion of 

“adaptive transfer,” paired with a genre-based approach to faculty development, offers a useful 

heuristic for thinking about language from the translingual perspective. DePalma and Ringer 

define adaptive transfer as “the conscious or intuitive process of applying or reshaping learned 

writing knowledge in new and potentially unfamiliar writing situations” (141). This is a 

conception of transfer that focuses not on the ways writers “reuse” knowledge of skills gained in 

other contexts, but on how they reshape and adapt to new or unfamiliar contexts (141). DePalma 

and Ringer have also discussed the potential implications adaptive transfer could have for 

writing programs in general and WID programs specifically, arguing that bringing their 
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framework into discussions with WID faculty can change how faculty view not only students’ 

writing development but also the purpose of a writing class. Thinking with the idea of adaptive 

transfer, DePalma and Ringer argue, can help make these negotiations visible to students and to 

faculty.  

This notion of adaptive transfer pairs well with genre theory. As Bawarshi has argued, a 

genre-based approach to teaching expresses that “writing is more than just a communicative tool, 

a means of conveying ideas from writer to reader” (156). A genre-based approach allows for 

students to focus on the different strategies and negotiations they need to make based on the 

social and textual constraints of the genre. He argues, “we gain more by teaching students how to 

adapt as writers, socially and rhetorically, from one genred site of action to the next” (156). 

Asking students to reflect on their experiences with new genres can help make explicit some of 

the implicit ways students have to negotiate new genres through drawing on their experiences 

with other genres. Bawarshi argues that agency resides within the discursive spaces of genre. 

Because genre can function as a site for agency and as a site for invention, it is a useful tool for 

asking students to consider their own understanding of language use. 

Because genre theory connects to a shifting view of writing and language, it is a logical 

place to begin foregrounding adaptive transfer in faculty and tutor professional development and 

training. WAC/WID faculty workshops that focus on genres and genre analysis can help 

underscore the shifting negotiations that all writers undertake and can help encourage faculty to 

offer opportunities for students to compose in a variety of disciplinary genres. WPAs who work 

with composition programs might go further than introducing the concept of genre. Because 

many scholars have already argued that a genre-based approach to first-year writing can help 

demystify academic writing for all students, but multilingual writers in particular, composition 
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program directors might consider offering training on incorporating genre-based pedagogy into 

their classrooms. By bringing these concepts to composition classes, both faculty and students 

will gain more awareness of the negotiations that writers constantly engage in. Finally, writing 

center directors should consider how the concept of genre can help inform conversations with 

tutors about multilingual writers. Formal tutor training activities might involve pairing reflective 

exercises about genres the tutors have recently learned with discussions about the ways in which 

all writers exercise agency as they make writing choices. Incorporating genre theory into 

discussions about writing allows for a more expansive view of the writing process, which in 

turns opens the door for discussions about adaptive transfer.  

WPAs who are invested in creating more inclusive programs, classrooms, and writing 

centers must begin be actively interrogating the language we use to discuss students, student 

writing, and language proficiency. All of the suggestions above offer a place to start—a way to 

build common ground with faculty, administrators, instructors, teaching assistants, or tutors. This 

common ground is a necessary starting point to avoid proliferation of frontier-based views about 

writing and the language acquisition process. By understanding the histories of our programs and 

institutions, connecting these histories to present day programmatic challenges, and engaging 

faculty and staff in discussions and activities that promote a more fluid understanding of the 

language process, we can begin to build more inclusive programs.  

 

Conclusion: Future Directions for Research 
Because the scope of this project included two flagship institutions in neighboring states, 

there are many possible directions for future research. First, studying the trajectory of writing 

and rhetorical practice as Arizona and New Mexico received statehood, we could examine the 

ways in which the goals and objectives of these programs responded to the political climate of 
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these states. Further examination of UNM’s history should examine the ways in which their 

identity as Hispanic Serving Institution evolved over time, and the specific rhetorical practices 

and opportunities this designation offered for the Latinx students. As argued in Chapter One, 

because composition histories often ignore or overlook other perspectives and cultures, more 

work is necessary in this area. In fact, although this project attends to a gap in the rhetorical 

histories of the territorial Southwest, it does so from the perspective of the colonizing American 

institutions that were founded there. This perspective, while allowing us to see the impact that 

such institutions had in this area, does not allow us to examine the rhetorical practices and 

traditions that have endured in these spaces for centuries longer. In order to remedy this absence, 

much more research needs to be done.  

 While the historical aspects of this project offer many directions for future study, so do 

the theoretical aspects of this project. For example, genre played a role in some of the analysis in 

Chapters Three and Four and also emerged as a potential way to combat monolingual attitudes. 

Future study in this area could examine the ways in which incorporating public genres into our 

classrooms help students gain rhetorical agency and help faculty expand their understanding of 

language acquisition. The theory of frontier rhetoric offers another way to examine classrooms 

and programs. As demonstrated in this chapter, we can use the concept of frontier rhetoric to 

critically examine the ways in which we frame our expectations of writing and writers. Future 

study in this area can include conducting more thorough studies of WAC/WID that examine 

faculty, student, and institutional statements about writing and writers through the lens of frontier 

rhetoric.  
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APPENDIX B: IMAGE PERMISSION 
 
Dear Ms. Leahy, 
 
I am writing to confirm the receipt of your request for permission to publish materials from the 
University of Arizona Libraries, Special Collections: UA Catalog 1891, image on page 8. 
 
If you require high resolution copies of those photographs, that requires a separate order form 
and request. The fee for high resolution copies are $20 per item. 
Here is the url for our reproductions order form  
http://speccoll.library.arizona.edu/duplications  
 
Please retain a copy of this message for you records, as it confirms permission for use of Special 
Collections materials in your project.  
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
Sincerely,  

Roger 

May 19 2017 
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